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SYNOPSIS
In the mobile multipath environment the received signal can be 
adversely affected by unwanted, random envelope modulation. With AM-type 
systems these envelope variations are impressed directly on to the 
receiver's demodulated output. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) can be used 
to reduce the unwanted envelope fading without distorting the required 
modulation. This thesis begins by analysing mobile radio propagation 
in some detail and develops worst-case deterministic test signals to study 
the performance of AGC. The dynamic performance of a variety of AGC 
systems is then described along with their application to mobile radio 
receivers.
Initially, conventional feedback AGC systems are discussed. These 
are shown to be capable of suppressing deep, unwanted fading only if it 
occurs at rates well below that of the wanted envelope modulation.
The effects of time delay and the use of coherent envelope detectors are 
analysed and shown to worsen the dynamic performance of feedback AGC. 
Feedforward AGC systems, which can possess greatly improved dynamics, 
are then introduced. A form of feedforward AGC is developed which can 
achieve a specified dynamic performance with the narrowest of all control 
bandwidths. Finally, the effects of signal-carrier decorrelation, noise 
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When information is transmitted across a radio frequency (RF) 
communications channel it is usually conveyed via envelope and/or phase 
variations of a carrier wave. The received signal will be degraded not 
only by thermal noise and interference but also by impairments introduced 
by the propagation characteristics of the medium. In particular, if the 
transmitter or receiver are mobile then random time varying envelope and 
phase variations can be impressed upon the received signal that affect 
wanted modulation. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuits are incorporated 
into some radio receivers to reduce the range of these unwanted envelope 
variations. If these unwanted envelope variations occur relatively 
slowly compared to wanted envelope modulation frequencies then the AGC 
circuitry has little difficulty in suppressing the former and passing 
the latter. Problems arise when the unwanted envelope variations occur 
at rates approaching wanted envelope modulation frequencies. A detailed 
knowledge of the performance of particular AGC systems is required to 
assess whether or not they are capable of satisfactorily coping with these 
envelope variations. This thesis presents a unified treatment of the 
dynamics of AGC circuits incorporated into modern land and air mobile 
receivers.
If a frequency modulated (FM) communication system is employed, then 
the use of limiters in the receiver renders the system largely insensitive 
to envelope variations. Thus FM receivers rarely use AGC. However, FM
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transmissions tend to occupy larger bandwidths than equivalent amplitude 
modulation (AM) type signals that convey some or all of the transmitted 
information via envelope variations. With increasing numbers of users 
wanting to utilise fixed bandwidth allocations in the electromagnetic 
spectrum there is a move away from wideband FM systems to narrowband 
AM-type systems. This is most apparent in the UK private mobile radio 
(PMR) sector.
1.2 Mobile Radio
In 1976, excluding police and fire services, there were 195,000 
mobile radio-telephones licensed for PMR use in the UK, with an estimated 
growth rate of 10% per year (1.1). In an attempt to relieve the increasing 
spectrum congestion, the Home Office (Directorate of Radio Technology) 
has been considering a change in modulation mode for PMR (1.2). The 
Home Office is evaluating the use of single sideband (SSB) in 5 kHz 
channel spacings compared to the more conventional FM and full carrier 
AM systems operated in 12.5 kHz channels at VHF and 25 kHz FM channels 
at UHF. Similar proposals are being investigated by the USA Federal 
Communications Commission (1.3). The reduced bandwidth requirement of 
SSB systems does not automatically mean they are spectrally more 
efficient as there are other considerations such as re-use distance. 
However, mathematical analysis has indicated that, in general, more 
efficient spectrum utilisation can be obtained by adopting SSB modulation 
(1.4). These results have been confirmed by practical trials and 
subjective comparisons of FM and SSB systems (1.5).
The other form of AM-type modulation that is to be briefly considered 
in this thesis is the use of full carrier AM by civil and military air­
craft radio systems. Full carrier AM has been used for many years in
1.2
this application and much of the analysis relating to PMR systems will 
be shown to be directly applicable to aircraft communications.
1.3 Amplitude Modulation Systems
Full carrier AM and SSB are both members of the family of AM-type 
modulation systems that convey part or all of the baseband information 
via envelope modulation. The 2 members of this family of most interest 
are full carrier AM and a special form of SSB, referred to as pilot SSB.
A mathematical definition of a full carrier AM signal, e^Ct), is
relatively straightforward, i.e.:
ea(t) = E(1 4- m(t))cos W(.t (1.1)
where m(t) is the baseband modulation signal, suitably processed so 
that -1 < m(t) < +1 and it occupies a baseband frequency range from
u)£ to wh* The transmitted carrier frequency is Wg and E is a fixed
magnitude. The various properties of this form of modulation are well 
known (1.6).
Less well known are the properties of pilot SSB modulation. This
is the form of SSB modulation proposed for PMR use. The general
mathematical definition of a pilot SSB signal, eg(t), can be written as:
eg(t) = E rm(t) + g cos(wc + Wp)tl (1.2)
I w + Wc + w _J
where m(t) represents the upper sideband frequency translation
_ J w  ->■ W q  +  0 )
process associated with conventional SSB (1.6). The second term in the 
brackets represents a pilot or tone transmitted at some specified level, 
g, below the peak transmitted signal at a frequency (wq + Wp). The pilot 
is used by the receiver as an amplitude and frequency reference, such a 
reference not being available with conventional SSB modulation. There
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are a number of different proposed pilot SSB systems, differing mainly 
in the pilot’s frequency. They are:
1) Wp < 0: Tone-below-band SSB. The pilot is transmitted at
some frequency below the carrier (which is suppressed).
2) Wp = 0: Pilot carrier SSB.
3) < Wp < wh: Tone-in-band (TIB) SSB. The pilot is transmitted
at some frequency within a notch in the modulation* s
spectrum.
4) Wp > w^: Tone-above-band SSB. The pilot is transmitted at some
frequency above the modulation’s spectrum.
In the UK, pilot carrier SSB (1.7) and TIB SSB (1.8) have been proposed 
for PMR while tone-above-band using a frequency modulated tone is being 
considered in the USA by Lusignan (1.9).
1.4 Propagation Problems
The adoption of AM-type modulation such as pilot SSB results in 
improved spectrum efficiency at the expense of additional transmitter 
and receiver complexity. The main problem with AM-type systems is that 
if a fixed gain receiver is used, the envelope of the demodulated output 
signal is directly proportional to the RF input signal’s envelope.
Manual adjustment of an AM-type receiver’s gain may be acceptable where 
the transmitter and receiver are stationary and the transmitted signal 
undergoes a constant propagation loss. Unfortunately, this situation 
does not exist in mobile radio communications where the received signal 
strength can vary rapidly over a wide range as the vehicle or aircraft 
moves. The variations arise as a result of the complicated signal 
propagation effects that characterise land and air mobile radio
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communications. As a result, fixed gain receivers are rarely used in 
AM-type radio systems. Instead, the receiver incorporates AGC circuitry.
1.5 Automatic Gain Control
The first practical AGC circuit was invented by H.A. Wheeler during 
his Christmas vacation in 1925 (1.10). AGC circuits operate on the 
envelope of the received signal and it is necessary to define "envelope" 
before proceeding. The received signal is assumed to be real and of 
the bandpass type so that it contains little energy outside a finite 
frequency interval, centred approximately on Wc« This signal, ej.(t), 
can always be expressed in the form:
ej.(t) = r(t) cos(wgt + u(t)); r(t) > 0 (1.3)
where r(t) is the instantaneous length and u(t) the instantaneous phase 
of the phasor representing e^.(t). The envelope of ej-(t) is then given 
by r(t). A more rigorous definition may be found elsewhere (1.11) but 
the aforementioned definition proves satisfactory for most purposes.
An alternative definition is to assume 6j.(t) to be converted to a very 
high frequency SSB signal. Then the envelope, r(t), is given by the 
curve traced by the positive or negative peaks of the resulting signal 
(1.12). For mathematical purposes the envelope will be assumed here to 
be positive only, although some experimental results are made of plots 
consisting of both ± r(t).
As stated in the prologue, the AGC circuits in the receiver face 
the problem of distinguishing between wanted and unwanted envelope 
variations of the received signal. The limitations of both conventional 
and novel AGC circuits must be understood before the introduction of
1.5
new AM-type modulation systems such as pilot SSB, This thesis aims to 
discuss these limitations and the relevance of the results to mobile 
radio receivers.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
The thesis begins by discussing mobile radio propagation in some 
detail and proposes worst-case signals that can be used to test the 
various AGC systems. The performance and dynamic limitations of 
conventional AGC circuits are then analysed. Novel circuits that offer 
the promise of improved dynamics are introduced and the final part of 
the thesis discusses the ultimate limitations of AGC. Throughout the 
thesis the significance of the results for the various proposed pilot 
SSB systems is demonstrated. Feedback AGC systems are analysed with the 
use of feedforward mathematical models. These models give a unique 
conceptual understanding of the properties of conventional feedback AGC 
and allow direct comparisons to be made with other AGC systems.
1.6
CHAPTER 2
SINGLE AND TWIN PATH COMMUNICATIONS
The analysis and design of AGC systems requires a knowledge of the 
unwanted envelope variations they are required to suppress. In many 
mobile radio propagation situations the received signal's envelope can 
only be expressed by a set of non-deterministic statistics. Non- 
deterministic statistical analysis of an AGC system's response is greatly 
complicated by the non-linear nature of AGC. This work has concentrated 
on the analysis of the response of AGC systems to deterministic signals.
The results are then used to make approximate predictions of AGC's 
response to non-deterministic inputs. It is therefore required to generate 
relevant deterministic signals that have properties similar to those 
encountered in the field.
This chapter considers some received signal variations that occur 
during mobile communications via single and twin path propagation.
Both land and air communications are covered and the similarity between 
the two is demonstrated. Twin path models will be shown to accurately 
describe most aircraft communication situations while representing a 
worst-case land mobile one. Unless otherwise stated, both this and the 
next chapter considers communication to take place via the electric 
radiation field between 2 antennae using vertical polarisation, at a 
single frequency.
2. 1
2.1 Large Scale Signal Variations
The signal variations considered in this section generally occur 
over travelled distances of many wavelengths. The variations are larger, 
but occur more slowly, than the local signal fluctuations described in 
later sections. Large scale variations of the received signal strength 
are often called "slow fading". The minimum requirement of the AGC 
circuitry in a mobile receiver is to satisfactorily suppress slow fading.
2.1.1 Free Space Propagation
Bullington (2.1) gives the general formula used for calculating the 
received power during single path free space propagation as:
where is the received power, P^ is the transmitted power, X the wave­
length, a the distance from the transmitter to receiver, G^ - the power 
gain of the transmitting antenna and G^ the power gain of the receiving 
antenna, both relative to an isotropic (non-directive) antenna. If the 
transmitter and receiver are spaced 1 wavelength apart the free space 
loss is 22 dB for isotropic antennae. If the receiver then moves 
directly away from the transmitter the direct received signal's strength 
falls by 6 dB for every doubling of the distance. However, single path 
free space propagation rarely occurs in mobile radio communications, and 
the next section considers a more realistic transmission situation.
2.2
2.1.2 Propagation Over a Plane Earth
In general, the presence of the ground causes the received power 
to vary more with distance than predicted by equation 2.1. Bullington 
(ibid) suggests that over a plane earth the received signal may be 
considered as the complex sum of the free space direct wave, a reflected 
wave, a "surface wave" and secondary effects. Section 2.4 on ground to 
air communications considers this mechanism in more detail. Here, the 
simplifications resulting from a low reflected signal grazing angle will 
be assumed, as occurs in VHP and UHF land mobile communications. Then, 
it can be shown that (2.2) the received power is given by:
«t»r
where H^ and Hj- are the transmitter and receiver antenna heights 
respectively. If now the receiver moves directly away from the trans­
mitter, the received signal strength falls by 12 dB for every doubling 
of the distance.
2.1.3 Effect of Obstructions
If the mobile suddenly goes behind an obstruction, the received 
signal strength does not change abruptly. Instead, it gradually reduces 
as some function of distance behind the obstruction. A general discussion 
on various obstruction shapes and the resulting diffraction effects is 
well covered elsewhere (2.1, 2.2, 2.3). However, it is noted here that 
once the mobile is not receiving line-of-sight transmission and 
positioned a few wavelengths behind the obstruction, the received signal
2.3
strength falls by at least 6 dB for every doubling of the distance from 
the edge. This effect is termed "shadowing".
2.1.4 Land Mobile Environment
Prediction of the absolute value of the mean received signal 
strength in the VHF and UHF urban land mobile environment is complicated 
(2.2, 2.4). However, most simple land mobile calculations assume a 12 dB 
loss for every doubling of the transmitter-receiver distance as derived 
in section 2.1.2. This variation with distance is somewhat less for 
very high base station antenna heights and somewhat more for distances 
above 15 km (2.2). Nevertheless, the problem remains to decide what 
large scale variations the AGC should have to suppress in the short term, 
caused, for example, by shadowing. As stated, the problem is ill- 
defined since in the very short term, over travelled distances of a 
fraction of a wavelength, the received signal's strength varies consider­
ably. These very short term variations are commonly referred to as 
"fast fading" and are discussed in more detail in later sections.
The distinction between slow and fast fading is somewhat arbitrary. 
French (2.5) considers the slow fading to be suppressed by averaging 
the received signal over travelled distances of about 10 wavelengths.
The slow fading is also found by French (ibid) to have an approximately 
log-normal envelope distribution in London at 462 MHz. The technique 
of averaging over 10 wavelengths to leave only fast fading has also 
been used successfully by Gladstone and McGeehan (2.6). Therefore, 
if the minimum requirement of a receiver's AGC system is to suppress 
slow fading it should average out the received signals envelope over
2.4
travelled distances of about 10 wavelengths.
2.1.5 Aircraft Environment
Prediction of the absolute value of the received signal strength 
in the VHF and UHF aircraft communications environment usually involves 
consideration of two main propagation paths. One path is the direct 
path (either base station to aircraft or aircraft to aircraft) and the 
other is the result of a reflection from the earth's surface. This 
particular situation is discussed in more detail in section 2.4.
However, on average, the large scale variation of the received 
signal strength follows a free space law, as described in section 2 .1 .1 , 
up to the radio horizon (2.9). Reed and Russel (2.9) also state that 
beyond the radio horizon the received signal strength falls off expon­
entially between 0.4 and 1.5 dB per km, and over 50 km beyond it falls 
off by about 0.3 dB per km to distances of at least 650 km. It appears 
from their work that, neglecting twin path effects, large scale signal 
variations in the aircraft environment occur more slowly than in the 
land mobile environment. This section therefore concludes that an AGC 
system capable of suppressing the slow fading that occurs in the land 
mobile environment will adequately suppress the slow fading encountered 
in the aircraft environment.
2.2 Base to Land Mobile (One Direct, One Reflected Component)
There have been many attempts to model the phenomenon of fast fading 
in the land mobile radio environment. The one described here models 
suburban radio fading. It was first described by Ossana (2.7) in 1964,
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but since then has been largely superseded by various "scattering" models, 
described in later sections. It is included here for 2 reasons. Firstly, 
it is a relatively simple model, partially substantiated by results from 
the field and secondly, Ossana (ibid) has considered the received signals 
envelope's power spectral density in more detail than some later authors. 
A full knowledge of the power spectral density is an important factor in 
the analysis and design of AGC systems.
Note that in this and subsequent propagation models the receiver 
is assumed to be mobile, operating from a fixed base station transmitter. 
Reciprocity will ensure that the same results are applicable to the 
signal arriving at the base station receiver from a mobile transmitter.
2.2.1 Model Description
The model assumes that over any short period of time the received 
signal is comprised of a direct component and an interfering component 
reflected, for example, from the side of a house. This is claimed by 
Ossana (ibid) to be the most likely propagation mechanism in some 
suburban residential areas where the buildings are well spaced out.
Figure 2.1 shows the vehicle moving through the stationary standing 
wave pattern due to a direct and reflected component where 6 ' is the 
angle between the direction to the fixed base station and the direction 
to the reflector as seen from the mobile antenna, 6 is the angle between 
the direction to the fixed base station and the direction of vehicle 
travel, U is the length of the reflector, U' is the length of the vehicle 
path in the reflected beam and S is the vehicle's speed. Diffraction
2.6
PLAN VIEW









Figure 2.1 Vehicle moving through a standing wave pattern due to a 
' direct and reflected component.
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effects are neglected and the model uses simple "ray" theory.
The model assumes that the direct and reflected components have the 
same amplitude, resulting in the received signal consisting of a series 
of peaks and trough nulls, with an envelope shape identical to that of 
a fullwave rectified sinewave. The trough nulls are shown in figure 2.1 
by the dashed lines. The receiver is always assumed to receive a direct 
component, but only receives the reflected component when the vehicle 
travels through the interference area over the distance U'.
In order to analyse the received signal's properties over a reason­
able length of time, it is necessary to consider the vehicle passing 
through a number of interference areas from separate buildings. It 
must be emphasised though that there is always assumed to be only 1 
reflected component in any particular interference area and adjacent 
areas do not overlap.
2.2.2 Pre-detection Signal Characteristics
In the interference area, the pre-detection signal spectrum will 




then the frequency of the direct component, , is:
= (j(2 + o)(j COS Ô (2.4)
where ajç. is the carrier frequency. N.B. all angular frequencies are in 
units of radians per second (r.s'l). The frequency of the reflected
2.8
component, , is:
+ wj cos(6 - 6 ') (2.5)
As the vehicle passes from 1 interference area to the next, and 
will change unless all the reflectors are orientated in the same 
direction and the base station is a large distance away. Ossana (ibid) 
analyses the effect of various reflector orientations and concludes 
that the received signal's spectrum prior to detection is most likely 
to contain 2 well spaced frequencies near ± maximum Doppler from the 
carrier.
2.2.3 Post-detection Envelope Characteristics
The only post-detection envelope characteristic considered by 
Ossana (ibid) and discussed here is the power spectrum. 2 cases are 
analysed. The first is where the angle to the base station is 
substantially constant but all reflector orientations are equally likely. 
The second case concerns the average of a large number of the first case 
where all angles to the base station are also equally likely.
The power spectrum in the first case is relatively flat up to a 
first peak of 5-10 dB at a frequency wj(l - cos 6 ) then peaks again at 
wj(l + cos 6 ). Above this frequency it falls rapidly by 15-25 dB, then 
the spectrum shape repeats itself in a harmonic fashion. These spectra 
were well substantiated by field trials in a suburban environment, where 
Ô was known. The main discrepancy between theory and practice was a 
higher measured low frequency spectral content. This very slow fading 
was attributed to shadowing, "plane earth" signal variations, simultaneous 
reflections, non-random reflector orientations and other secondary effects.
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The second main result was obtained by averaging a large number of
these spectra with different 6 angles. This revealed a power spectrum
that is nearly flat to a frequency 2wj, then falls abruptly to a second 
harmonic shelf 16 dB lower.
The important point here is that in both cases Ossana (ibid) 
thought it necessary to consider the higher harmonics of the power
spectrum, above 2wj. He did this by simply assigning a harmonic to
each fundamental component weighted by the Fourier series of a full 
wave rectified sine wave. Although this technique appears very approx­
imate, the results were born out well in practice. The significance 
of the higher frequency components is that they affect the received 
signal's envelope time waveform at the deepest part of the fade. It 
is near the bottom of a fade that an AGC system has to have the greatest 
rate of change of gain to suppress the fade. The importance of this will 
become apparent in chapter 5.
2.2.4 Limitations of the Model
The main limitation of Ossana's (ibid) model is its physical basis. 
It assumes that the received signal is always comprised of just 1 
direct and 1 reflected component of equal amplitudes and fixed arrival 
angles in each interference area. Although this may be reasonable in 
the suburban environment with well spaced buildings and an elevated base 
station transmitter, in general this is not the case. In the urban 
environment especially, with buildings surrounding the vehicle and no 
line-of-sight transmission path, the received signal is more likely to 
be comprised of a number of scattered components of the original signal.
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The scattering is caused not only by reflection but also by refraction and 
diffraction of the original signal due to nearby buildings and vehicles. 
The next section describes a simple scattering model with just 2 main 
received components. Scattering models with a large number of incoming 
components are described in chapter 3.
2.3 Base to Land Mobile (2 Scattered Components)
This section considers a simple scattering model where most of the 
received power has come from 2 points near the mobile. It is an 
extension of the suburban model to certain urban cases. The analysis 
considers the general case where the 2 received signals have different 
amplitudes and their arrival angles change with vehicle position. Once 
again, the analysis does not take into account the varying propagation 
characteristics of the channel described earlier (e.g. shadowing), and 
assumes the mean received power from each component remains constant 
over the distance travelled.
2.3.1 Model Description
Figure 2.2 shows a vehicle moving through the standing wave pattern 
due to 2 scattered signals. The components are assumed to originate 
from 2 nearby, fixed position, scattering sources. The zero time 
reference is chosen so that at t = 0 , the positions of the 2 sources 
relative to the position and direction of the vehicles travel are X^, 
and X^, Y^, and 6  ^ and 6  ^ are the respective angles to the 2 sources.
Let the received signal at the receiver's input from scattering source 
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Figure 2.2 Vehicle moving through the standing wave pattern due 
to 2 scattering sources.
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RE volts. Therefore, if, as before, the carrier frequency is wc and 
the maximum Doppler frequency is wd, defined by equation 2.3, then the 
received signal due to SSI, e^(t), is;
e^(t) = E cos(wct + wjt cos 0^) (2.6)
and the received signal due to source SS2, e^(t), is:
e^(t) = RE cosCcjüct + wjt cos 6 )^ (2.7)
Also, from simple geometry:
X - St
cos Ô = -------i------------  (2.8)
 ^ ((X^ - St)2 4- Y2)7
and
X - St
cos Ô = ______ -____________  (2.9)
2 ((X - St)2 + y2)i
2 2
Note that the same received signal is obtained if the reflector has a 
positive or negative Y co-ordinate of the same amplitude. Therefore in 
this simple model it is immaterial whether the scattering sources are 
on the left, right or either side of the vehicle’s path.
2.3.2 Pre-detection Signal Characteristics
The complete received signal, ef(t), resulting from the complex 
addition of e^(t) and e 2(t) is:
ef(t) = E(cos(wct + wjt cos 6 )^ + R cos(wct + cos 6 )^) (2.10)
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The spectrum of e^Ct) is formed by the 2 components that vary in 
"instantaneous" frequency as the vehicle approaches and passes the 
scattering sources. At t = - «» the spectrum consists of two super­
imposed components at (wc + wj). As the vehicle passes each source 
the associated shift from the carrier frequency goes to zero when 
directly adjacent to it, then tends to a value - at t = + oo.
2.3.3 Post-detection Envelope Characteristics
The pre-detection signal e^Ct) may also be written as:
GpCt) E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos((cos 6^ - cos
cos oj^ t ± tan
1
R sinXwjt cos ô^) - sin(o)dt cos fii)
R cos(wdC cos ôg) + cos(wdt cos
(2.11)
The signal’s envelope, r(t), is therefore given by:
r(t) = E(1 + R.2 + 2R cos((cos 6^ - cos 6 2 )o)^t))^ (2.12)
This envelope will now be analysed in some detail. A similar envelope 
function occurs in aircraft communications, and a detailed analysis will 
therefore cover this situation as well. Furthermore, the analysis will 
also allow comparison with the more general multiple path case in 
chapter 3.
The ratio of the maximum to minimum value of the fade, Kj[, is given
by:
K. = 1 ± J :
^ 1 - R
(2.13)
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Figure 2.3 shows r(t) for various values of K^CdB). Notice that whereas 
the shallower fades appear to be sinusoidal, the deeper fades have a 
sharper trough. The waveform shape ultimately tends to that of a full 
wave rectified sinewave when R = 1 (Kj^  infinite).
The fade rate of r(t) is given by w where:
f
w = (cos 6^ - cos 6^)o)d (2.14)
The fade rate varies as the vehicle passes the 2 sources, although the 
variation is a relatively slow process for scattering sources positioned 
some wavelengths from the vehicle. Appendix 1 discusses the general case, 
showing that the fade rate peaks twice somewhere near the 2 sources.
If the magnitude of the Y co-ordinates are equal then the fade rate
peaks just once, when the vehicle is equidistant from the sources. The
maximum possible fade rate occurs when 1 source is directly in front
and 1 source directly behind the vehicle: it is then twice maximum 
Doppler, 2wj.
In general, the receiver’s AGC system is subjected to unwanted 
envelope variations of the form:
r(t) = E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos w^t)i (2.15)
where 0< R < 1 and 0 < < 2wd in the twin scattering source model.
Using equation (2.15) allows the analysis to continue without reference 
to any particular positioning of the scattering sources. The analysis 
concentrates on the properties of a single cycle of a fade, from peak 
to trough to peak, and assumes wherever necessary that w is constant 
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Figure 2.3 Plots of the received signals envelope, r(t), for various 
values of K. (dB).
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The first property of the envelope to be analysed assumes r(t) 
to be periodic in time, allowing it to be represented by a Fourier 
series. The Fourier series is, in practice, only valid over the range 
0 < ojft < 2IT. With this proviso, the series is obtained as follows:
r(t) consists of a dc component and a series of cosine components. 
That is, r(t) may be written as:
A
r(t) =  2 + E A^ cos nwft (2.16)
2 n=l
where :
2EWf (^ f 1
A_ = ___ £ I (1 + r 2 + 2R cos Wft)? cos nwft dt (2.17)
TT J
The solution of this integral may be deduced from equation (1),
page xxviii of Briggs and Lowan (2.8). After a simplification, n = 0 in the
original equation (ibid), the equation is:
Pi(x) = —  ^  T ( x + /(x2 - l)cos y)^ cos ny dy (2.18)
nltl.5)
n
where P}(x) is the associated Legendre function and F is the Gamma
function. Substituting x = 1 + and rearranging equation 2.18 gives:
1 -  r2
— —  /(I - r 2) = ^ , /(I + R2 + 2R cos y)^ cos ny dy




1 -  r2






1 - R2 K n l f S )  (2.20)
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Equation 2.20 allows calculation of the magnitude of the various 
coefficients provided the associated Legendre function is known, for 
example, from tables (2.8).
An alternative method for obtaining the various values of A^, more 
suited to computation, is to perform a discrete Fourier analysis of r(t) 
The formula for A^ may then be approximated (for example) by:
N=1 
^  I 
N p=0
1 + r 2 + 2R cos 2TTI 1 i cos 2npnLMJ N (2.21)
where N is an integer greater than 2(n + 1) for equation 2.21 to be 
valid, larger values giving more accurate results. When R = 1 the 
envelope, r(t), is simply a fullwave rectified sinewave for which the 
Fourier series is:
r(t) 2 cos nïï cos ncjft 
(4n2 - 1)
(2.22)
One interesting point concerns the difference between the rms and 
the mean or dc value of r(t). The rms value of r(t) is given by:
r(t) rms T-Iif -
which simplifies to:
2tt/CO -1
 ^ (e 2(1 + r 2 + 2R cos Wft))dt (2.23)
r(t)rms = (2.24)
The mean value is Aq /2. The difference between the rms and mean value 
is largest when R = 1. Therefore, for any value of R:




Another relevant property of a single cycle of r(t) is its 
probability density function, calculated as follows. Let the value of 
r(t) for which the probability density is to be found be r where 
E(1 - R) < r < E(1 + R). Then by definition:
p(r) = — Ê. — â L _  , with r(t) replaced by r (2.26)
TT Ldr(t) J





dt = 2 I _______________ 1________________ r(t)
dr(t) w f T Z  rr(t)2/E2 - 1 - r2 Izli re2 (2.28)
then:
p(r) =
tiRE2 fl - |r2/E2 - 1 _ R2| 2 H  (2.29)
The time duration below the level r of a single cycle of r(t) is 
also required. The envelope reaches the bottom part of the fade at a time 
Ti/oj^  seconds. The time taken to reach any other level, r, is given by 
equation 2.27. Therefore, the time spent below level r is twice the 
difference between the 2 aforementioned times per complete cycle of 





The final property of r(t) to be discussed here is its peak slew 
rate in decibels per second. This is analysed in Appendix 2 which shows 
that :
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20 R sin [“•“ fel]
f ( t ) g i e w  =  I n ( l O )  F l  +  R 2  -  . 1 1  d B / s  ( 2 . 3 1 )
where r(t)glew is the peak slew rate.
2.3.4 Limitations of the Model
Apart from the limitations discussed at the beginning of this 
section, the main limitation with this particular model is that the 
relative tone ratio, R, is fixed. This implies that the receiver will 
always experience the same peak to trough ratio, K^, as it moves along 
through successive fades. This rarely happens in practice. The problem 
would be overcome in a similar manner to Ossana's model (2.7) by 
assuming that the vehicle moves abruptly out of the field from 2 
particular sources and into the field of another 2. However, this 
is obviously artificial and the model is best extended by increasing 
the number of scattering sources instead. This approach is adopted 
in Chapter 3.
It should be noted that the twin scattering model has provided some 
very useful and analytically simple characteristics of the received 
signal. It forms the basis of 1 of the deterministic signals used
to analyse and design AGC systems. Furthermore, it can be simulated
under laboratory conditions by simply summing together the outputs 
of 2 signal generators of appropriate frequencies and amplitudes.
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2.4 Aircraft Propagation
Signal propagation between a base station and an aircraft or between 
2 aircraft can be described very accurately by the twin path model.
The additional effects of the surface wave and other secondary effects as 
described by Bullington (ibid) can be neglected providing the antennae 
are several wavelengths above the ground. In this case Bullington (ibid) 
shows that the main components of the received signal are the "free space" 
direct wave and a ground reflected wave. This section considers the 
general aspects of the problem before analysing those parts relevant to 
AGC design. It will become apparent that the requirements of an avionic 
receiver's AGC system are very similar to those of a land mobile 
receiver's AGC system in the twin scattering source case.
2.4,1 Lobe Structure; General Considerations
The "lobe structure" is the 3-dimensional structure of contours 
of equal field strength around the transmitting antenna. The signal 
strength at a particular point is formed by the complex sum of the 
direct and ground reflected waves at that point, taking into account 
the magnitude and phase of the reflected component, the antenna's free 
space gain and the curvature of the earth. There are also slow time 
varying factors such as reflection and refraction by atmospheric 
turbulence, ducts and precipitation to be considered, although they 
mainly affect the weak signal strength region near and beyond the radio 
horizon. The general calculation of the exact shape of the lobe structure 
is adequately covered elsewhere (2.9). Here it is more relevant to 
consider the variations in the received signal strength encountered by an 
aircraft flying through the lobe structure . Of great importance in
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this consideration is the magnitude and phase of the reflected component.
2.4.2 Reflection Coefficient
The reflection coefficient is a complex quantity relating the 
magnitude, M, and the phase, g, of the ground reflected wave relative 
to the incident wave. Vertical polarisation is the most commonly used 
polarisation since it results in a lobe pattern with better coverage 
and less deep nulls than horizontal polarisation. For this reason, 
only vertical polarisation will be considered here although a more 
general discussion can be found elsewhere (2.9). It will be assumed 
here that the reflection occurs at a point on the ground, rather than, 
as it does in practice, occurring over an area that usually includes 
the first few Fresnel zones (2.3). Assuming the use of vertical polar­
isation and uniform reflection coefficient over the first few Fresnel 
zones, the magnitude and phase of the reflected signal relative to the 
incident signal is given by (2.1):
sin 6 - /e - jGOoA - cos^ g
M exp(jg) = ---------- Ç - ibOrrA (2.32)
sin 6 /e - j60gX - cos^ g 
e - j60aX
where 6 is the angle between the reflected ray and the ground, e is 
the dielectric constant of the ground, and a is the ground's conductivity. 
Normally, 3 is negative between 0 and - tt, and M is some value between 0 
and 1. Variations of M and 3 with 6 at different frequencies for 
different ground types can be found elsewhere (2.9). A general observation 
is that as 6 varies between zero and t t/2 , M decreases from unity to some 
minimum value then rises, while 3 always increases from - tt to zero.
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2.4.3 Constant Height Model
This simple propagation situation demonstrates the similarity 
between the equations describing twin path land mobile communications 
and aircraft communications. In this model propagation is assumed to 
take place via a direct and reflected path over a smooth plane earth 
either between a fixed transmitting base station and a receiver in an 
aircraft flying directly over the transmitter at a constant height or 
between 2 aircraft flying horizontal converging courses directly 
towards each other at different heights. This is shown in figure 2.4 
where H^ and H^ are the transmitter and receiver antenna heights 
respectively, X is the horizontal distance between the transmitter and 
receiver at t = 0 and 6^, 6^, 6 angles as indicated. The reflected 
component may be thought to originate from an image transmitter as 
shown. There is a striking similarity between this model and the twin 
scattering source analysis in section 2.3. The main differences are 
that with this model the mean received signal strength varies with time, 
as does the direct to reflected component ratio and the reflected 
components phase. The received signal's envelope may therefore be written 
down directly as:
r(t) = E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos((cos 6^ - cos ô^)wdt - 3)) (2.33)
where :
E = E' G^((Hr - Hc)2 + (X - St)2) (2.34)
E ' is the received voltage at 1 metre, Gj is the combined receiver/ 
transmitter antenna gains along the direct path, S is the closing speed 
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G^ is the combined receiver/transmitter antenna gains along the reflected 
path and term in square roots is the ratio of the 2 path losses.
cos Ô, = -------- ~  p (2.36)
((X - St)2 + (H^ - H^)2)i
(c.f. equation 2.8) 
and :
cos Ô, = -------- St T (2.37)
((X - St)2 + (H^ + H^)2)?
(c.f. equation 2.9)
Since g varies relatively slowly with time, the fade rate, , is
given to good approximation by:
(Df - (cos 6^ - cos ô^)wj (2.38)
Unlike the land mobile twin scatterer model, cos 6 and cos 6 always
1 2
have the same sign so the fade rate can never exceed wj, providing the 
aircraft are always flying at a constant height. However, the fade rates 
encountered in the aircraft situation can greatly exceed the land mobile
situation due to the higher speeds involved. The maximum received fade
rate may be calculated for a particular case using Appendix 1. In 
general, higher fade rates are encountered for inter-aircraft communications 
where the aircraft are at comparable heights than between a fixed base 
station and an aircraft.
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The maximum fade rate occurs when the received signal strength is 
the highest. The fading has been described as causing a serious loss 
of intelligibility in normal amplitude modulated communication systems 
(2.9). An AGC system in the receiver capable of suppressing the fading 
could greatly improve the communications quality. Harris (2.10) has 
reported great difficulties in attempting both to mathematically model 
feedback AGC and suppress the fading using conventional feedback AGC 
techniques. Later in this thesis some simple mathematical models of 
feedback AGC systems are presented together with some unconventional AGC 
systems with greatly improved fast fading performance.
2.4.4 General Observations
Twin path models can still be used to analyse the received signal 
when the aircraft are flying more complicated courses. The main discrepancies 
between practical observations of r(t) and the theoretical predictions 
may be attributed to the earth's curvature and ground surface roughness.
The magnitude of these effects and some practical results are discussed 
by Reed and Russell (2.9).
When flying over very rough ground it may be difficult to determine 
the exact time varying nature of the ground reflected signal. In this 
situation, practical measurements can give an estimate of the worst case 
(highest) values of fade rate and ground reflected component magnitude. 
Unfortunately, the obvious practical difficulties of obtaining the 
appropriate measurements and conducting AGC experiments with aircraft 
have prevented this topic from being pursued any further here. The 
remainder of this thesis therefore concentrates on land mobile communi­
cations. However, the models and analysis of AGC systems can be readily 




This chapter considers the more general VHP/UHF land mobile 
communications environment where the received signal is the resultant 
of many incoming components. The analysis concentrates on fast fading 
effects assuming a fixed average received signal strength. The aim is 
to derive some simple, relevant deterministic signals that can be used 
to analyse and design AGC systems prior to operation in the field.
3.1 Land Mobile Environment
This section describes the physical basis of the various models used 
to describe the phenomenon of fast fading in the urban land mobile 
environment.
3.1.1 Physical Considerations - Scattering Model
The basic assumption behind most methods of modelling mobile radio 
reception is that the received signal is comprised of many incoming components 
arriving from all directions via the mechanism of scattering. Scattering 
of the original transmitted signal is caused by reflection, refraction 
and diffraction by buildings and vehicles in the immediate vicinity of the 
mobile. The reception of an additional direct (line-of-sight) component is 
usually treated as a special case. Scattering sets up a quasi-stationary 
interference pattern of signal peaks and troughs over the required coverage 
area. It is assumed here that the presence of the mobile itself does not 
affect this pattern.
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Without scattering, the received signal strength would be very low 
in the absence of any direct component. The relatively large signal 
strengths observed in practice in the field when the mobile is completely 
surrounded by buildings etc. suggests that scattering, or some similar 
mechanism, is present. Assuming this to be so, most models make no 
further consideration of the exact physical radio frequency properties 
of the environment surrounding the mobile. Instead, it is assumed after 
Clarke (3.1) that at any point the received field is made up of a number 
of generally horizontally travelling free-space plane waves whose azimuthal 
angles of arrival occur at random for different positions of the receiver, 
and whose phases are completely random such that the phase is rectangularly 
distributed throughout 0 to 2tt. This is the basis of the models to be 
described in this chapter.
3.1.2 Statistical Method
The statistical method analyses the various statistical properties 
of the received signal using mathematical techniques. Perhaps the most 
widely quoted author using this method is Clarke (ibid). However, a 
slightly more general analysis has been performed by Jakes (3.2). As 
described above, both authors assume that a 2-dimensional model 
(i.e. a plan view) of the urban environment is a sufficient description. 
Recently, a 3-dimensional model has been proposed which also included 
vertical propagation of the received signal (3.3). However, the slight 
changes in the statistics of the received signal in this case have not 
been substantiated by practical measurements. This chapter concentrates 




The other technique available for analysing the statistics of 
multipath models is that of computer simulation. A recent paper describes 
a new approach to the problem that not only takes into account fast fading 
but shadowing effects as well (2.6). Further reference to the paper gives 
details of the simulation whose results will be used here. A brief 
description follows.
The starting point of the simulation is a plan of the area under 
consideration. A number of rectangles are drawn representing buildings 
in the area on a statistical basis. The centre of each rectangle is 
regarded as a point scatterer in a similar manner to the twin scattering 
model described in chapter 2. A "mobile” moves with a fixed velocity, 
receiving waves from each scatterer, either directly or via a single 
reflection. If a rectangular block obstructs any wave at some point 
along the mobiles travel, the wave is abruptly eliminated from the 
computation of the resulting received signal's envelope. It is claimed 
that this eliminates waves from more distant scatterers and effectively 
simulates shadowing. The simulation also allows the addition of a 
direct component, and provides plots of the primary and secondary 
statistics of the resultant received signal's envelope.
3.2 Pre-detection Signal Characteristics
Jakes (ibid) concentrates on 1 main characteristic of the pre­
detection signal. This is its power spectra as appearing across the 
input of mobile receiver from the antenna. A uniform horizontal distribution 
of received power with azimuthal angle is assumed and a vertical whip 
antenna with a gain of 1.5 is used to sense the vertically polarised 
electric (E) field.
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3.2,1 Electric Field Spectra
Jakes (ibid) gives the power spectra of the E field, Sg, as:
[‘f -i (3.1)
for (u)c - wj) < 0) < (wc + wj), zero otherwise, where b is the mean received 
power. This is a "U" shaped spectrum, centred on the nominal carrier 
frequency with a bandwidth of 2wj, twice maximum Doppler. Sg tends to 
infinity at w = - wj» Aulin (3.3), however, has shown that by considering
a small but finite distribution of arrival angles in the vertical plane, 
different results are obtained. In general, the power spectrum is still "U" 
shaped but exhibits a finite valued "ledge" over a small region around
0) = ± Wj.
The pre-detection signal, er(t), can be thought of as a randomly 
amplitude and phase modulated carrier so that:
ej-(t) = r(t) cos(wct + u(t)) (3.2)
where r(t) and u(t) are infinitely wideband random processes that describe 
the envelope and phase modulation of the carrier respectively, as introduced 
by multipath fading. However, r(t) and u(t) are so related that resulting 
amplitude and phase modulated carrier's bandwidth never exceeds 2^^"
3.2.2 Direct Components
The effect of a direct component is usually allowed for in the analysis 
by assuming its angle of arrival does not change over the computation period. 
This results in the pre-detection power spectrum exhibiting a line or 
"delta" function at the incoming Doppler frequency. If the arrival angle
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of the direct component is p with respect to the mobile's velocity vector 
and Ô is the delta function then Jakes (ibid) shows the resultant electric 
field spectral density can be written as:
= Sg + Fô(o) - 0)q - wj cos y) (3.3)
where F is a weighting function.
3.3 Post-detection Envelope Characteristics
This section is concerned with the statistical properties of the 
received signal's envelope, r(t), described in equation 3.2. These properties 
will be described in some detail since r(t) is the unwanted envelope 
variation that AGC has to suppress in the multipath environment.
3.3.1 Probability Distribution
The probability distribution, p(r), of r(t) is given by the well known 
Rayleigh density formula. Jakes (ibid) gives this as:
p(r) = J L  exp(-r2/2b) for r > 0 (3.4)
b
or zero for r < 0, where r is the specified value of r(t). The cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) of r(t) is defined by p(r(t) < r) where :
p(r(t) < r) = 1 - exp(-r2/2b) (3.5)
This distribution has an rms value of:
r(t)rms = (3.6)
and a mean value of:
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The difference between the rms and mean value of r(t) is 1.05 dB. The 
probability of finding the envelope at low values is very small. For 
example, it spends 99% of the time above one tenth of the rms value.
Reception of a direct component complicates the analysis of the 
envelope statistics. The general effect of a direct component is to 
smooth out the more extreme envelope variations. The probability 
density function has been evaluated by the work of Rice (3.4), from which 
it gets its name i.e. "Rician".
3.3.2 Power Spectrum
A full account of the analysis of the power spectrum of r(t) is 
given by Jakes (ibid). In this analysis, the power spectrum is only 
evaluated up to 2wj, twice maximum Doppler. Jakes (ibid) assumes that 
since 98.2% of the power lies in this band then this is sufficient. 
However, this means that the total power in the higher harmonics (above 
2Wj) is only 17.4 dB down with respect to this fundamental band. It 
will be shown later that knowledge of the higher harmonics of the detected 
envelope's spectrum is required for the analysis of AGC systems. 
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to evaluate the more general 
expanded integrals of the hypergeometric series to include the higher 
harmonics. The result presented here is that derived by Jakes (ibid).
The power spectrum of r(t) is given by Sj. where:
TJ (3.8)
where K { } is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and 
Sj. is valid to 2o)^ . The true spectrum of r(t) extends to infinity.
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3.3.3 Level Crossing Rates
The envelope r(t) falls to small values infrequently, shallower
fades occuring more often. A useful indication of this phenomenon is
the level crossing rate, N^. This is the expected rate at which the
envelope crosses a specified level, r, in the positive direction. If
the normalised value, p, of r is defined by:
p = — E—  =  ^ (3.9)
^rms /Zb~
then the level crossing rate is given by Jakes (ibid) as:
N = p exp(-p2) (3.10)
3.3.4 Duration of Fades
The average duration, T, of the time spent below the level p is 
given by Jakes (ibid) as:
T = '"P 1 (3.11)
The envelope spends a relatively small amount of time below the smaller 
levels.
3.3.5 Computer Simulation
3 sets of results have been presented for different plan layouts 
(2.6). Only 2 sets are discussed here since 1 set contains a direct 
wave. The analysis of the envelope was presented by 4 graphs. These 
are of the cumulative distribution, level crossing rates, fade duration 
and power spectrum. The following general observations are made of the 
relevant results:
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i) They both had good fits to the Rayleigh CDF.
ii) In one case the level crossing rate was also a good fit
to the "Rayleigh" predictions. In the other case there
was a slight tendency to cross the deeper fades less 
frequently.
iii) In both cases, the duration of fades was a good fit to
the "Rayleigh" prediction.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the simulation was the 
prediction of the power spectrum of r(t). A more full analysis has 
been made to include energy above twice maximum Doppler. The computer 
simulation showed marked deviations from the "Rayleigh" predictions. 
Practical results obtained from the field showed good agreement with 
the computer simulation predictions, even when the simulation plan 
was not completely identical to the field trial area.
The emphasis in this chapter is on the properties of a carrier wave 
at a single transmitted frequency as received by the mobile. There are 
several other important properties of the multipath environment not 
discussed so far. These include the effect of time delay spread and 
the statistical properties of the received signal's phase, u(t). These 
will be discussed later on at the relevant point in the thesis.
3.4 Comparison of Twin and Multiple Path Models
As mentioned earlier, this thesis concentrates on the analysis of 
the response of AGC systems to deterministic signals, as the exact 
analysis of AGC response to non-deterministic (e.g. multipath) signals 
is very complicated. This section presents a comparison of the general
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properties of twin and multiple path signals. The aim is to show that 
many properties of a twin path signal are likely to be more difficult 
for an AGC system to cope with than a multiple path signal. This will 
allow design of AGC systems that are to be operated in the multipath 
environment to be based on more simple "worst case" analysis.
3.4.1 General Characteristics
The general shape of individual fades of the received signal's 
envelope in twin and multiple path reception is similar. This can be 
seen from plots shown in figure 3.1 comparing twin and multiple path 
envelopes. The twin path envelope is computed from equation 2.15 while 
the multiple path envelope is plotted from results taken in the field, 
as described in the next chapter. The most obvious difference between 
twin and multiple path reception is that with the former, successive 
fades are (nearly) identical, whereas with the latter they are usually 
different. Multiple path reception may be modelled by twin path reception 
with time varying values of R and ojf so that they change the shape of 
each cycle of fade. However, this approach is not adopted here and twin 
and multiple path reception are treated as 2 separate cases.
In the comparison to follow, the twin path received signal ej.(t), 
will be given by:
ej-(t) = E(cos(wcC - wjt) + R cos(o)ct + wjt)) (3.12)
That is, the signal will be assumed to fade at the maximum expected 
rate of twice The general "Rayleigh" signal will be used to describe
the multiple path case. The comparison will be made between the "Rayleigh" 
signal and 4 cases of the twin path signal. The twin path signals 
have values of R of 1, 0.9387, 0.8182 and 0.5195 corresponding to peak
3.9
Multipath envelope, w 20 Hz
timeA Twin path envelope, 10 dB
timeTwin path envelope, K. = 20 dB
Twin path envelope, K. = 30 dB time
time
Figure 3.1 A comparison of the general shape of multiple path 
and twin path envelope fading.
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to trough fade ratios, K^, of infinity, 30 dB, 20 dB and 10 dB 
respectively.
3.4.2 Pre-detection Spectra
In order to distinguish between twin path and multiple path signals 
the subscripts **tp" and "mp" will be used. The pre-detection power 
spectrum of the twin path signal is given by where:
(ô(w - (o)^  - Wj)) + R^ ô(a) +(ca^+w^))) (3.13)
The pre-detection power spectrum of the multipath signal, Sg^p, is given 
by equation 3.1. Figure 3.2 compares the two spectra. Both Sgtp and 
Sgmp are narrowband processes with zero energy outside Wc ± wd* However, 
Sgtp is a discrete function while Sg^p is a smooth function with energy 
distributed across the band.
3.4.3 Post-detection Statistical Comparison
This section compares the post-envelope detection properties of the 
two cases as defined by sections 2.3.3 and 3.3.1-3.3.4, The axes of 
the twin path graphs are labelled assuming E is unity while the axes of 
the multiple path graphs are labelled assuming b is unity. The properties 
that are compared are:
a) Probability Distribution. Equation 2.29 defines the probability 
density of the twin path signal while equation 3.4 defines the probability 
density of the multipath signal. Figure 3.3 shows the 2 equations 
plotted on similar axes. The 2 plots are evidently very different. The 
probability of finding the twin path envelope near its extremes is much 
higher than with the multiple path envelope. The multiple path envelope 
tails off slowly with increasing r compared to the twin path envelope.
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of the 2 post-detection probability distributions
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b) Power Spectrum. Equation 2.21 with N = 64 was used to 
calculate the various harmonics of the twin path signal while equation 
3.8 was used for the multipath spectrum. Figure 3.4 compares the 2 
spectra. The comparison is not complete due to the lack of information 
on the multipath spectrum above twice maximum Doppler.
c) Level Crossing Rates. The level crossing rate of the twin 
path signal is evidently 2wd for (1 - R) < r < (1 + R), zero otherwise. 
This is plotted along with the multipath predictions from equation 3.10 
in figure 3.5. The twin path signal has a much higher level crossing 
rate, over the range of levels it exists, than the multipath signal.
d) Duration of Fades. The duration of a twin path fade is 
available from equation 2.30 while equation 3.11 gives the same for the 
multipath case. Figure 3.6 compares the 2 equations. The duration
of a twin path fade is seen to be much less than multiple path fades.
In general, an AGC system has more difficulty in suppressing fades 
the more rapid and the more deep they are. On this basis, the preceding 
graphs and analysis indicate that the twin path signal is a worst case 
signal for an AGC system to deal with compared to the multipath signal. 
This thesis will test the hypothesis experimentally that an AGC system 
capable of suppressing twin path fading of a certain peak to trough 
ratio at a fade rate of twice maximum Doppler will always perform better 
in the multipath environment to fades of the same peak to trough ratio.
3.5 AGC Test Signals
This section discusses the signals used in this work to analyse, 
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of the 2 post-detection envelope durations 
of fade.
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3.5.1 Deterministic and Random Signals
2 deterministic and 1 source of random AGC test signals will 
be used. The 2 deterministic signals will be used to show that the 
response of an AGC system depends on the exact time varying nature of 
the input envelope and not just on the peak to trough ratio and rate 
of fading. The random AGC test signals will be obtained from recordings 
of multipath fading from the field.
An AGC system should not only suppress unwanted envelope variations 
but should not distort required envelope variations. The deterministic 
AGC test signals are chosen so that they both fulfil a dual role. In 
each case they can represent either a wanted or unwanted input envelope 
variation. It will become apparent throughout the remainder of this 
thesis that the main problem an AGC system faces is to distinguish 
between the 2 sorts of envelope variations.
3.5.2 Deterministic AGC Test Signal One
One of the simplest tests of an AGC system's performance involves 
sinusoidally modulating the input signal's envelope and observing the 
response. The first deterministic AGC test signal is based on this and 
comprises an envelope variation of the form:
r^(t) = E(1 + D sin Wgt) (3.14)
where 0 < D < 1 and wg is the modulation frequency in radians per second. 
This signal has 2 main uses. First, it can represent some unwanted 
signal variation, so the ability of an AGC system to suppress it is 
required. Secondly, it can represent a wanted signal variation, so 
the requirements for an AGC system to pass it undistorted are also 
needed.
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It has been suggested that it is possible to use r^(t) as a simple 
representation of multipath fast fading (8.4). However, it will become 
apparent later on that serious errors can arise through making this 
assumption if care is not taken. Nevertheless, the response of an AGC 
system to sinusoidal fading is revealing, and a full sinusoidal analysis 
will be made of the AGC systems under consideration.
3.5.3 Deterministic AGC Test Signal Two
The second deterministic AGC test signal is based on the twin path 
signal. It consists of 2 tones spaced mf apart in frequency, of 
relative level R, giving an envelope variation of the form;
r^(t) = E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos w^t)2 (3.15)
The various properties of this signal have already been discussed.
Once again, this signal has 2 main uses. Firstly, it can represent 
twin path fading so the ability of an AGC system to suppress it is 
required. Secondly, 1 tone can represent an interfering signal so 
the requirements for an AGC system not to respond to the interference 
are also needed.
3.5.4 Random AGC Test Signals
The final test of an AGC system for a mobile radio receiver is of 
its performance in the field, in the multipath fading environment.
The ideal random AGC test signal is therefore obtained from multipath 
fast fading data. This could be obtained from fading simulators such 
as those described by Jakes (ibid). However, the approach adopted here 
is to obtain recordings of received signals in the field, and then play 
them back to various AGC systems in the laboratory. A problem is that
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the multipath signals described so far consist of a randomly amplitude and 
phase modulated radio frequency (RF) signal. Receiving and demodulating 
this signal with a full carrier AM receiver will only provide information 
about envelope variations, while an FM receiver will only provide information 
about frequency variations. It is required to preserve the signal in its 
original form, i.e.:
er(t) = r(t) cos(wcC + u(t)) (3.16)
without independent demodulation of r(t) and u(t). The complete signal 
cannot be easily recorded at RF. The obvious solution is to use a 
frequency translating receiver to generate the signal e^^(t) from ep(t) 
where :
era(t) = r(t) cos(wat + u(t)) (3.17)
where is some convenient audio frequency. Frequency translation of 
this sort without amplitude or phase demodulation is automatically 
performed by a single sideband receiver. The operation of single side­
band in the multipath environment is also of interest in its own right.
The next chapter describes the design, construction and operation of a 





This chapter describes the design and operation of an SSB system 
operating at 456.925 MHz that is comprised of an audio processor, 
transmitter and receiver. Although designed primarily to provide the 
frequency translated carrier or pilot for test recording purposes, it 
was also engineered to provide a speech communications channel.
4.1 Tone-in-band Modulation
This section describes the problem of simultaneous pilot and speech 
transmission. Transmitting the pilot with the speech allows automatic 
operation of the receiver gain and frequency control functions.
4.1.1 General Description
"Tone-in-band” (TIB) describes any narrowband SSB system that 
transmits a low-level pilot in a notch situated at some point within 
the baseband channel’s spectrum. The UHF TIB SSB system described here 
is based on the Wolfson VHF system. The Wolfson VHF system uses SSB 
to transmit speech and data in 5 kHz channel spacings (1.8). The 
Wolfson VHF system is aimed particularly at the civil land mobile radio 
service and a great deal of the research has been conducted at "low 
band", i.e. 86.2875 MHz. By transmitting a pilot together with the 
speech it is possible to automatically tune (clarify) the local 
oscillators in the receiver for satisfactory operation. Furthermore, 
the pilot can be used by the AGC and squelch circuitry as an amplitude
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reference. The pilot is notched out of the received signal prior to 
final audio amplification. The exact shape of the notch in the trans­
mitted spectrum of the Wolfson VHF system is designed from PLL "speech 
pulling" considerations, described elsewhere (4.1).
The UHF system uses a wider, more rectangular notch in the trans­
mitted signal than the VHF system. The UHF system also uses a slightly 
lower peak speech to pilot ratio of 10 dB, compared to the 15 dB ratio 
used in the VHF system. The UHF system's notch and pilot level were 
designed to minimise the speech interference around the pilot, baseband 
frequency 1.67 kHz, after it had passed through the bandpass filter 
described in chapter 9.
4.1.2 UHF Audio Processor (UAP)
The UAP processes the baseband speech signal prior to the input of 
the UHF SSB transmitter. The block diagram of the UAP is shown in 
figure 4.1, which shows it performing the following operations on the 
speech input:
i) The speech is first amplified and clipped by a commercially 
available Datong automatic RF speech processor, model ASP. This provides 
variable speech compression and defines the peak speech level. An output 
is available consisting of a 700 Hz tone at the peak speech level which 
is useful for calibrating the system.
ii) The output of the "Datong" is then applied to the notch circuit. 
The notch was formed by the parallel addition of a lowpass and bandpass 
(effectively highpass) filter as shown in figure 4.2. These filters were 
constructed using commercially available integrated circuit transversal
4.2

































Figure 4.1 Block diagram of UHF audio processor
4.3
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Figure 4.2 Block diagram of notch box
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filters, the R5602-1 and R5602-4 (Reticon). The clocks required for both 
these devices were synthesised by independent frequency division of the 
output of a 4.131 MHz master crystal oscillator, with both filters 
sampling at one quarter of the applied clock frequency. 4th order 
Butterworth lowpass filters, -3 dB at 4 kHz, were used as input anti­
aliasing and output clock smoothing filters. The resulting notch box 
frequency response is shown in figure 4.3.
iii) The output of the notch box, which can be by-passed if required,
is then passed through a relay operated by a press-to-talk control line.
The output of the relay is then passed into a general processing box.
This adds a crystal controlled 1.67 kHz pilot tone to the incoming signal, 
-10 dB with respect to peak speech power. External amplitude modulation 
is possible using a linear modulator based on an AD534 (Analogue Devices) 
multiplier. The output level of this box is controlled by a user- 
accessible potentiometer, and a switch is incorporated to turn off the pilot 
if not required. The output is then passed into the final stage, an 
audio power amplifier capable of driving the 50 input impedance of the 
low level UHF SSB generator.
The frequency response of the complete UAP from the input of the
"Datong" to the power amplifier's output is shown in figure 4.4. The
droop in the response, relative to the notch box alone, is caused by 
the "Datong". It is felt that the notch caused negligible distortion 


























































Figure 4.4 Frequency response of complete UHF audio processor
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4,2 Transmitter
The transmitter generates the high power SSB signal in two main stages. 
Firstly, low level "on-channel" SSB is generated using the filter method 
(4,2), This is then followed by a linear amplifier to provide the 
required power,
4,2,1 Low Level UHF SSB Generator
This generates the on-channel SSB signal at low power levels,
-15 dBm of pilot. Upper sideband modulation is used and the pilot is 
transmitted at 456,92667 MHz, The SSB is generated in 2 frequency 
conversion stages, shown by figure 4,5, as follows:
i) The incoming audio from the UAP is passed through an attenuator 
to the first double balanced mixer (DBM), In conjunction with a 10,7 MHz 
temperature compensated crystal oscillator, this unit generates a double 
sideband signal at 10,7 MHz, A crystal filter is used to select the 
upper sideband,
ii) The 10,7 MHz SSB signal is then passed through another attenuator 
to the input of a high frequency DBM, The local oscillator for this DBM, 
at 446,225 MHz, is derived from a voltage-controlled oven-compensated 
crystal oscillator (VCOCXO) operating at 27,8890625 MHz, The output of 
the high frequency DBM is bandpass filtered to give the required sideband 
prior to final amplification. The RF output provides -15 dBm of pilot 
at 456,92667 MHz when the audio input is driven by IV peak-to-peak of 
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The power amplifier was obtained from SOTA Communication Systems,
It was designed to have a linear gain of 50 dB and provide a peak 
envelope power (PEP) to the antenna feeder of 40 Watts, The antenna 
was a 6 dB gain collinear mounted on the roof of the Wolfson Laboratory, 
University of Bath, When in use, the pilot was transmitted at 2 Watts 
with both forward and reflected power monitored on a throughline Watt­
meter, A photograph of the complete transmitter, comprising UAP, low 
level UHF SSB generator and linear power amplifier is shown in figure 4,6,
4.2.3 Performance
The frequency response of the low level UHF SSB generator, defined 
by the 10,7 MHz crystal filter, is shown in figure 4,7, When delivering 
2 equal amplitude tones each at -10 dBm to the linear amplifier, the 
third order intermodulation distortion products of the low level UHF SSB 
generator are at -50 dBm and -60 dBm,
The linear power amplifier increased the distortion so that when 
delivering 10 Wj-^ g of 2 equal amplitude tones (40 W PEP) the third order 
intermodulation distortion products were only -26 dB with respect to 
either tone. In practice, with 2 Watts of pilot transmitted, the peak 
transmitted envelope power was 17 Watts during speech modulation,
4.3 Receiver
The receiver is a phaselocked superhet with an intermediate frequency 
(IF) of 10,7 MHz (4.3), Its construction was simplified by using the 


























For this test, excitation applied at audio input (IV p-p) 
and RF output power measured at 457 MHz. Relative frequency 
refers either to audio output or output less carrier 












Figure 4.7 Frequency response of low level UHF SSB generator
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4.3.1 General Description
Whereas the transmitter was designed as a fixed base station, the 
receiver was designed to be fully portable and independent of the vehicle 
power supply. To this end, it used an integral rechargeable power supply 
and had its own loudspeaker. It only required the addition of a suitable 
antenna for mobile operation.
The block diagram of the complete receiver is shown in figure 4.8.
Its operation is described briefly as follows:
The incoming signal is first filtered and amplified at 457 MHz. It 
is then passed into a mixer and converted down to 10.7 MHz. The 10.7 MHz 
output is filteed by a crystal filter to give the required selectivity. 
After passing through a chain of IF amplifiers, it is demodulated by 
another mixer to audio. After preamplification, the pilot is removed 
from the composite signal by a notch prior to final audio amplification. 
The composite signal is available from a separate output for recording 
purposes. The next two sections discuss various aspects of the receiver 
in more detail.
4.3.2. RF and IF Circuitry
The front-end consists of a helical cavity tuned bipolar RF amplifier 
feeding a dual-gate MOSFET mixer. The high Q tuned circuits of the RF 
amplifier achieved an image rejection at 435.525 MHz of over 70 dB.
The front-end conversion gain (RF in —  IF out) was measured at 19 dB, with
a noise figure of less than 14 dB (the overall receiver's noise figure).
The IF output of the front-end is then fed into an upper sideband crystal
filter. This has -3 dB points at 10.7 MHz and 10.70365 MHz, so it has










































response, which is determined primarily by the transmitter.
The crystal filter is followed by the IF amplifiers consisting of 
three cascaded SL1612 (Plessey) low noise gain controlled amplifiers.
These devices possessed a linear gain control characteristic when 
expressed as dB gain variation versus gain control voltage. This was 
measured at 97 dB per volt over the receiver's input range of 1 pV to 
100 mV EMF. The IF stage delivered 1 mV rms of pilot to the final 
demodulator.
The front-end local oscillator and the final demodulator local 
oscillator are the same as those used in the transmitter. In the receiver, 
the frequency of the front-end local oscillator is voltage controlled and 
forms the PLL Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). It possessed a gain 
control characteristic of 250 Hz per volt at 446.225 MHz.
4.3.3 Audio and Control Circuitry
A TL442 (Texas Instruments) is used as the 10.7 MHz demodulator 
(mixer), the output of which is pre-amplified at audio to give a pilot 
output at 1.672 kHz of 0.5V peak-to-peak. The following notch circuit 
uses an integrated circuit switch capacitor filter, the R5612 (Reticon). 
This has a -3 dB notch width of 550 Hz and a -50 dB notch width of 25 Hz, 
centred on 1.672 kHz. It is therefore narrower than the transmitter 
notch and does not significantly affect the overall system's frequency 
response. Provision was made to allow the use of additional external 
signal processing, as shown in figure 4.8. The final volume controlled 
power amplifier used a TDA2030 to drive a small loudspeaker fixed to 
the receiver's chassis.
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The operation principles of the AGC loop around the IF amplifiers 
are discussed in some detail in the following chapters. This receiver 
derived its amplitude reference from the pilot at the output of a band­
pass filter. The overall AGC closed loop bandwidth was measured as 
11 Hz. A sample-and-hold integrated circuit, the LF 398, is incorporated 
as shown in figure 4.8 to allow disconnection of the AGC circuitry and 
operation of the receiver at fixed gain.
The general principles of operation of the PLL incorporating 
the front-end local oscillator are discussed in some detail in chapter 7. 
The frequency reference is derived by division of the output of the 
10.7 MHz local oscillator to 1.672 kHz (the 2 Hz offset with respect 
to the original pilot frequency of 1.67 kHz is not significant). The 
PLL control can be disabled and the receiver manually clarified. The 
PLL was designed to be type 2 with critical damping and a natural 
frequency of 3 Hz. The performance of similar PLL's in suppressing long 
term frequency drifts is discussed in more detail in chapter 10.
All receiver circuits were powered from a Nickle-Cadmium battery 
pack used to generate regulated +5V and +10V supply rails. The complete 
receiver consumed approximately j amp which gave a battery life of 
4 hours between charges of the 2 amp-hour battery. A photograph of 
the complete receiver is shown in figure 4.9. Mounted on the top front 
cover are seven user-accessible controls. From left to right they are:
i) The main ON/OFF power switch and battery monitoring LEDS.
ii) The audio volume control,
iii) A PLL disable switch. When on "OFF" this disconnects the 
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Figure 4.9 Photograph of complete UHF SSB receiver
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iv) VCO bias control. This also assists frequency acquisition 
of the PLL.
v) The AGC control switch. This switches between automatic 
and fixed gain operation, 
vi) Processing switch. This allows additional external processing 
to be switched into the receivers operation, 
vii) Notch switch. This allows operation with or without the 
internal notch.
Underneath the top front cover are various input and output sockets, 
and the rear of the receiver possesses additional battery isolation 
switches and charging sockets.
Performance
Where relevant, the following performance figures refer to the 
output of the pre-amplifier used for recording purposes.
i) Sensitivity: with 1 pV EMF of RF pilot applied to the antenna
input, the signal plus noise plus distortion to noise ratio was 
measured at 12 dB and gave an overall receiver noise figure of about 
14 dB.
ii) Spurious Responses: all measurable receiver spurious responses
were greater than 70 dB down. In particular, the image response was 
-72 dB while the "spot" response at 451.575 MHz was -87 dB.
iii) Relative Receiver Drift: The VCOCXO was specified as having
a maximum frequency drift of 0.1 ppm over a 0® to 60°C temperature 
range, giving a ± 0.05 ppm change at 456 MHz of ± 23 Hz. The 10.7 MHz
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temperature compensated crystal oscillator was specified as having 
a maximum frequency drift of 2 ppm over a -10° to +70°C range, giving a 
± 1 ppm change at 10.7 MHz of ± 10.7 Hz. Therefore, the complete receiver 
tuning drifts by about ± 34 Hz worst case over a 0° to 60°C temperature 
range. Since the same oscillators were used in the transmitter, the 
maximum relative receiver drift with a 60°C transmitter/receiver temperature 
differential is 68 Hz. The receiver PLL can pull the VCOCXO over a 
frequency range of greater than ± 1 kHz and no problems were encountered 
with receiver phaselocking.
iv) AGC "Speech Modulation": the bandpass filter used to extract
the pilot from the composite signal for the AGC circuitry also allows 
some speech energy through. The worst-case gain modulation using a peak 
speech tone at 1.7 kHz was measured as less than 0.5 dB peak-to-peak.
v) PLL "Speech Modulation": in a similar test a peak speech tone
at 1 kHz caused the most modulation of the VCO control line. This
caused a peak-to-peak deviation of 62 Hz, or a modulation index on the
1.672 kHz pilot of 0.037.
4.4 Field Trial Data Collection
This section describes the field trials from which a collection 
of tape recordings were made.
4.4.1 Equipment Description
As described earlier, the UHF SSB transmitter was situated in the 
Wolfson Laboratory, University of Bath. As well as pilot only transmissions, 
additional tones or speech recordings were also transmitted.
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The mobile equipment is shown in the photograph of figure 4.10, 
before being mounted in a European Estate car used for the field trials.
As well as the UHF SSB receiver, some additional equipment was also used.
A Tandberg instrumentation tape recorder (series 115D) was used to record 
several tracks of information. The playback frequency response of the 
FM channels extended from dc to 5 kHz. The direct input channel was 
used to record a running commentary of the field trial and a series 
of marker blips.
The small box shown right of centre in the photograph of figure 4.10 
was used to control some additional signal processing equipment described 
in more detail in chapter 9. The other small box with the meter monitors 
the receiver's AGC control line. This gives an approximate indication 
of the received signal strength to within ± 5 dB.
The antenna used on the car was similar to that used by the trans­
mitter, i.e. a 6 dB gain collinear. A lowband VHF AM talk back link 
was also used to communicate with the laboratory during field trials.
4.4.2 Field Trial Routes
The field trials were conducted in and around the University and 
the City of Bath. The area and some routes used during the medium/high 
signal strength trials are shown in figure 4.11. This also shows the 
approximate signal strength measured at various points along the route 
while moving. The rapid drop in signal strength near Rainbow Wood Farm 
(approximately in the centre right of the map) was apparently caused by the 
loss of the line-of-sight path from the University. Other field trial 
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Figure 4.11 The field trial route used in most of the tests.
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This chapter considers the analysis, design and characterisation 
of ideal feedback AGC (FBAGC) systems in the absence of noise. The 
response of FBAGC to those signals described in chapter 3 will be 
calculated and compared with experimental results.
5.1 Fundamental Requirements
This section outlines the basic operational requirements of an FBAGC 
system for use in mobile radio receivers.
5.1.1 Basic Operation on Input Envelope
Most FBAGC circuits used in mobile radio receivers can be represented 
by the simple block diagram of figure 5.1. At some point(s) in the 
receiver, the incoming signal, whose envelope is represented by v^Ct), 
is passed through a variable gain amplifier(s) (VGA) giving an output 
signal whose envelope is represented by Vg(t). The gain control generator 
monitors the output and feeds back a signal, Vg(t), that varies the gain 
of the VGA in such a way so as to suppress the unwanted envelope variations 
of the input. Before proceeding further, consider the exact nature of 
the operation that FBAGC is required to perform on the input signal's 
envelope.
vi(t) can be represented by an unwanted envelope variation, r(t), 
superimposed on the required envelope variation, x(t), so that:
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Figure 5.1 General block diagram of feedback AGC
5. 2
Vi(t) = r(t) x(t) (5.1)
where by definition, v^Ct), r(t) and x(t) are all > 0 .  The only simple 
mathematical operation that can be performed by FBAGC on v^Ct) to give 
x(t) is to divide v^Ct) by r(t). Any circuit that suppresses unwanted 
envelope variations by the operation of division is an AGC circuit.
However, some AGC circuits only approximate the division process, resulting 
in finite output variations by r(t) even if the remainder of the circuit 
is perfect. This is undesirable, therefore the first requirement of a 
FBAGC system for a mobile radio receiver is :
Requirement 1: The FBAGC system is to perform the operation of envelope
division exactly.
5.1.2 Input-Level-Invariant Dynamics
The operation of envelope division cannot be a wideband process 
and filtering is required in the loop. Since the unwanted envelope 
variations extend in frequency from dc upwards, the dynamics of FBAGC 
are determined by a lowpass filter. The filter should have a bandwidth 
as large as possible to suppress unwanted envelope fast fading. However, 
in full carrier AM systems the filter's bandwidth is limited to prevent 
suppression of required envelope variations, such as speech modulation.
In pilot tone SSB systems the filter's bandwidth is limited to prevent 
loop instability: this is discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
Whatever the closed loop -3 dB bandwidth is chosen to be, it should 
be under the control of the circuit designer. Unfortunately, a major 
problem with some FBAGC systems is that they possess a closed loop -3 dB 
bandwidth that is not only a function of various circuit elements, but 
also the mean level of the input signal (5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4). They are
5.3
referred to as having input-level-variant dynamics and this undesirable 
property prevents optimisation of the AGC system's performance over a 
wide range of input levels. The second requirement of a FBAGC system 
for a mobile radio receiver is therefore:
Requirement 2: The closed loop -3 dB bandwidth is to be independent of
the input so that the FBAGC system possesses input-level-invariant dynamics.
5.1.3 Unconditional Suppression
Obviously, a mobile radio receiver's FBAGC system should not enhance, 
i.e. increase and worsen, unwanted envelope fading. Initially, this 
requirement seems to be met by definition of the nature of FBAGC. In 
fact, the next chapter shows that it is very difficult to ensure that 
a FBAGC system will not enhance some types of unwanted envelope variations. 
The ideal requirement is for an FBAGC system that will always suppress 
unwanted envelope variations. This is defined as "unconditional 
suppression". The third requirement of an FBAGC system for a mobile 
receiver is therefore:
Requirement 3: The FBAGC system is to possess the property of unconditional
suppression.
5.1.4 Large Signal Model
The FBAGC system in a mobile radio receiver will be subject to large 
input variations over a typical operating range of 130 dB (5.5). It is 
therefore important to be able to analytically describe the FBAGC system's 
large signal performance. However, considerable difficulty has been 
experienced in the past by several authors with analysing the exact large 
signal performance of FBAGC systems.
5.4
Oliver's analysis (5.1) only considers input variations so small or 
at such a high frequency that only a small variation in the VGA gain
occurs. Banta (5.2) also places limits on the input variations so that
only small variations in the VGA gain occurs for part of his analysis to 
hold. Gill and Leong (5.3) perform only an approximate analysis for 
large input variations, while Simpson and Tranter (5.4) had some difficulty 
in analysing the response of FBAGC to a simple step change in input 
envelope, only presenting experimental results for small variations.
Victor and Brockman (5.6) only consider the response of FBAGC to input 
variations of 3 dB or less. Moskowitz (5.7) also only considers the 
response of FBAGC to input variations that are much less than the mean 
level of the input. Hughes (5.8) restricts the analysis of the loop rise 
time to input variations consisting of ± 2 dB steps. Finally, Plotkin's (5.9) 
analysis assumes only relatively small limiting swings over the nonlinear 
characteristic of his AGC circuitry.
The fourth requirement of an FBAGC system for a mobile radio receiver
is:
Requirement 4: It should be possible to analyse the large signal
performance of the FBAGC system.
5.1.5 Practicability
The 4 requirements described so far are concerned only with the 
theoretical performance of FBAGC. However, a very important requirement 
of any FBAGC system is that it should be easy to implement. In particular, 
its circuitry should be as simple as possible. Operation in the mobile 
radio environment places stringent requirements on circuit size, power 
consumption and reliability. On these grounds, a highly complicated
5.5
FBAGC system with very desirable properties will be rejected by receiver 
designers in favour of a more basic circuit. Fortunately, such a 
compromise is not necessary and this chapter will present an FBAGC system 
that satisfies the theoretical requirements with a minimum of circuit 
complexity. The fifth and final requirement of an FBAGC system for a 
mobile radio receiver is therefore:
Requirement 5: The FBAGC system shall be as simple as possible.




Requirement 3 (unconditional suppression)
Requirement 4 (large signal model)
Requirement 5 (simplicity)
5.2 An FBAGC System for Mobile Radio
This section considers the various FBAGC systems used by previous 
workers and derives an FBAGC system for mobile radio use. Although other 
FBAGC systems which meet the requirements of section 5.1 may exist, the 
FBAGC system proposed here is believed to be one of the simplest and 
most well understood.
The remainder of this chapter assumes the use of full carrier AM 
signals. The use of other AM-type modulation systems requires additional 
elements within the FBAGC loop for correct operation and are discussed 
in chapters 6 and 7.
5.6
5.2.1 Basic Loop Configuration
Most published FBAGC circuits can be represented by some variation 
of the general circuit shown in figure 5.2, usually with one or more 
elements omitted (5.1-5.6, 5.8-5.14, 5.17, 5.20). The VGA in figure 5.1 
is represented by 3 elements in figure 5.2: H^, the multiplier and
. The output signal is envelope detected and filtered by F^ before being 
operated on by H^. The output of is then compared to a fixed dc 
reference; the difference signal being filtered by F . The output of 
F^ controls the gain of the VGA, completing the loop and suppressing 
envelope variations of vi(t). For convenience, Vg(t) is shown as the 
control voltage of the unity gain multiplier and not as the input to H^.
In the past, there has been some confusion as to the "best" FBAGC 
configuration. Several workers used either linear amplifiers for both 
and (5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.10) or nonlinear elements for both (5.6, 5.11) 
or both linear and nonlinear elements (5.1, 5.5, 5.8, 5.9, 5.12, 5.13,
5.14, 5.20). A similar variation in the type and position of the loop 
fliter(s) exists, although most systems are designed to have a first 
order response. Furthermore, the envelope detector employed varies from 
a synchronous (i.e. coherent) detector to incoherent rectifier type 
and square law detectors. This confused situation can be clarified by 
the elimination of FBAGC systems that do not meet any of the 5 require­
ments of section 5.1.
It is therefore possible to immediately eliminate any of the afore­
mentioned FBAGC systems that use linear amplifiers for both and 
since they have input-level-variant dynamics (5.20). It has been 
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Figure 5.2 Block diagram of feedback AGO incorporating most 
reported circuit elements
5.
element for will give input-level-invariant dynamics (5.6, 5.11). 
However, these circuits can also be eliminated for mobile radio use 
since a simpler technique is known. Williams (5.13) claims that the use 
of an exponential element alone for will give input-level-invariant 
dynamics. However, he also suggests the use of a type zero control loop 
(5.15) which always results in finite output variations. This does not 
meet requirement 1 (division).
The envelope detector lowpass filter, F^, is not usually required 
since the loop itself exhibits low pass characteristics due to F^.
Indeed, chapter 6 shows that the inclusion of the filter F^ can degrade 
the loop's dynamic performance. The envelope detector should be of the 
"precision-rectifier" or "absolute value" type, which is incoherent
(5.19). A nominally "coherent" envelope detector will translate any 
phase variations of the incoming signal into additional unwanted envelope 
variations (5.14). Chapter 7 discusses the use of coherent (PLL) envelope 
detectors in more detail.
Based on these considerations, the FBAGC system shown in figure 5.3 
is the one used throughout the rest of this thesis. It is similar to 
the circuit used by Ohlson (5.12) with some signs changed and an extra 
input omitted. It will be referred to as "Exponential-Integrator" FBAGC 
or EIFBAGC.
5.2.2 Analysis of EIFBAGC Operation
This analysis is only concerned with the input and output signals' 
envelopes. EIFBAGC has no effect on the phase of the input signal. The 
envelope detector is assumed to be unity gain to v@(t) and the harmonics 










Figure 5.3 Block diagram of EIFBAGC circuit
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Consider first the "static" equations of the loop, assuming a fixed 
input envelope, after any transients have died down. The output signal 
is given by:
Vo = v^VgHo (5.2)
but: Vg = B exp(AC(VK “ Vq )) (5.3)
where A is the gain of the integrator at dc (A + *).
From equations 5.2 and 5.3 then:
V = In(vj) + In(Hp) + ln(B) _ In(vp) (5.4)
o AC AC AC AC
so that, providing v^, Hq , B or Vq ^ zero, then as A -► <»:
Vp = Vr (5.5)
therefore, from equation 5.2
v_ = (5.6)
That is, the static action of EIFBAGC is to maintain the output at a 
fixed value by dividing the input by itself. This fulfils requirement 
1 (division).
The dynamic operation of EIFBAGC can now be calculated. The 
differential equation of the input to the integrator is:
r(ln(vg(t)/B)^ = - V  (t) (5.7)
dt [ C J K o
but Vp(t) = Vi(t) Vg(t) Hq (5.8)
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which gives the main loop equation:
v,(t)v (t)H + i _  I (ln(Vg(t)/B))| _v = 0 (5.9)^ S ° d t L  c J ^
The dynamic operation of EIFBAGC is now analysed via equation 5.9 using 
a method of analysis based on a generalisation of the "describing 
function" (5.16). The input is excited sinusoidally as described by 
equation (3.14) so that:
v^(t) = E(1 + D sin wgt) (5.10)
Equation 5.6 suggests that the circuits response at Vg(t) is linearly 
related to the inverse of v^(t). However, to preserve generality it 
must be assumed that some filtering operation has occurred due to the 
integrator. Therefore, it seems reasonable to write the steady state 
response at Vg(t) as:
Vg(t) = --- ------- Yk — ------- —  (5.11)
^ HqE(1 + LD sin(wgt - 0))
where L and 0 are the amplitude and phase responses of the effective loop 
filtering operation at Vg(t). Substituting v^(t) and Vg(t) from 
equations 5.10 and 5.11 into 5.9 and simplifying gives:
V]^(l + D sin Wgt) __ LD cjg cos(wat - 6) = q (5.12)
(1 + LD sin(Wgt - 0)) C(1 + LD sin(wgt - 0)) K
This equation is solved in appendix 3 to give:
—1
0 = tan Ü) (5.14)
N
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where w = (5.15)
N CVk
and L and 0 are the amplitude and phase equations of a first order lowpass
—1
filter with a -3 dB bandwidth of CVj^  rs or a time constant Tg of 1/CV% 
seconds. In other words, the voltage Vg(t) is a filtered and inverted 
version of the input, v^(t). The complicated feedback circuit shown in 
figure 5.3 can therefore be represented by the equivalent feedforward 
circuit model shown in figure 5.4. The feedforward model describes the 
response of EIFBAGC to envelope variations exactly. This result has been 
confirmed by Ohlson (5.12) using a different approach to the analysis.
Note that in figure 5.4 the numerator, n(t), equals the input, v^(t), 
while the denominator, d(t), equals VK/(HoVg(t)).
5.2.3 Properties of EIFBAGC
The previous section showed that EIFBAGC operates on the incoming 
signal's envelope by dividing it by a first order lowpass filtered version 
of itself. In addition to this, the circuit also possesses the following 
properties :
1) The output of the forward path amplifier, Hp, is inversely 
proportional to the gain of the envelope detector. However, the output 
of the envelope detector is independent of its gain and held at the mean 
level V^.
2) The closed loop bandwidth, CVr , is independent of the mean 
input signal's level, providing the input is within the designed operating 










Figure 5.4 Feedforward model of EIFBAGC
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3) The closed loop bandwidth is also independent of Hg, the 
forward path gain and B, an exponentiator constant.
4) The closed loop bandwidth is directly proportional to any gain 
of the summing junction or integrator. The circuit designer is often 
presented with a fixed decibel per volt gain control characteristic on 
the VGA and a fixed value of Vj^  based on requirements to deliver a 
certain signal level to subsequent stages. In this situation, the 
closed loop bandwidth is then usually varied by the integrator time 
constant to give the required value of closed loop bandwidth.
5) If the VGA has a negative C (i.e. an increasing loss with 
positive increasing v^(t)) then this can be accommodated by reversing 
the signs on the inputs of the summing junction.
6) As stated earlier, the VGA gain control law is often presented 
in the form "dB gain variation per applied control volt". Assume that 
the variation of gain with v^(t) is W dB/volt then:
C = W (5.16)
20 log^Qe
or
C = 0.1151W (5.17)
5.2.4 Meeting the FBAGC Requirements
Requirement 1 (division) and requirement 2 (input-level-invariance) 
have already been shown to be properties of EIFBAGC. However, due to the 
non-linear nature of the circuit, it is difficult to prove that it meets 
requirement 3 (unconditional suppression) for a completely general input 
variation. EIFBAGC will be shown later in this chapter to meet
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requirement 3 when subject to the sinusoidal and 2 tone test signals. 
Here it is revealing to calculate its response to a step change in input 
level :
Let Vi(t) = E(1 + ZH(t)) (5.18)
where H(t) represents the unit step function and Z is a number greater 
than -1. The output of the feedforward model’s lowpass filter, d(t), is 
given by:
d(t) = E(1 + Z(1 - exp(-t/Tg)) (5.19)
The output of the circuit is therefore:
V (t) = Vk (1 + ZH(t)) (5.20)
° (1 + Z(1 - exp(-t/T^))
Figure 5.5 shows the response of EIFBAGC to both positive and negative 
input steps, where = E = 1 to allow an input/output comparison.
Note that the relative change of the input in decibel form is:
Ki(dB) = 20 log^g(l + Z) (5.21)
while the relative change of the output in decibel form is:
K^(dB) = 20 log^^ 1 + Z J (5.22)_1 + Z(1 - exp(-t/T^,))_ 
the peak value of this, Kg(dB), occurrs at t = 0 and is:
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Figure 5.5 Response of EIFBAGC to step changes in input envelope
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For a step change on the input, EIFBAGC always decreases the variation 
at the output with the output maximum occurring at t = 0 and not exceeding 
the input. It has not been possible to find an input envelope variation 
that an ideal EIFBAGC circuit will increase rather than suppress. Therefore, 
it is suggested that EIFBAGC meets requirement 3 (unconditional suppression).
Requirement 4 (large signal model) is met since the feedforward 
model is valid for all input variations providing d(t) > 0 .  However, it 
should be noted that the analysis of the response of the feedforward 
model is complicated by the division process. This is made apparent in 
the next main section when calculating the circuit's response to simple 
sinusoidal modulation results in some quite lengthy calculations.
Requirement 5 (simplicity) is met since there is no known way to simplify 
the circuit without failing to meet any of the other requirements.
5.2.5 Practical Considerations
Any practical realisation of EIFBAGC in a radio receiver will use 
circuitry that depends on the receiver's specification, available 
technology and economics. It may be decided to deliberately degrade some 
aspect of an ideal EIFBAGC circuit's performance - for example, to have 
some variation of the loop bandwidth with input signal level.
Alternatively, it may not be possible to accurately realise all of the 
circuit elements. However, it will be assumed in this section that it 
is required to realise EIFBAGC as accurately as possible, as, for example, 
in the work of Ball and Holmes (5.5) and McGeehan et al (1.8)
In most radio receivers, the total RF input to audio output gain 
is distributed between RF stages, mixers, filters, IF stages and audio
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amplifiers. If any of these stages are gain controlled, then irrespective 
of their position in the radio receiver, the overall gain control 
characteristic of the receiver as seen by the output of the integrator 
should be exponential. Variations in the slope of the gain control 
characteristic, W, cause a corresponding variation in the EIFBAGC loop 
bandwidth. This is a problem especially when attempting to achieve 
maximum signal to noise performance from the receiver. This usually 
involves keeping the gain of the RF amplifiers at their maximum for input 
signal levels up to, say, 1 millivolt, while maintaining the receivers 
output at a fixed level by controlling the gain of other stages such as 
the IF amplifiers (5.17). For input levels greater than, say, 1 milli­
volt, the RF amplifiers may be included in the EIFBAGC control loop, 
reducing their gain to prevent subsequent stages from overloading (5.18).
Care needs to be taken when abruptly including an additional gain control 
stage into the loop since this will cause the bandwidth to increase unless 
additional measures are taken to compensate for this. The effect of noise 
on the performance of FBAGC is discussed in chapter 10.
In practice, the receiver's gain cannot be increased above some 
maximum value due to noise considerations, and it can be limited by 
circuitry around the integrator. If a "hard" limiting action is 
incorporated and care taken that the integrator does not saturate, then 
the limiting action can be incorporated in the feedforward model as shown 
in figure 5.6. The threshold element has an output that follows the input 
variation unless it is below the threshold voltage, V-j>, when it is clamped 
at the voltage V-p. When this has occurred variations on vp(t) are followed 
by variations on Vg(t), thus losing AGC action. The simple resistor and 












Figure 5.6 Feedforward model of EIFBAGC incorporating a 
"hard" gain limiter
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5.2,6 Precision EIFBAGC Circuit
A precision EIFBAGC circuit was built to check the aforementioned 
predictions. It was designed to operate both on signals generated in 
the laboratory and on recordings of the fading pilot tone. The circuit 
operates on carriers from dc to about 10 kHz, A "dc" carrier consists 
of a dc voltage (positive with this circuit) on to which modulation is 
superimposed. An ac carrier consists of a sinewave on to which modulation 
is superimposed.
The block diagram of the circuit is shown in figure 5,7, It is very 
similar to the block diagram of figure 5.3, and its operation follows that 
described in section 5,2,1, The closed loop bandwidth could be selected 
between 7 values: 1 Hz, 3 Hz, 10 Hz, 30 Hz, 100 Hz, 300 Hz and 1 kHz.
The accuracy of the closed loop bandwidth selected was within 10%. The 
closed loop bandwidth varied by less than 2% when used in the ac mode 
over the input operating range lOV peak to peak to 0,2V peak to peak, 
demonstrating the level invariance of the closed loop bandwidth. When 
operated in the dc carrier mode, the precision rectifier is bypassed 
and the output of the circuit connected directly to the negative input 
of the summing junction. In the dc mode, the closed loop bandwidth 
varied by 6.5% over a 30 dB input range. The mean level of the output 
was 0.2V peak to peak when operated in the ac mode or O.IV dc when 
operated in the dc mode. During dynamic testing the circuit performed 
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5.3 Response to Sinusoidal Modulation
This section discusses the response of EIFBAGC to sinusoidal input 
modulation, i.e. deterministic AGC test signal 1. It will become 
apparent that calculation of the response is complicated by the inherent 
division process. Nevertheless, a full analysis has been performed and 
the results checked by practical experiments wherever possible.
5.3.1 Requirements of the Analysis
The input to the circuit is r^(t) where:
r (t) = E(1 + D sin w t) (5.24)
 ^ N
where 0 < D < 1 and w is the normalised frequency. The steady state
N
output of the circuit is given by equations 5.8 and 5.11 as:
tl + D sin 0) t 1 1 + LD sin(wN
As mentioned in section 3.5.2, there are 2 main areas of interest here.
The first is when r^(t) represents some unwanted signal variation, so 
the ability of EIFBAGC to suppress it is required. The second area of 
interest is when r^(t) represents some required signal variation, so the 
distortion introduced by the EIFBAGC system is also required. EIFBAGC will, 
in general, only adequately suppress unwanted input variations that occur 
well inside the closed loop bandwidth while it will only pass relatively 
undistorted, wanted input variations that occur well outside the closed 
loop bandwidth. This can be shown by analysing 3 properties of equation 
5.25. These are shown in figure 5.8 which also defines a number of the 
variables used in the following work. The particular properties of the 
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Figure 5.8 Illustration of input and output waveform properties
of EIFBAGC during 30 dB sinusoidal envelope fade at = 1
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1) The positions of the peak and trough, gpg and 3to* general, 
they do not occur at the same point in time as the input waveform's peak 
and trough, and 3^.
2) The ratio of the peak, Jpo> to trough, Jto> called Kq . This 
may be calculated by substituting 3po and 3to into equation 5.25. 
However, a simpler solution is presented that gives the ratio directly. 
The residual output modulation, described by Kq , is sometimes referred 
to as the output ripple.
3) The harmonic content. The output waveform is evidently non- 
sinusoidal, exhibiting a characteristic fast-up, slow-down shape.
Note: unless otherwise stated, describing a variation as
"x decibels" refers to the peak to trough ratio.
5.3.2 Peak and Trough Position
The position of the peak and trough of the output waveform are 




For example, the peak and trough positions of the 30 dB fade at w = 1
N
shown in figure 5.8 occur at 3^^ = 6.343 radians (363°) and
3to = 4.653 radians (267°).
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As stated earlier, equations 5.26 and 5.27 could be substituted 
into equation 5.25 to give the magnitude of the peak and troughs 
respectively. Dividing the peak by the trough would give Kq . However, 
a more elegant solution is given in the next section that generates K q 
directly.
5.3.3 Peak to Trough Ratio
The peak to trough ratio of equation 5.25 has been solved elsewhere
(5.20), (this paper is also included in the published paper section). The 
paper solves equation 5.25 for both the general case where L and 0 can be 
any values, and also the particular case of EIFBAGC. The particular 
solution is relevant here and is given by:
20)
K^ = ________ y _ £ i _ _________  (5.28)
A plot of this equation for several values of D corresponding to K^ (dB)
of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 dB is shown in figure 5.9. It is apparent that
deep sinusoidal input variations are only well suppressed (Kq < 3 dB, say)
if they occur at frequencies much below w = 1 .  This is a very important
N
observation regarding the performance of EIFBAGC. In general, deep
unwanted input envelope variations are only well suppressed by EIFBAGC
if its bandwidth is much greater than the bandwidth of the input signal's
envelope variations, typically by a factor of at least 10. For example,
a 30 dB sinusoidal input envelope variation is reduced to less than 3 dB
of output variation only below w = 0.064. That is, the bandwidth of
N
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It will now be shown that EIFBAGC possesses the property of
unconditional suppression for real sinusoidal input variations. That
is, it is required to show that for any oj , Kq < K^. The input variation
N
peak to trough is:
Ki = (5.29)
The output variation peak to trough is
1 + ID
^o 1 - ID (5.30)
where 1 = /_____ ^_____  (5.31)
+  1 —
N
By inspection, Kq is only less than if 1 < 1. From equation 5.31 
1 is always less than 1 if :
1 - d 2 > 0 (5.32)
i.e. d 2 < 1 (5.33)
is the condition to be met so that EIFBAGC possesses the property of
unconditional suppression. This condition is always met for any real
envelope variation, therefore an ideal EIFBAGC system possesses the 
property of unconditional suppression for sinusoidal input variations.
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5.3,4 Harmonie Content
For an EIFBAGC circuit, equation 5.25 can be rewritten as:
VgCt) = V%(1 + Z Aj^  cos(nw^t + 8%)) (5.34)
n=l
The dc component can be immediately written down as due to the nature 
of EIFBAGC, that is, it maintains the mean (dc) level of the output fixed 
at V^. This result was confirmed during both theoretical and practical 
observations of v^(t).
The harmonics of equation 5.34 have been analysed using a 64 point
discrete Fourier transform. The results of the analysis are plotted in
figure 5.10 for D = 1. An approximate fit to A^ is solved in appendix 5.
It is valid for ca >  1 and most accurate for small D. The (worst case)
N
fit for D = 1 is shown in figure 5.10. The approximate solution for 
An is:
An = (D)” (0.5L)” (5.35)
The harmonics are required to estimate the degree of distortion 
EIFBAGC will introduce into a wanted signal variation in a full carrier 
AM system. The most distortion is introduced into the deepest and 
lowest frequency envelope variation. For example, in a speech trans­
mission this may be a 100% modulation at 300 Hz. In order to pass 
this relatively undistorted, the bandwidth of the EIFBAGC circuit should 
be much less than the bandwidth of the 300 Hz signal, typically by 
a factor of 10. For example, the 300 Hz signal will have a second 
harmonic 26 dB down and a third harmonic 52 dB down relative to 
the fundamental component if transmitted through an EIFBAGC circuit 
with a bandwidth of 30 Hz. The predominant harmonic distortion is 







































A = d 2 0.5L (5.36)
2
from equation 5.35.
The results of both this and the previous section show that EIFBAGC 
possesses a large frequency transition region between those envelope 
fading frequencies it will satisfactorily suppress and those envelope 
modulation frequencies it will pass relatively undistorted. This 
transition region commences from about 0.1 of the closed loop bandwidth 
(30 dB of input fade modulation suppressed to 4.6 dB of output ripple) 
to about 10 times the closed loop bandwidth, (5% of second harmonic 
distortion for 100% input modulation). Over the transition region, 
deep envelope variations will be partially suppressed and grossly 
distorted.
5.3.5 Verification of Analysis
A practical verification of the analysis has been performed using 
the precision EIFBAGC circuit, the UHF SSB receiver described in 
chapter 4 and the IF stages of a full carrier AM receiver. In all cases, 
the experiments were performed as follows:
a) A carrier wave (RF, IF or audio/dc) was applied to the 
circuit and amplitude modulated by a sinusoid.
b) For various depths, the frequency of the sinusoidal amplitude 
modulation was varied and for each value the output ripple (K@) was 
recorded. The peak and trough input and output values were measured 
on an oscilloscope. The precision EIFBAGC circuit was operated in
dc carrier mode to obtain the output ripple results. When performing
5.31
deep modulation experiments care was taken to prevent modulation feed- 
through.
c) The harmonics of the output waveform were analysed using a 
spectrum analyser. The precision EIFBAGC circuit was operated in the 
ac mode for this part of the experiment using a 2 kHz carrier.
The results of these experiments are shown in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11(a) shows the measured output ripple as a function of frequency 
while figure 5.11(b) shows the measured output harmonic distortion as 
a function of frequency. In both cases good agreement has been observed 
between theory and practice.
A more full description of the experiments may be found elsewhere
(5.20). As a result of these experiments, this section concludes that
the feedforward model of EIFBAGC has been verified and shown to be able 
to allow prediction of the response of EIFBAGC to large input envelope 
variations.
5.4 Response to Two Tones
This section discusses the response of EIFBAGC to two tones, i.e.
deterministic AGC test signal 2. Once again, the analysis relies on using
the feedforward model and the results are checked by practical experi­
ments wherever possible.
5.4.1 Requirements of the Analysis
The input to the circuit consists of 2 tones, relative level R,
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Figure 5.11(a) Measured output ripple
















Figure 5.11(b) Measured output harmonic level
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r (t) = E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos w t)i (5.37)
2 N
where w is the tone separation frequency normalised to the EIFBAGC 
N
bandwidth. The steady state envelope variations of the output of the 
circut are given by the feedforward model shown in figure 5.4 as:
= Tif à i  :  2R : :  % $ )
where FI represents the first order filtering function, -3 dB at w = 1.
N
As mentioned in section 3.5.3, there are 2 main areas of interest 
here. The first is when r^(t) represents twin path fading, so the 
ability of an EIFBAGC system to suppress it is required. Alternatively 
1 tone can represent an interfering signal and the other tone the AGC 
reference so the requirements for the EIFBAGC system not to respond to 
the interference are also required. With this second case, the analysis 
is more applicable to pilot reference SSB systems than full carrier AM 
systems.
As with sinusoidal input variations, EIFBAGC will only adequately
suppress 2 tone envelope variations that occur well inside the closed
loop bandwidth. Once again, this will be shown by analysing the peak
to trough ratio of equation 5.38 for various values of R and w . In this
N
case, it has been necessary to use numerical techniques to perform the 
analysis on a computer.
For the interfering tone case, there are 2 main steady state
effects. The first is an overall dc compression of the receivers gain,
resulting in a reduced level of the required tone. This dc compression
is independent of w . The second effect is that the receivers gain is
N
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modulated at the difference frequency between the 2 tones. These 
effects are discussed in subsequent sections.
5.4.2 Peak to Trough Ratio
The equation of the output envelope, 5.38, has been analysed using
numerical techniques on a computer. The programme, called AGCSIM, is
described in detail in appendix 6. It was used to calculate the peak
to trough ratio of v@(t) for various values of R and w . A 64 point
N
discrete Fourier transform was used for these runs which gave a worst 
case peak to trough programme accuracy of better than 0.23 dB. The 
results are shown plotted in figure 5.12. Some of the input and output 
envelopes obtained during these runs are shown in figure 5.13.
Figure 5.12 shows that EIFBAGC requires a bandwidth considerably
greater than the fade rate to suppress deep twin path induced envelope
fades. The bandwidth required to suppress this fading is greater than
the bandwidth required to suppress equivalent sinusodal fading. For example,
suppression of a 30 dB fade to better than 3 dB of output ripple requires
0) to be less than w = 0.022. That is, the bandwidth of the EIFBAGC 
N N
circuit needs to be greater than 45 times the input fade rate. This 
compares to a bandwidth requirement of 15.6 in the equivalent sinusoidal 
input modulation case.
Figure 5.12 allows the receiver designer to estimate the bandwidth 
requirements of an EIFBAGC circuit to suppress twin path fading. The 
receiver designer need only know the maximum fade rate and input 
variation to design the EIFBAGC bandwidth to meet an output ripple 
specification. For example, consider the UHF SSB system described in 






















































































































high as twice maximum Doppler, 95 Hz. What is the EIFBAGC bandwidth
required to suppress a twin path fade 20 dB peak to trough to better
than 3 dB of output ripple? Figure 5.12 shows that this suppression
occurs at w <0.07. Therefore, the EIFBAGC circuit would require a 
N
bandwidth of 1.36 kHz. This would be unrealisable in practice for 
reasons that are discussed in the next chapter, i.e. stability. UHF 
inter-aircraft communications would also require the use of unrealisably 
high EIFBAGC bandwidths. In this case, speech distortion considerations 
prevent the use of the high bandwidths required to suppress the signal 
fading.
In Chapter 2 it was shown that during land or air mobile twin 
path communications both R and ojf varied slowly over several cycles 
of input fading. The steady state 2 tone AGC test signal is only a 
convenient representation of the real situation. However, as indicated 
above the EIFBAGC bandwidth required to suppress the 2 tone test 
signal is very high relative to cjf. The circuit's response will be 
negligibly affected by variations in R and wf that occur over several 
cycles of input fading. If a complete fade is defined from peak to 
trough to peak then the results obtained so far will allow accurate 
prediction of the response of EIFBAGC on a fade-by-fade basis.
5.4.3 Interfering Tone Compression and Modulation
Consider an EIFBAGC circuit operating on a steady single tone 
reference. If an additional tone is introduced to the input, and 
this interfering tone slowly increased in amplitude, then the reference 
tone will be decreased at the output of the circuit. This is because 
EIFBAGC maintains the average level of the overall output signal's
5.38
envelope at a constant level, and has no means of distinguishing between 
the 2 tones. This means level compression of the reference tone is 
dependent only on the relative levels of the 2 tones at the input of 
the envelope detector.
Calculation of the reference tone compression is a relatively 
simple matter. The dc value of the 2 tone signal's envelope is calculated 
and compared to the dc value of the single reference tone's envelope. The 
ratio of the 2 values is the mean level compression of the reference 
tone. If the reference tone is represented by E cos it has an 
envelope value E. If the reference and interfering tone are represented 
by the sum of E cos oj^ t and RE cos w^t where is the interfering tone 
frequency, the average (dc) value of the resulting signal's envelope has 
already been calculated in chapter 2, section 2.3.3. Using the discrete 
Fourier analysis described in that section, the dc component may be 
approximated by:
N—1
A = _E_ Z I 1 + R.2 + 2R 
N p=0
^  2 cos |^ 2ttpJ J i (5.39)
The compression of the wanted tone, CM, is given by:




A plot of the compression, CM, versus interfering tone level is shown 
in figure 5.14. The value N = 16 was used to evaluate equation 5.39. 
The predicted dc value of Aq = 1.2691 for R = 1 differs from the 
theoretical value of 4/tt by less than 2%.
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Asymptote for large R10










Figure 5.14 Graph of reference tone compression, CM, versus level 
of interfering tone, R
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The other effect of a single Interfering tone is that it will 
cause the gain of the EIFBAGC circuit, and hence the reference tone, to 
be nonlinearly amplitude modulated at the difference frequency between 
the reference and interfering tones. If the interfering tone is well 
separated in frequency from the reference tone, relative to the EIFBAGC 
bandwidth, the effect will be negligibly small. If the interfering 
tone to reference tone frequency difference is smaller than the EIFBAGC 
bandwidth, the gain modulation will be large. The worst case peak to 
trough gain modulation occurs for equal amplitude tones very close 
together in frequency. The peak to trough ratio of the gain variation 
is the same as the peak to trough ratio of the denominator of V g(t), 
called d(t) where:
d(t) = Fl((l + r 2 + 2R cos Ü) t)l) (5.41)
N
where FI represents the first order filtering function -3 dB at w = 1,
N
R is the relative level of the interfering tone to reference tone and
w is the separation between the frequency of the 2 tones relative to 
N
the EIFBAGC bandwidth. The computer programme, AGCSIM, described in
appendix 6 can be used to analyse the effect by setting the input
variable PT to zero. It will then plot the inverted gain control
voltage, l/d(t), and calculate its peak to trough value. If the tone
separation, w , is much less than unity then the peak to trough gain 
N
variation is given by where :
\  = -f-i-f. (5.42)
The effects of interfering tones on other aspects of FBAGC performance 
are discussed further elsewhere (5.3). However, a general observation
5.41
regarding the gain modulation is that it is usually less of a problem 
than the dc compression. This is due to the use, in general, of 
relatively narrow EIFBAGC bandwidths where the problem of dc compression 
predominates.
5.4.4 Practical Results
Practical experiments have been performed using the precision EIFBAGC 
circuit described in section 5.2.6 to check the peak to trough ratio (K@) 
and dc compression predictions. The peak to trough ratio, K q , was 
measured as follows;
The input to the circuit was comprised of 2 tones, nominally at 
2 kHz, spaced 30 Hz apart. Their relative levels were adjusted for 
values of of 10, 20 and 30 dB. The closed loop bandwidth was varied
to give a relative variation in w . A sampling digital oscilloscope
N
gave a numerical reading of the peak and trough values of the input and 
output signal's envelope. The results are shown plotted along with the 
theoretical predictions from AGCSIM in figure 5.15. Evidently there is 
good agreement between the 2.
The measurement of the dc compression was performed in a similar 
manner but this time the output was observed on a spectrum analyser.
The tone separation used was 100 Hz with an EIFBAGC bandwidth of 10 Hz.
The results are shown plotted on figure 5.16. Once again, there is good 
agreement between theoretical predictions and practical measurements.
5.5 Response to Field Trial Data
This section describes the response of the precision EIFBAGC circuit 
to multipath fast fading, comparing the results with twin path predictions 
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Figure 5.16 Graph of reference tone compression, CM, versus level of




For the tests, the input signal consisted of the 1.672 kHz pilot, 
recorded as described in chapter 4. The car was travelling in a suburban 
area near Bath University, position A on figure 4.11, for the particular 
segment of recording being described. The speed was about 50 km/hr 
(30 mph), giving a maximum fade rate 2wd of 42 Hz. The mean received 
signal strength was 30 dB above 1 yV. Figure 5.17 is an 819 mS plot 
of the fading pilot's envelope, along with a series of position markers 
on each peak or trough. Table 5.1 gives the time of each marker from 
the reference point, a recording blip on the original tape used for 
triggering purposes. Also shown in Table 5.1 are the relative changes 
in envelope in between each marker, to the nearest dB, as calculated 
from readings taken from a digital recording oscilloscope. During 
this run, the receiver's EIFBAGC system was on "hold", preventing it 
from affecting the received pilot's envelope.
5.5.2 Precision EIFBAGC Circuit Response
The same recording of pilot just described was played back through 
the precision EIFBAGC circuit with various closed loop bandwidths.
Plots of the output signal's envelope are shown in figures 5.18 to 5.24 
inclusive, for increasing closed loop bandwidths. The same vertical 
scale has been used for all these plots to allow relative comparison 
(0.8V top to bottom).
The following general observations have been made regarding these 
plots :
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i \ Amplitude Time
Figure 5.17 Input signal's envelope on the 819 millisecond run, 
illustrating the position markers
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Position Marker
Table 5.1 Data for fi; 
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1) The 1 Hz EIFBAGC circuit has had a negligible effect on the 
fast fading envelope, and figure 5.18 may be used as a normalised 
plot for comparison with the others.
2) The 3 Hz EIFBAGC circuit has had a small but noticeable effect 
on the large envelope peak. Otherwise, figure 5.19 shows that it passes 
the fast fading almost without modification.
3) The 10 Hz EIFBAGC circuit's output shown in figure 5.20 is seen 
to be introducing noticeable distortion to the envelope, of the 
characteristic "fast-up, slow-down" type which is even more noticeable
in the faster circuits. However, there is still only a small suppression 
of the fast fading, the reduction of the relatively slow peaks being most 
apparent.
4) The 30 Hz EIFBAGC circuit's output shown in figure 5.21 begins 
to demonstrate a noticeable reduction in the peak to trough ratio.
For example, the 31 dB rise on the input from position markers K to L 
is reduced to 20 dB.
5) The 100 Hz and 300 Hz EIFBAGC circuit's outputs shown in 
figures 5.22 and 5.23 exhibit much more fast fading suppression, albeit 
at the expense of reducing the deeper fades to relatively more rapid 
output spikes. The largest peak to trough output variation for the 
300 Hz circuit is 10 dB, corresponding to the 37 dB input variation 
from W to X.
6) Finally, what may be regarded as good AGC performance is 
demonstrated by the output of the 1 kHz EIFBAGC circuit shown in figure 
5.24. The largest input peak to trough variation has been reduced to 
less than 4.5 dB of output ripple.
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Figure 5.18 1 Hz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
Figure 5.19 3 Hz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
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Figure 5.20 10 Hz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
Figure 5.21 30 Hz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
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Figure 5.22 100 Hz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
Figure 5.23 300 Hz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
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Figure 5.24 1 kHz precision EIFBAGC circuit output
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5.5.3 Comparison with Twin Path Predictions
Section 3.4.3 proposed that an AGC system will suppress multipath 
fading more than the equivalent worst-case twin path fade at 2wd with 
the same peak to trough ratio. This hypothesis can be simply tested 
for the aforementioned test run. The largest input variation is from 
position markers W to X and is 37 dB. The worst case prediction can 
be extrapolated from the curves of figure 5.12, assuming a twin path 
fade rate of 42 Hz. The results are shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Worst-case twin path prediction of output 
ripple, fade VWX
EIFBAGC Worst-case twin path Measured







As expected, in all cases the twin path signal at 2wj predicts more 
output ripple than was measured with the multipath field trial data.
One general observation of the input waveform in figure 5.17 is 
that while there are envelope variations occurring at rates up to 2(0(j 
(e.g. position markers T to U correspond to a fade rate of 38.5 Hz), 
the deeper fades occur more slowly. It is interesting to compare the 
output ripple predictions of a best fit twin path fade to the multipath 
case. This has been performed for fade JKL. The best fit twin path 
fade is assumed to be 30 dB peak to trough at 12.3 Hz (the same peak
5.54
to peak time as the multipath fade). The results are shown in 
Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Best-fit twin path prediction of output 
ripple fade JKL
EIFBAGC Best-fit twin path




















The best-fit twin path output ripple prediction is seen to give a good 
estimate of the measured output ripple.
5.5.4 Implications for System Design
Consideration of the EIFBAGC circuit’s response to the aforementioned 
and other field trial data has resulted in the following system design 
implications :
1) The bandwidth of the EIFBAGC circuit should be much greater 
than for good fade suppression, the exact bandwidth required 
depending on the system specification.
2) The twin path (2 tone) deterministic AGC test signal 2,
fading at a rate 2wd» allows worst-case estimation of the EIFBAGC circuit’s 
response for various depths of input fade.
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3) The best-fit twin path signal allows estimation of the 
EIFBAGC system’s response to particular multipath fades.
4) In a 457 MHz land mobile full carrier AM system, the EIFBAGC 
bandwidth required to give good fade suppression (300-1 kHz) is far in 
excess of the maximum bandwidth that can be allowed for reasons of speech 
distortion (typically 30 Hz).
The first question that arises is since it has been shown that fast 
fading at 457 MHz cannot be suppressed by EIFBAGC systems with reasonable 
bandwidths, what bandwidth should the system designer use? A lower 
bound on the bandwidth can be inferred by reference to section 2.1.4.
It was stated there that the minimum requirement of a receiver’s AGC 
system capable of suppressing slow fading is that it should average 
out the received signal’s envelope over travelled distances of about 
10 wavelengths. Certainly, the normalising process is automatically 
performed by the division action inherent in the EIFBAGC system. It 
will be assumed here that the maximum time constant of the EIFBAGC 
system should be less than the time taken to travel 10 wavelengths 
to approximate the averaging operation. This gives:
T < 1 0  X ç 5.43
^ S
where T^ is the closed loop EIFBAGC time constant, is the carrier 
wavelength and S is the maximum mobile’s speed. For example, at 
112 km/hr (70 mph) at 457 MHz, Tq < 0.21 second, i.e. the EIFBAGC 
bandwidth should be greater than 0.75 Hz. Such an EIFBAGC system should, 
ideally, only leave the fast fading superimposed on the output.
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CHAPTER 6
FEEDBACK AGC WITH TIME DELAY
This chapter is concerned with the effect of pure, distributed time 
delay on the dynamics of EIFBAGC in the absence of noise. It deals 
primarily with the deterioration in the ability of EIFBAGC to suppress 
unwanted envelope variations. The previous chapter presented an exact 
feedforward model of EIFBAGC that was independent of input variations.
This chapter presents an approximate feedforward model of EIFBAGC with 
time delay whose parameters are a function of the input variation.
6.1 Causes of Time Delay
In this section the common sources of time delay in receiver FBAGC 
systems are discussed. The elements actually affecting the dynamics of 
FBAGC are filter poles and zeros. The filters will later be shown to be 
adequately approximated by pure time delay, which results in considerable 
mathematical simplification.
6.1.1 Forward Path Filtering
In any radio receiver it takes a finite time for the signal information 
to pass along the forward path from antenna input to demodulated output.
The time delay is primarily caused by the most selective filter in the 
forward path, such as the channel IF filter in a conventional superhet 
receiver (4.3) or the lowpass filter in a direct conversion receiver (6.1). 
The selective filter usually has a non-linear time delay (group delay) 
and amplitude response with frequency. However, this filter is invariably
6.1
followed by some variable gain amplifiers (VGA). If the receiver's EIFBAGC 
system is designed so that the VGA following the most selective filter 
predominates the overall gain control law, then the selective filter will 
have a negligible effect on the closed loop dynamics. Nevertheless, the 
analysis presented later in this chapter takes into account any time 
delay introduced by forward path filtering.
6.1.2 Control Path Smoothing Filters
It has been suggested that a FBAGG circuit should incorporate a low 
pass "smoothing" filter directly after the envelope detector, in addition 
to the main loop filter (5.1, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7, 5.11, 5.14). Typically, a 
first order filter is used for smoothing. A pure time delay representation 
of a first order lowpass filter is valid up to about half its -3 dB bandwidth. 
At this frequency its phase response is -0.46 radians and its amplitude 
response -0.96 dB. An equivalent amount of pure time delay (equal to the 
reciprocal of the lowpass filter’s -3 dB bandwidth) would have a phase 
response of -0.5 radians and be 0 dB down at half the lowpass filters 
-3 dB bandwidth. Therefore, providing the envelope detector smoothing 
filter's bandwidth is greater than about twice the theoretical EIFBAGC
bandwidth, the pure time delay approximation is good below w = 1 .
N
The previous section showed that the receiver's EIFBAGC configuration 
can be designed so that forward path filters do not introduce time delay 
into the circuit. Smoothing filters (if required) can be designed to 
have a very high relative bandwidth. Because of this, full carrier AM 
receivers can be operated with an EIFBAGC system that is almost unaffected 
by time delay effects. The previous chapter therefore adequately covers 
the performance of the EIFBAGC circuitry used in full carrier AM receivers.
6.2
It will now be shown that, unfortunately, this is not the case for pilot 
SSB systems which will generally always suffer from time delay problems.
6.1.3 Pilot Extraction in SSB Receivers
As mentioned in chapter 1, there are 4 basic pilot SSB systems, 
differing only by the position of the pilot in the audio band. The 
problem with these systems is that the pilot is transmitted some 
7-20 dB below peak speech power. Therefore, unlike a full carrier AM 
system, it is necessary to enhance the level of the pilot with respect 
to the modulation prior to envelope detection. Alternatively, coherent 
detection can be used. This is discussed in the next chapter. Here, 
a simpler method of extracting the pilot's envelope is discussed, i.e. 
bandpass filtering followed by precision rectification (1.8, 5.5).
The design of the bandpass filter is a compromise between 2 
conflicting requirements. If its bandwidth is too wide, excessive 
speech energy will be let through resulting in excessive compression 
and modulation, as described in section 5.4.3. If it is too narrow, it 
will possess a large group delay resulting in poor EIFBAGC dynamics. 
Another question arises; is it better to use high order, but wide 
bandpass filters or lower order, but narrower bandpass filters to 
achieve the same speech rejection? Gardner's (4.3) comments on IF 
filters in PLL receivers appear to apply here where he suggests it is 
better to use as low an order filter as is possible to minimise the 
group delay. This approach has been adopted by pilot SSB designers 
(1.8, 5.5) who use a single complex-conjugate-pole-pair (first order) 
bandpass filter.
6.3
The transfer function of this first order bandpass filter and the 
associated magnitude, phase and group delay equations have been conveniently 
analysed elsewhere (6.2). For a reasonably high Q (> 5 say) bandpass 
filter, the group delay at the centre is approximately twice the inverse 
of the bandwidth in radians per second. The group delay is approximately 
half this value at the band edges (6.3).
6.1.4 Other Causes of Time Delay
Other causes of time delay are usually negligible compared to the 
effects of pilot extraction in SSB receivers. However, they can affect 
the closed loop dynamics if care is not taken. Some of the other causes 
are ;
1) Additional RC filtering. Some receiver FBAGC control lines 
possess 1 or more additional RC filters as well as the main loop 
filter and (possibly) envelope detector output smoothing filters. There 
is usually no reason to incorporate these unless they are used to greatly 
increase the response time of a VGA gain control line, allowing another 
VGA to control the FBAGC dynamics.
2) Higher order loops. As stated earlier, the problem with EIFBAGC 
is its large transition region. There is a temptation to deliberately 
increase the order of the loop, say to second order, in an attempt to 
reduce the width of the transition region (2.10). However, this may 
result in a degradation rather than improvement in the loop dynamics.
This is because increasing the loop's order is very similar to the effect 
of adding pure time delay. Other workers have indicated that the
first order loop is the optimum FBAGC loop. Victor and Brockman (5.6)
6.4
use Weiner optimisation methods to show that the closed-loop transfer 
function that minimises the noise induced gain jitter while holding 
the transient error to a specified value is first order. Banta (5.2) 
has analysed some unbounded transients that can arise as a result of 
using second order loops and concludes that a first order loop allows 
best FBAGC action. Finally, Oliver (5.1) has suggested that only first 
order loops do not suffer from "modulation enhancement" i.e. only first 
order loops possess the property of unconditional suppression.
3) Processing delays. Most of the work reported in this thesis 
uses conventional analogue techniques to implement the various circuit 
elements around an EIFBAGC control loop. However, with the increasing 
use of digital signal processing devices, it is only a matter of time 
before some elements such as the envelope detector, summing junction, 
integrator etc. are implemented in software. Care will need to be 
taken to prevent the inherent additional processing time delays from 
affecting the closed loop dynamics.
6.2 Effect of Loop Dynamics
This section discusses the effects of time delay on the dynamics of 
EIFBAGC systems (6.4).
6.2.1 General Loop Equation
The block diagram of the circuit to be analysed is shown in figure 6.1. 
This shows an EIFBAGC circuit with pure time delay elements inserted in 
between each element to represent any of the effects mentioned in 


























































Va = [vg(t)]t ->■ t + T (6.1)
Vj) = {ln([vg(t)]t t + T^/B}}/C (6.2)
Vf. = [ {ln{Vg(t)/B}}/C] t + t + (6.3)
V. = _É_ {[{ln{v.(t)/B}}/C]t > t + T + T } (6.4)
G dt 8 4 5
and v^ = P _  { ln{v„(t)/B}}/Clt t + T + T + (6.5)
e 8 3 4 5
Working clockwise from the output of the multiplier:
Vg(t) = [vi(t) Vg(t)]t + t - (6.6)
and Vg = - [vi(t) Vg(t)]t + t - (6.7)
Equating equations 6.5 and 6.7 and simplifying results in the general 
loop equation:
{{ln{v (t)/B}}/C> - V„ + [v.(t) V (t)]t -► t - T = 0 (6.8)
dt 6 N i g
5
where T == Z (6.9)
n=l
Equation 6.8 is the general non-linear delay differential equation 
describing the dynamics. Note that the effect of any time delay is 
independent of its position around the loop.
6.2.2 DC and Fundamental Solution
Chapter 5 solved equation 6.8 exactly for T = 0. It showed that 
although the voltages around an EIFBAGC loop are non-linearly related 
to the input, l/vg(t) is simply a first order lowpass filtered version 
of vi(t). However, with time delay present l/vg(t) is no longer linearly
6.7
related to the input over all frequencies. A sinusoidal variation of 
v^Ct) has been found experimentally to result in l/vg(t) consisting of:
i) A lowpass filtered version of v^Ct), the amplitude and 
phase of which are not first order and are predominantly 
a function of loop gain, time delay and frequency.
ii) Harmonics of v^(t), whose amplitudes are mainly functions 
of loop gain, time delay, input modulation depth and 
frequency.
iii) A dc shift that varies with loop gain, time delay, input 
modulation depth and frequency.
iv) Under certain conditions, subharmonics of the input.
In general, the fundamental component and dc shift predominate at 
l/vg(t). The harmonics and subharmonics are significant only when there 
is both a relatively large time delay and large input variation. The 
solution to equation 6.8 presented here uses a forced solution to l/vg(t) 
consisting simply of a filtered version of the input with an additional 
dc shift. This situation is represented by the feedforward model shown 
in figure 6.2. However, unlike the solution without time delay present, 
the model is only valid for sinusoidal input modulation. Nevertheless, 
it provides a valuable insight into the operation of EIFBAGC with time 
delay and helps explain the experimentally observed phenomena described 
later.
The input to the circuit is assumed to be of the standard form for 






















































Vi(t) = E(1 + D sin WgC) (6.10)
In response to this input, the approximate solution assumes a steady 
state voltage at Vg(t) of:
V (t) = —  ------- —— 7 —  (6.11)
g E(A + LD sin(wgt - 0))
where L is the loops amplitude response at Wg, 0 its phase response and 
A its dc shift. Note that A represents the total dc shift, so the dc 
shift path shown in the bottom of the feedforward model is (A-1).
Substitution of v^(t) and Vg(t) from equations 6.10 and 6.11 into 
6.8 and simplifying gives:
_ LD We cos(wgt - 0) _ V +  Vy(l + D sin(wgt - WeT)) ~ q
C(A + LD sin(wgt - 0)) ^  (A + LD sin(wgt - WgT - 0))
(6.12)
The solution of the fundamental and dc terms of equation 6.12 is lengthy 
and described in Appendix 7. The appendix presents the results as three 
simultaneous equations:
L = ---------------------------------- 1------------------------------ , (6.13)
(1 + + ((A-l)fA)2 - sin((|)CDj^ ) + 2((A-l)fA) cos( (Jjujfg))^
0 = tan-1 WN cos(4wN) + ((A-l)fA)sin(4wN) L. N tt (6.14)
[_1 - wN sin(^wN) + ((A-1)tA)c o s (<{)(x)n )J
A = 0.5 + 0 .5 / 1 + 2(L^d2 u) sin( d)ü) ) - L^D^ cos(dw ) + LD^ cos (0 - d>ü) )
N N N N
(6.15)
where




where N is an integer required for the correct solution of 6 when the
principal value of tan"! is used. It should be noted that <j) is the
product of loop gain (i.e. loop bandwidth without time delay) and time
delay. This is effectively a normalised phase shift due to time delay
and will be called the loops "delay phase". Similarly, w is a normalised
N
frequency as in EIFBAGC without time delay.
Equations 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 are unusable as they stand since they 
are all interrelated. Specifically, they indicate that not only is A, 
but L and 0 are functions of the input. However, experimental observations 
have shown that the dependence of L and 0 on A, and hence the input, is 
weak. For a good approximation and considerable simplification, A = 1 
can be substituted into equations 6.13 and 6.14. This gives:




_1 - o)N sin( (Jxjjn)
+ N tt (6.19)
The value of A from equation 6.15, L* from equation 6.18 and 0* from 
equation 6.19 will be used throughout the rest of this chapter to 
describe the feedforward model.
6.2.3 Feedforward Model Characteristics
In practice, an EIFBAGC circuit with a delay phase equal to or
greater than tt/2 is found to be unstable. A delay phase of tt/2 results
in the lowpass filter's amplitude response in the feedforward model being
infinite at w = 1 .  However, sub-harmonic generation has been observed 
N
for delay phases as low as tt/4. Since this effect is not taken into
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account by the feedforward model, the feedforward model's use will be 
restricted to values of delay phase where (|) < it/4.
The lowpass filter's amplitude frequency response has been plotted 
from equation 6.18 for 4 values of delay phase in figure 6.3. The 
general effect of time delay is to cause the amplitude response to 
exceed the delayless case over most frequencies. It is interesting to 
calculate the value of delay phase that causes the amplitude response 
to just exceed unity at some frequency. From equation 6.18
1 = — — 2---;---- r-r— 1 (6.20)1 + - 2w^ sin((j)u)jj)
therefore :
CD = 2 sin(*w ) (6.21)
N N
The value w = 0  and any value of ^ is 1 solution to this equation.
N
However, consider the case where w << 1 but not zero so that
N
sin d)tü - Ü) then;
N N
w = 2(1)0) (6.22)
N N
so that ^ = 0.5. It is found also from plotting L' that for values of 
delay phase above 0.5, the amplitude response will exceed unity over 
some range of frequencies.
The lowpass filter's phase frequency response has been plotted from 
equation 6.19 for 4 values of delay phase in figure 6.4. When the 
phase is tt (180®), the EIFBAGC circuit is dividing by the peak when the 
input is at its trough and vice-versa. In other words, the circuit is 



















Figure 6.3 Amplitude response of EIFBAGC with time delay when 















f 0 ’, radians
Figure 6.4 Phase response of EIFBAGC with time delay when 
dc shift. A, equals unity
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When the phase is Zir (360°) the circuit's gain control voltage is exactly 
1 cycle behind the input variation.
The dc shift. A, is plotted in figure 6.5 from equation 6.15 for 
D = 1. The dc shift, although relatively small, is a very significant 
factor when predicting output variations. For example, consider the 
significance of c() > 0.5 so that the amplitude response exceeds unity 
over some range of frequencies. Without time delay, an EIFBAGC circuit 
will attempt to divide by zero and overload if;
LD > 1 (6.23)
which obviously never occurs for D < 1. However, according to equations
6.18 and 6.23 this will occur for some D < l i f < j > > 0 . 5 s o  that the 
product LD is greater than 1. Nevertheless, the dc shift acts so as to 
prevent division by zero and EIFBAGC with time delay will not overload 
provided that :
klD < 1 (6.24)
A
For real input envelope variations where D < 1, the ratio L'/A is always 
observed to be less than 1 and the loop does not overload if (J> >0.5.
This may be considered using a different approach. If the circuit 
did overload and (in theory) divide by zero, the average value of the 
output envelope would be infinite. However, one experimental observation 
is that EIFBAGC always maintains the average value of the output signal's 
envelope at the value V^, up to and including the point where the circuit 
is just unstable and oscillating. Since this is the case, the circuit 








Figure 6.5 Variation of dc shift of EIFBAGC with time delay 
for 100% input modulation
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the dc shift maintains the average value of the output envelope constant.
It is evident from the preceding discussion that due to the excessive
phase shift of the control voltage, EIFBAGC with time delay suffers from
modulation enhancement. That is, for some values of D and w it will
N
increase rather than suppress envelope variations. In other words, time 
delay results in EIFBAGC failing to meet requirement 3 (unconditional 
suppression). This is discussed in more detail in the next section.
6.3 Response to Sinusoidal Modulation
This section discusses the response of EIFBAGC with time delay to 
sinusoidal input modulation, i.e. deterministic AGC test signal 1. It 
concentrates on the case where sinusoidal modulation represents some 
unwanted input signal variation and analyses the deterioration of the 
ability of EIFBAGC with time delay to suppress it.
6.3.1 Output Ripple
The input to the circuit is r^(t) where:
r (t) = E(1 + D sin w t) (6.25)
1 N
where 0 < D < 1 and a> is the normalised frequency. The steady state
N
output of the circuit is given from the feedforward model by:
V„(t) = V„ 1 + D sin uiNt________1 (6.26)
L& + L'D sin(u)j,t - e')J
This equation is rewritten as:
VoCt) = V^/A I 1 + D Sin üjNt 1 (6.27)
[l + (L'/A)D sin(w^t - e')J
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This equation is very similar to equation 5.25. The peak to trough ratio 
of equation 6.27 can be written down directly by substituting (L*/A) for 
L in the general solution for Kq (5.20). This gives:
1 - cos 0 + cos^0 + ^ + 1 - 2|_Ll!j c o s  0
° 1 - I p 2 QQg 0 - cos^B + + 1 - 2 | cos 0
(6.28)
Figure 6 . 6 is a plot of Kq (dB) for various values of <p, cj and D. This
N
graph confirms the most important characteristic of the effect of time 
delay on the performance of EIFBAGC with time delay. It shows that there 
exists a range of frequency over which the circuit increases the input 
variation rather than suppressing it. It is very interesting to analyse 
the relationship between the amplitude, phase and dc shift that causes this 
modulation enhancement.
The requirement for unconditional suppression (discussed in section 
5.1.3) to exist in a feedforward model when subject to sinusoidal input 
variations, r^(t), may be written mathematically as:
< 1 + D
Ko (6.29)
Equation 6.28 for Kq can be seen to be of the form:
X + Dy
Kq - X - Dy (6.30)
where x and y may be obtained by inspection of equation 6.28. Kq can 
therefore be rewritten as:
1 + D (-7 )
K = --------—  (6.31)



































































The requirement for unconditional suppression may be written from 
equations 6.29 and 6.31 as:
1 , L +  D (6.32)
1 - D 1 - D
The requirement for unconditional suppression is therefore inferred to be
< 1 (6.33)
Equation 6.33 is analysed in Appendix 8. This shows that the requirement 
for unconditional suppression is:
111 < ____2 cos 6* (6.34)
A 1 + cos2 0'
The left hand side of this equation is always positive. However, the
right hand side can be negative and unconditional suppression therefore
does not occur for some values of 6 > 7t/2. Unconditional suppression
only occurs in systems where the phase response never exceeds tt/2.
This is why second and higher order EIFBAGC systems should not be used
if possible. For example, an EIFBAGC system with a deliberately designed
second order response will have a phase response that tends to tt for w >> 1,
N
Furthermore, the phase response of EIFBAGC with time delay exceeds ti/2
for a high enough w however small the time delay is. Therefore,
N
modulation enhancement will occur in any EIFBAGC system with time delay 
over some range of frequencies. However, these effects can be made 
insignificant if care is taken, as the next section shows.
Here this analysis finishes by calculating what is the exact 
amplitude and phase characteristic for modulation enhancement to just 
not occur. This can be analysed by putting the maximum value of D into
6.20
equation 6.34 that equation 6.24 allows for overload to not occur. This 
is analysed in Appendix 8 and gives the relationship as:
< cos 0* (6.35)
The amplitude and phase of a first order lowpass filter are related by:
L = cos 9 (6.36)
From this it can be concluded that unconditional suppression only occurs 
in first order systems for sinusoidal input modulation.
6.3.2 Modulation Enhancement Peaks
This section is concerned with the magnitude and frequency of the
worst modulation enhancement peak in figure 6.6. For a fixed delay phase
the frequency of maximum modulation enhancement, called varies only
slightly with D. For example, with a delay phase of 0.5 radians the
frequency varies from w = 2.28 for 10 dB input variations to w = 2.26
N N
for 30 dB input variations. Figure 6.7 is a plot of w versus delay
N
phase for 30 dB input variations. is approximately the inverse of the 
delay phase, therefore the non-normalised frequency of maximum modulation
enhancement occurs approximately at the inverse of the time delay. For 
—1
example 1 krs with T = 1 ms.
The overshoot at termed "excess Kq " is defined by:
"excess K q " = {Ko(dB) - Ki(dB)} at (6.37)
This is illustrated in figure 6.8 for various amounts of delay phase and 
input modulation. The overshoot is not proportional to the input 


































































































The experiments used the precision EIFBAGC circuit described in 
section 5.2.6 and a time delay unit inserted where is shown in 
figure 6.1. The time delay unit was based around a CCD delay line, the 
SAD512D. The time delay through this device is given by:
Time Delay = 512 f Applied Clock Frequency
A 4.096 MHz master crystal oscillator was used in conjunction with a 
variable divider to give a highly accurate (better than 100 ppm) time 
delay that could be varied in 0.125 mS steps from 0.25 mS to 64 mS.
The time delay unit was dc coupled so that additional time delay due to 
any ac coupling elements was not incurred. A single pole lowpass filter 
was used to smooth the output, and the associated pole's time delay taken 
into account in the experiment.
The preliminary set of experiments verified the "small signal"
sinusoidal response of the circuit, i.e. L* and 0'. With 6 dB of input
modulation, the amplitude and phase response of the loop at 1/vg was
measured from w = 0.1 to 10 for delay phases of 0.78, 0.49, 0.19 and 
N
0 radians. The EIFBAGC was operated using a 30 Hz closed loop bandwidth,
a typical value for pilot SSB receivers. The amplitude response, L',
agreed with the theoretical curves of figure 6.3 to within 0.5 dB worst
case for all delay phases up to and including 0.49 radians. With a
delay phase of 0.78 radians the loops amplitude response peaked 1.2 dB
higher than predicted (at w =1.4). This error is attributed in part
N
to the measuring technique used as the harmonics at 1/vg, although low,
also peak around w = 1 . 4  and are interpreted by the averaging voltmeter 
N
as a fundamental component. The small signal phase response of the loop 
was also in close agreement with the theoretical response. The worst
6.24
case deviation from figure 6.4 was less than 0.1 radians over a 8 radian 
range with a delay phase of it/4 radians.
The measurement of the dc shift at 1/vg as a function of frequency 
was next performed for various depths of input modulation and a delay 
phase of 0.49 radians. It was found in general that equation 6.15 tended 
to slightly underestimate the magnitude of the dc shift. For example, 
the maximum dc shift for a 30 dB input variation was underestimated by 
0.7 dB.
The next set of measurements related to the output ripple, Kq .
The results are shown together with the theoretical predictions from the 
feedforward model in figure 6.9. It is apparent that the measured output 
variation is slightly greater than predicted by the feedforward model 
below ü)jQ, but in general there is good agreement. Figure 6.10 is a record 
of the output waveforms observed during the 30 dB input modulation tests. 
The scaling factor on the vertical amplitude axis is the same for all 
the graphs to allow relative comparison. The horizontal time axis was 
adjusted to fit only 2 or 3 cycles of the output on each plot.
Figure 6.10 shows that up to about w = 0.1, the ability of EIFBAGC
N
to suppress input variations is hardly impaired by time delay. Between
0) = 0.1 and w = 10 the distortion introduced by EIFBAGC worsens with
N N
increasing delay phase. Above w = 1 0  the output is almost identical
N
to the input. The harmonics of the input at 1/vg are evident in the
output envelope for the larger time delays, especially at w =0.3.
N
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When subharmonics of the input occur at 1/vg during sinusoidal
modulation, the circuit responds differently to successive cycles of the
input. This is shown in figure 6.11. This shows the observed output 
waveform with zero delay phase and the observed output waveform with a 
delay phase just above the value required for subharmonic generation to 
occur. It has not been possible to theoretically analyse the effect 
other than to note that subharmonic generation is a property of some 
types of nonlinear systems ($.16). However, the following experimental 
observations were made:
1) Subharmonics were only generated when the delay phase was 
greater than t t/4 radians (half the delay required for instability).
2) With a delay phase just greater than 7t/4 radians the loop only
generated the 1/2 harmonic of the input when it was deeply modulated
over a narrow range of frequencies centre on w = 2 .  At w = 2  with a
N N
delay phase of tt/4 radians the loop's amplitude response goes through 
0 dB and the phase response is tt radians.
3) Lower subharmonics were only generated for larger delay phases.
4) Subharmonics were only generated when the circuit was excited 
periodically at the appropriate frequencies. There was no tendency to 





Output, (jd^ =2.2, 4>=0
Output, w =2.2, 0=0.85
Time
Figure 6.11 Illustration of subharmonic generation due to time delay
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6.4 Response to Two Tones
This section concentrates on the deterioration of the ability of 
EIFBAGC to suppress 2 tone envelope variations, deterministic AGC test 
signal 2, due to time delay.
6.4.1 Theoretical Predictions
The input to the circuit is of the form:
r^(t) = E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos w^t)i (6.38)
where, as usual, oj is the tone separation frequency normalised to the 
N
EIFBAGC bandwidth without time delay, and R is the relative level of the 
2 tones. The steady state envelope variations of the circuit's output 
can be written in general as:
V%(1 + r 2 + 2R cos ü)Mt)i 
” FX((1 + r 2 + 2R cos w]t)^) (6.39
where FX represents the circuit's operation on the input signal's 
envelope. From the work in the previous section it would seem reasonable 
that FX can be approximated by a lowpass filtering operation combined 
with a dc shift. The lowpass filtering operation is likely to have the 
same amplitude and phase characteristic given by L' and 0' from equations
6.18 and 6.19 respectively. The problem with FX is analysing both the 
magnitude of the dc shift and how it fits into the equation. The 
solution of the dc shift has proved elusive, and because of its importance 
in predicting the output variation, a direct theoretical analysis has not 
been possible. Instead, practical measurements of the output ripple are 
presented in the next section.
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6.4.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results were taken using the system described in 
section 6.3.3 and the 2 tone experimental technique described in 
section 5.4.4. The results are shown in figure 6.12 for delay phases 
of 0, 0.2 and 0.5. Once again, the EIFBAGC circuit used a 30 Hz band­
width. The deterioration of the ability of the EIFBAGC circuit to
suppress the envelope variations is apparent below w = 1 ,  the frequency
N
region of interest. Significantly, for none of the practical measure­
ments was the output ripple increased by more than 3 dB when <p = 0.2.
A similar observation also applied during sinusoidal testing.
6.5 Response to Field Trial Data
This section describes the response of the precision EIFBAGC 
circuit with time delay to multipath fast fading.
6.5.1 Choice of Time Delay
For these results, the EIFBAGC circuit was subject to the same input 
waveform described in section 5.5.1. It was decided to operate the 
EIFBAGC circuit with a fixed amount of time delay and record the output 
waveform with different loop bandwidths. The question arose as to 
what would be a representative amount of time delay.
Lusignan (1.9) uses a 300 Hz wide pilot filter for his tone-above- 
band SSB system. Such a filter would have a maximum group delay of 
about 1 mS if it were first order, as described in section 6.1.3.
However, Lusignan (ibid) states that the pilot filter has a delay of 
about 3 mS which suggests his pilot filter may be third order. As a 
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a first order pilot filter with a bandwidth of 500 Hz to limit the
maximum group delay to about 640 yS in their pilot carrier SSB system.
However, they also use an envelope detector smoothing filter that cuts 
of at 1.5 kHz which will add at least an extra 106 yS of group delay
bringing the total time delay to 746 yS. McGeehan et al (1.8) use a
400 Hz bandwidth first order pilot filter with a maximum group delay 
of about 796 yS in their tone-in-band SSB system. The UHF SSB tone-in- 
band receiver described in chapter 4 used a pilot filter with a maximum 
group delay of 1 mS. This is a fairly representative amount of time 
delay and the results presented in the next section used 1 mS of pure 
time delay.
6.5.2 Response of Precision EIFBAGC Circuit with Time Delay
The field trial results were obtained using the system described 
in section 6.3.3 with 1 mS of time delay. For these results, the 
circuit was subject to the same input signal described in section 5.5.1, 
which allows direct comparison of these results to those presented in 
figures 5.18 to 5.24 without time delay. Plots of the output waveforms 
with time delay are shown in figures 6.13 to 6.18. Note that the 
vertical gains have been slightly increased to cause the peak input 
variation to just touch the positive and negative plot limits on the 
1 Hz EIFBAGC output, figure 6.13.
The 1 Hz and 3 Hz EIFBAGC circuits are hardly affected by time delay, 
as shown by comparing figures 5.18 and 5.19 with 6.13 and 6.14. The 
10 Hz circuit, figure 6.15, is only slightly affected by time delay 
which causes a very slight increase in the "sharpness" of the leading 
edge compared to figure 5.20 without time delay. However, the effect
6.33
Figure 6.13 1 Hz EIFBAGC output, T = 1 mS, (p = 0.0063 radians
Figure 6.14 3 Hz EIFBAGC output, T = 1 m S , (}) = 0.0188 radians
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Figure 6.15 10 Hz EIFBAGC output, T = 1 mS, <p ~ 0.063 radians
Figure 6.16 30 Hz EIFBAGC output, T = 1 m S , <}) = 0.188 radians
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Figure 6.17 100 Hz EIFBAGC output, T = 1 mS, cp = 0.628 radians
Figure 6.18 300 Hz EIFBAGC output, T = 1 m S , <p = 1.88 radians
of time delay causes a significant deterioration in the 30 Hz circuit's 
output, figure 6.16, compared to figure 5.21 without time delay. The 
most noticeable effect of time delay is the increase in the peak directly 
after a deep fade. This effect is even more pronounced in the 100 Hz 
circuit, figure 6.17. Finally, the 300 Hz circuit's output shown in 
figure 6.18 is, as expected, unstable. Note that at no point could 
good suppression of the fading be obtained. The 10 Hz EIFBAGC circuit 
had the smallest output peaks, and this was the bandwidth chosen for 
the equivalent circuit incorporated in the UHF SSB tone-in-band receiver 
described in chapter 4.
In view of these results and the twin path observations, described 
in section 6.4.2, it is suggested that EIFBAGC circuits operated in the 
multipath environment should have delay phases of less than 0.2 radians. 
This corresponds to an EIFBAGC bandwidth to first order pilot bandpass 




The envelope detectors used in the EIFBAGC systems discussed so far 
have been conventional, wideband circuits of the precision rectifier type. 
These envelope detectors have no frequency discrimination properties i.e. 
they are incoherent and require an enhanced carrier or pilot for correct 
operation. While being satisfactory for most full carrier AM systems, 
they need to be preceded by bandpass filters for diminished carrier or 
pilot operation. The previous chapter discussed this topic and analysed 
the degrading effect of the bandpass filter's time delay on the dynamics 
of EIFBAGC. This chapter discusses the possible use of phase-locked 
loops (PLL) as coherent frequency discriminating envelope detectors. Such 
a system would allow the detection of diminished carrier or pilot 
envelopes in the presence of interfering modulation without incurring 
any time delay problems. However, it is necessary for the phaselocked 
loop to accurately track the phase of the incoming signal for correct 
envelope demodulation. This will be shown to be a major problem in the 
multipath environment.
7.1 Theory of Coherent AGC
This section describes the basic system and presents a novel model 
of coherent AGC. The model is used to show that the performance of 
coherent AGC is directly related to the phase tracking ability of the 
PLL. After considering the type of phase variations encountered in the 
mobile multipath environment, this section shows that coherent AGC is
7.1
likely to have a poor performance relative to incoherent techniques.
7.1.1 System Description
Section 3.2.1 showed that the general multipath received signal, 
ej.(t), may be written as:
ej-(t) = r(t) cos(o)ct + u(t)) (7.1)
where r(t) and u(t) describe the envelope and phase variations of the 
received carrier or pilot. This can be written in a more convenient 
form as:
ej-(t) = Vi(t)/0i(t) (7.2)
where r(t) is represented by Vj^(t), u(t) is represented by 8i(t) and 
the symbol "/x" represents cos(o)ct + x). This allows the notation of 
the earlier chapters to be used to describe envelope variations around 
the EIFBAGC circuit and a similar notation to Gardner's (7.1) to describe 
phase variations around the PLL.
The use of a PLL as a coherent envelope detector is well described 
elsewhere (7.2). A brief description of the complete coherent EIFBAGC 
system follows. Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram of the coherent 
EIFBAGC system to be investigated in this chapter. The input signal,
Vj^Ct)/8j(t). is applied to the multiplier section of the VGA. After 
amplification by Hq , the main output signal Vo(t)/8i(t) is applied to 
the inputs of the phase sensitive detectors, PSDl and PSD2 of the PLL.
The PSD are linear multipliers with a gain factor Kj rad/V. The 
analysis neglects the sum (2f) output terms. The output of PSDl, 



















































and applied to the input of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO).
The 2 outputs of the VCO are in quadrature with a phase variation 8o(t) 
and a peak voltage amplitude Vq * The bottom VCO output, Vq/Gq Ct), mixes 
with the input to PSD2 to generate the signal for the summing junction 
of the EIFBAGC circuit, K(jVQ(t)cos 0e(t).
Perfect envelope detection is obtained providing 0e(t) is zero. In 
this case the output of PSD2 is KdV@(t) i.e. the PLL behaves as an 
envelope detector with a gain K^» The analysis of the response of 
EIFBAGC performed in the earlier chapters then applies. However, if 
0g(t) is not zero there is a complicated non-linear interaction between 
the main EIFBAGC loop and the PLL. The PLL will then respond also to 
envelope variations, the EIFBAGC loop will then respond to phase 
variations, and in turn the response of each loop will affect the other. 
This is the situation that arises in the multipath environment where 
both Vj[(t) and 0i(t) vary with time.
Usually, the analysis is simplified by assuming the EIFBAGC band­
width is much less than the PLL bandwidth. Gardner (4.3) states that 
for deep-space missions the AGC noise bandwidth is narrower than the 
PLL noise bandwidth by as much as 1000 to 1. Braun and Lindsey (7.3) 
also assume the use of relatively narrow EIFBAGC bandwidths in their 
study of the acquisition behaviour of the PLL. Although the coupled 
AGC-Costas loop is not exactly the same as coupled AGC-PLL systems, the 
work of Gagliardi (7.4) is relevant and discusses some steady state 
tracking errors and the noise performance of coupled AGC-Costas loops.
His analysis also assumes the use of relatively narrow EIFBAGC bandwidths
None of the aforementioned work presents a simple model of the 
complicated circuit shown in figure 7.1 that can be used for general
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analysis. The next section presents a "feedforward" model of coherent 
EIFBAGC that allows a better intuitive and mathematical understanding 
of its operation without any restrictions on relative bandwidths.
7.1.2 Feedforward Model of Coherent EIFBAGC
The feedforward model of coherent EIFBAGC may be derived as follows:
This analysis considers envelope variations around the gain control 
loop in figure 7.1. The output may be written as:
Vg(t) = Vi(t).Vg(t).Hq (7.3)
and V (t) may be written as:
2
v^Ct) = |j:in(vg(t)/B))1 (7.4)
But v^(t) is also given by:
^^(C) = - Kj Vo(t) cos 0e(t) (7.5)
Equating equations 7.4 and 7.5 then substituting for Vo(t) from equation
7.3 gives the main loop equation as:
(Vl(t)Kj cos 9^(t)} Vg(t)H^ + Æ  |^ln(vgÜ.)/B)^ - = 0 (7.6)
Compare this to the main loop equation for conventional (incoherent) 
EIFBAGC, given by equation 5.9, i.e.:
v.(t)Vg(t)HQ +_d_ |(ln(vg(t)/B))| - = 0 (5.9)
Solving equation 5.9 in section 5.2.2 showed that Vg(t) is simply a first 
order lowpass filtered and inverted version of v^(t). Comparison of
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equation 5.9 with equation 7.6 shows that the only difference is the 
multiplication of v^Ct) by Kj cos 0e(t) in equation 7.6. Therefore it 
can be immediately inferred in equation 7.6 that Vg(t) is simply a first 
order lowpass filtered and inverted version of Vi(t)Kj cos 0g(t). This 
knowledge allows the derivation of a feedforward model of coherent 
EIFBAGC in a similar manner to incoherent EIFBAGC. There are several 
possible models, but the one shown in figure 7.2 is believed to be the 
simplest. Although it incorporates feedback paths it is still referred 
to as a feedforward model.
The output signal's envelope may be written from the model as:






where FI represents the first order lowpass filtering operation, -3 dB 
at CV^ rad/s. Note that no assumption has been made about the relative 
EIFBAGC/PLL loop bandwidths and the only requirement for the validity of 
equation 7.7 is that the denominator d(t) is greater than zero. A 
threshold circuit may be incorporated into the denominator of the divider 
to prevent division by zero, as described in section 5.2.5.
7.1.3 Properties of the Feedforward Model
Equation 7.7 shows that the major problem with coherent EIFBAGC is 
that the output signal's envelope is directly proportional to the filtered 
inverse of the PLL phase error. If the phase error can be reduced to a 
very small value then it can be seen that conventional EIFBAGC performance 
will be obtained. However, any practical PLL will always exhibit some 
phase error. This may be introduced by noise, modulation interference 







































deterioration in EIFBAGC performance caused by this phase to envelope 
conversion does not occur with incoherent envelope detection, such as 
used in full carrier AM systems.
As stated earlier, one possible reason for using coherent envelope 
detection in land mobile radio is to detect the envelope of the pilot 
in pilot SSB systems. Whether or not coherent detection is preferable 
to the use of bandpass filters and precision rectifiers is a complex 
question. There are many aspects to this question, not the least of 
which is the performance of coherent EIFBAGC in the multipath environment. 
The feedforward model shows that the system's performance is very dependent 
on the ability of the PLL to accurately track the random phase variations 
of the incoming signal with a small phase error.
An exact theoretical analysis of the problem is elusive. After 
considering the sort of phase variations the PLL is required to track 
in the field, the rest of the chapter presents a series of practical 
measurements of the response of precision PLL and coherent EIFBAGC systems 
to multipath signals.
7.1.4 Multipath Phase Modulation
The various properties of the multipath signal’s phase, u(t) and 
du(t)/dt, its instantaneous frequency are described by Clarke (3.1) and 
Jakes (3.2). The original work of Rice (7.5) provides more information 
on the phase. The following observations have been made based on the 
previous work.
The phase u(t) is uniformly distributed over the range - tt to tt. The 
higher rates of change of u(t) are associated with the deeper fades of
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the received signal's envelope, r(t). This can be seen from the probability 
density of du(t)/dt conditioned on the envelope level, r, given by Jakes 
(ibid) as:
P ^) I  rl = ^ exp I du(t)/dt| (7.8)
L dt I J /2W L 2b^  J
where b^ is the second moment of the multipath process and is given by:
b = 0.75 bo)^  (7.9)
2 ^
For a fixed r, equation 7.8 is a Gaussian distribution with a standard 
deviation /b^/r. Therefore, the frequency deviations increase as r
decreases. Jakes (ibid) also gives equations for the PDF and power
spectrum of the random FM. However, the aforementioned result is the 
most interesting and has the biggest implication for the phase tracking 
ability of the PLL in the field.
Similar results can be obtained for the twin path situation. For 
a received signal with one incoming component at and the other,
relative amplitude R, at + wd, the phase can be derived from 
equation 2.11 as:
u(t) = tan [^ïj ^ d ^  (7.10)
Differentiation of u(t) gives the instantaneous frequency as:
du(t) =   (R + 1)(R - l)wd   (7.11)
dt ((R + 1)2 cos2 (i)dt + (R - 1)2 sinZ wjt)
The peak value of this, > occurs when w^t = 90°, i.e. the trough
of the incoming fade. Then:
du(t) = (R + 1)
dt (R - 1) d
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(7.12)
but 1) is , the peak to trough ratio of the fade. Therefore:
(R - 1)
du(t) = K, o)d (7.13)
dt i
Thus, for example, a 20 dB fade has a peak instantaneous frequency 
deviation of 10 x w^. Equation (7.10) shows that for the deeper fades 
the phase changes at the trough by up to it radians.
7.15 Expected PLL Performance
The PLL is not expected to operate with a small phase error in the 
multipath environment unless its bandwidth is considerably greater than 
the incoming fade rate. This is because the incoming signal exhibits 
rates of change of phase that greatly exceed maximum Doppler, wj. 
Furthermore, the response of the PLL is related to the drive level to 
PSDl in figure 7.2. In the absence of the gain control loop the PLL 
is required to track the greatest rate of change of phase at the point 
where its response has been slowed down most. As shown in earlier 
chapters, even in the presence of relatively fast EIFBAGC systems the 
drive to PSDl is still likely to suffer a large reduction corresponding 
closely in time to the input trough. Since the pilot is assumed to be 
transmitted well below peak modulation the use of limiters may not be 
considered.
However, the analysis of the PLL response is already complex without 
having to take into account the effect of correlated input envelope 
variations. In general, the envelope variations will degrade the PLL 
performance for reasons already described. The "best case" PLL 
performance may therefore be estimated by assuming the PLL is insensitive 
to input envelope variations. This approach is adopted later when 
considering the PLL response to twin path signals.
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Some simplification of the calculation of the PLL response may be 
made if the PSD is assumed to possess a linear transfer characteristic 
as obtained using triangular or sawtooth PSD's. However, the work of 
Biswas et al (7.6) has shown that in the presence of noise or noisy 
fading signals the transfer characteristic of the triangular or sawtooth 
PSD tends to be approximately sinusoidal. Biswas et al (ibid) are also 
of the opinion that PLL will exhibit tracking difficulties in the 
presence of fading signals.
Weber (7.7) has analysed the approximate probability density of the 
phase error of an "on-tune" first order PLL in the presence of noise 
and Rayleigh fading. Significantly, he found that when the fading 
bandwidth is roughly equa^ to the average PLL bandwidth, the loop was 
essentially not tracking. In order to reduce the variance of the phase 
error to small values Weber (ibid) indicates the use of loop bandwidths 
between 10 and 100 times the incoming fade rate. However, his results 
are not easy to interpret and give little indication of the time varying 
nature of the phase error. Furthermore, these results are not directly 
applicable to the more widely used 2nd order PLL. A better indication 
of the expected PLL performance may be obtained by considering the phase 
variations of a twin path signal.
When subject to 2 input tones, a PLL will lock on to 1 (7.8).
In the following work, u(t), the phase of the "carrier" as described by 
equation 7.10, is replaced by u'(t) where :
u'(t) = U(t) + for R < 1 (7.14)
u'(t) =  u(t) - for R > 1 (7.15)
and u'(t) = u(t) ± Wjt for R = 1 (7.16)
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A plot of u'(t) for various (dB) is shown in figure 7.3. Note when 
wjt = 0 or IT, the input fade is at its peak and when wjt = ir/2 the input 
fade is at its trough. The maximum rate of change of phase occurs at 
the fade trough, and is given by ± (K^ - l)wdt, (from equation 7.13 plus 
or minus wjt). A PLL capable of tracking the rapid phase ramps (frequency 
steps) near the centre of figure 7.3 will obviously have little trouble 
with the slower phase ramps either side. The problem of estimating the 
PLL response to u'(t) can therefore be reduced to that of estimating 
its response to the peak rate of change of u'(t), i.e.
dû’(t) = + (K. - l)üj, (7.17)
dt I d
Consider the use of a second order PLL with infinite dc gain using 
a sinusoidal PSD. When subject to a large frequency step, this kind of 
loop can never lose lock permanently (4.4). It may lose lock, slip 
cycles for a while, and then lock up once again. This is obviously 
undesirable. There is some frequency step limit below which the loop 
does not skip cycles but remains in lock: Gardner (4.4) terms this the 
"pullout" frequency, Ao)pQ. He gives an empirical relationship for 
Acopo âs «
Awpo = 1.8 oDn(ç + 1) (7.18)
where Wn is the natural frequency of the loop, and ç is the damping factor, 
valid for 0.5 < ç < 1.4. The minimum requirement of the PLL used in a 
coherent EIFBAGC system may be that it should not lose lock. In this 
case, the natural frequency, a>n(niin), is given by equations 7.17 and 
7.18 by:
w (min) > (Kj ~ D w d  (7.19)



























































Therefore, no matter how high oy fs, there will always be a depth of 
fade below which the loop will lose lock, Gardner (ibid) also gives 
details of the peak phase error due to a frequency step. For values of 
9g between - it/4 and ir/4 the maximum possible additional envelope 
modulation is 3 dB peak. The natural frequency, for ç = 0.7071, that 
gives less than 3 dB of envelope modulation via cos 00 is called con (3 dB) 
and is given by:
w (3 dB) > (Ki - D w d  (7.20)
n 1.7
It has been shown that a second order PLL will fail to satisfactorily 
track phase variations below a certain depth of fade, and deeper fades will 
always cause it to fall out of lock. The worst phase error will occur 
near the input fade trough. The implications of these results are 
considered in the rest of this chapter.
7.2 PLL Response to Field Trial Data
This section describes the results of practical measurements of a 
PLL response to field trial data. After explaining the design and 
construction of a precision PLL circuit, its performance in the multi- 
path environment is described and the results compared with theoretical 
predictions.
7.2.1 Precision PLL Circuit
A precision PLL was designed and built using conventional analogue 
and digital circuitry. The VCO was designed to operate at a nominal 
1.67 kHz centre frequency with accurate in-quadrature outputs. The 
block diagram of the VCO is shown in figure 7.4. The sine and cosine 
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Figure 7.4 Block diagram of quadrature VCO
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programmable read only memory (PROM). The PROM contains the cosine 
coefficients. 2 complete cycles of sine and cosine coefficients are 
interleaved in the memory, and an address counter clock is required at 
214 kHz to generate the 1.67 kHz analogue outputs. This form of VCO 
design allows the generation of outputs that are accurately 90® in 
quadrature, while incurring a minimal time delay penalty.
Figure 7.5 shows the block diagram of the complete PLL incorporating 
the aforementioned VCO. It is a second order type 2 PLL with a damping 
factor of 0.71 and 6 selectable values of natural frequency: 3 Hz, 10 Hz,
30 Hz, 100 Hz, 300 Hz and 1 kHz. The measured values of damping factor 
and natural frequency were within 10% of the designed value with the 
exception of the 1 kHz loop. This had an estimated of about 1.5 kHz 
with the notch switched in and was found to be underdamped. The notches 
were used to reduce the unwanted sum terms at the output of the multiplying 
PSD.
7.2.2 Typical Results
Some typical field trial results are shown in figures 7.6-7.12 
inclusive. For these tests, the mobile was travelling at about 64 km/hr 
(40 mph) so that 2w(j is 54 Hz. The received signal strength was 30 dB 
above 1 pV. Before being input to the PLL, the signal was first passed 
through a 1 Hz EIFBAGC circuit that had negligible effect on the fast 
fading but provided the correct nominal input to the precision PLL.
Note that whereas each run shown is of the same segment, lasting 205 mS, 
the vertical scale sometimes varies from figure to figure. When 
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1) The VCO constant is 850 r s V (135 Hz V ).
-1
2) Both the sin 0 and cos 0 PSD have gains of 1 V r . In the
absence of fading, the cos 0 output should be +1 V,
3) The envelope detector plot is obtained from a wideband precision 
rectifier circuit. Apart from the difference in vertical gains, the cos 0 
and envelope detector plots should be identical if the PLL were tracking 
the multipath FM with small phase error.
4) The straight line passing through the centre of the cos 0 plot 
and near the bottom of the envelope detector plot corresponds to zero 
volts.
5) The deepest fade (second trough from start) was 30 dB peak
to trough, 25 dB trough to peak with corresponding fall and rise times 
of 13.5 mS and 9.5 mS respectively.
6) The second deepest fade (second trough from end) was 20 dB 
peak to trough, 22 dB trough to peak with corresponding fall and rise
times of 10 mS and 14 mS respectively.
7.2.3 Discussion of Typical Results
Figure 7.6, 3 Hz loop:
This PLL is seen to exhibit very poor phase tracking ability and
consequently has a poor performance as an envelope detector. In fact,
for the particular segment shown, the cos 0 output spends more time
below zero volts than above. At some points, the cos 0 output appears 
to be tracking the envelope fading, but 180® out of phase.
Figure 7.7, 10 Hz loop:
This PLL is also seen to exhibit poor phase tracking ability, but 
manages to estimate that the envelope on the cos 0 output spends more 
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Figure 7.7 PLL response to field trial data, w - 10 Hz
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Figure 7.10 PLL response to field trial data, = 300 Hz
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Figure 7.11 PLL response to field trial data, - 1 kHz
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between cos 0 and the envelope detector outputs.
Figure 7.8, 30 Hz loop:
This PLL begins to demonstrate the major problem with the use of 
coherent PLL envelope detectors, their poor performance at detecting the 
envelope near the trough of a fade.
Figure 7.9, 100 Hz loop:
The VCO input now begins to exhibit the "spiky" nature characterising 
relatively fast PLL as they attempt to track the rapid phase variations 
at the fade trough. However, even with peak to peak VCO deviations of 
over 200 Hz, the cos 0 output is still observed to go negative.
Figure 7.10, 300 Hz loop:
This PLL is beginning to give a reasonable estimate of the signal's 
envelope at the expense of a relatively large (11 x wj). However, 
the cos 0 output is still observed to go slightly negative during the 
deepest input fade, and close to zero at other points.
Figure 7.11, 1 kHz loop:
This PLL still generates a glitch on the cos 0 envelope estimate 
not apparent on the envelope detector output, during the deepest input 
fade. At this point, the VCO exhibits a peak to peak deviation of over 
850 Hz. The ratio of to wj is now 37, and the correspondingly large 
PLL noise bandwidth results in noticeable noise appearing on the cos 0 
output. The underdamped nature of the 1 kHz PLL is also apparent in 
the plots.
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7.2.4 Comparison with Twin Path Predictions
If the input were a twin path (2 tone) signal, then in order that 
the PLL does not lose lock during the 30 dB fade requires the use, from 
equation 7.19, of an cojj(min) of 270 Hz. In order to estimate the 
envelope to within ± 3 dB requires, from equation 7.20, an (3 dB)
of 953 Hz. It is therefore not surprising that only the 1 kHz PLL gave 
a good estimate of the signal's envelope.
One interesting observation was that a "best fit" twin path signal 
gave a reasonable approximation of the peak frequency deviation of the 
1 kHz PLL VCO when it was tracking the random FM. For example, the 
20 dB fade near the end of the plot has a "best fit" twin path signal 
with a frequency of 50 Hz (wj = 25 Hz). According to equation 7.13 
such a twin path signal would exhibit a peak frequency deviation of 
250 Hz. The measured VCO deviation in figure 7.11 is found to be 270 Hz 
peak. Obviously many more measurements would be required to generalise 
this result. However, it is significant that "best fit" deterministic 
twinpath signals to the envelope of random multipath signals apparently 
allow good estimation of the response of both AGC and PLL systems.
7.3 Coherent EIFBAGC Response to Field Trial Data
The precision PLL circuit was used to replace the precision rectifier 
envelope detector in the EIFBAGC circuit described in section 5.2.6.
The complete coherent EIFBAGC circuit was then subject to the same input 
waveform described in section 5.5.1. The output envelope recordings 
described here therefore allow comparison with incoherent EIFBAGC response 
and EIFBAGC with time delay presented in earlier chapters.
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7.3.1 Typical Results and General Observations
Plots of the coherent EIFBAGC systems' output envelopes are
presented for 3 EIFBAGC bandwidths in figures 7.12-7.29. The EIFBAGC 
bandwidths are 1 Hz, 30 Hz and 1 kHz with the results showing the use of 
all 6 PLL natural frequencies. The performance of the 1 Hz, 30 Hz and
1 kHz incoherent EIFBAGC systems can be seen by reference to figures
5.18, 5.21 and 5.24 respectively. The vertical gain on the plots 
7.12-7.29 are the same as those in chapter 5, with each run lasting 
the same time, 819 mS. The following general observations have been made 
regarding these results:
Figures 7.12-7.17, 1 Hz AGC:
The 3 Hz, 10 Hz and 30 Hz PLL results all show an increase in the 
mean output level due to the reduction in the mean cos 0 output. The 
100 Hz, 300 Hz and 1 kHz PLL results show a negligible difference from 
the equivalent 1 Hz incoherent EIFBAGC output of figure 5.18.
Figures 7.18-7.23, 30 Hz AGC:
The poor phase tracking of the lower bandwidth PLL are apparent, 
especially near the fade troughs. Not until figure 7.21 where the 100 Hz 
PLL has a natural frequency greater than the EIFBAGC bandwidth is the 
output envelope contained within the vertical plot boundaries. The 
300 Hz PLL and 1 kHz PLL results show a similar performance to the 
equivalent incoherent result in figure 5.21.
Figures 7.24-7.29, 1 kHz AGC:
The 1 kHz EIFBAGC is very sensitive to PLL errors in estimation of 
the envelope. Consequently, the 3 Hz PLL and 10 Hz PLL have resulted in 
complete system overload due to the poor phase tracking ability. The
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Figure 7.12 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 Hz AGC, 3 Hz PLL
Figure 7.13 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 Hz AGC, 10 Hz PLL
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Figure 7.14 Coherent EIFBAGC output: I Hz AGC, 30 Hz PLL
Figure 7.15 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 Hz AGC, 100 Hz PLL
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Figure 7.16 Coherent EIFBAGC output: I Hz AGC, 300 Hz PLL
Figure 7.17 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 Hz A G G , 1 kHz PLL
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Figure 7.18 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 30 Hz AGC, 3 Hz PLL
Figure 7.19 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 30 Hz AGC, 10 Hz PLL
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Figure 7.20 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 30 Hz AGC, 30 Hz PLL
Figure 7.21 Coherent EIFBAGG output: 30 Hz AGG, 100 Hz PLL
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Figure 7.22 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 30 Hz AGC, 300 Hz PLL
Figure 7.23 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 30 Hz AGC, 1 kHz PLL
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Figure 7.24 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 kHz AGC, 3 Hz PLL
Figure 7.25 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 kHz AGC, 10 Hz PLL
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Figure 7.26 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 kHz AGC, 30 Hz PLL
Figure 7.27 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 kHz AGC, 100 Hz PLL
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Figure 7.28 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 kHz AGC, 300 Hz PLL
Figure 7.29 Coherent EIFBAGC output: 1 kHz AGC, 1 kHz PLL
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30 Hz PLL result still shows large output spikes occurring just after 
the input has faded into a trough. The effect is reduced as the PLL 
(jL)n is increased, but even with a 1 kHz PLL, the deepest fade has still 
resulted in a large output spike not apparent in the equivalent 
incoherent 1 kHz EIFBAGC result of figure 5.24. Evidently, the use of 
PLL in excess of 1 kHz are required to achieve the performance of the 
equivalent incoherent system.
A much longer section of field trial data was played back through 
the coherent EIFBAGC circuit and some general observations noted about 
its performance relative to incoherent EIFBAGC. The output was assessed 
on the following points basis:
Point General Observation
Severe overload, latches up for > 10 fades 
Occasional overload, 1-10 fades 
Trough fade overload, < 1 complete fade 
Severe trough fade peaking 
Noticeable trough fade peaking
Slight degradation relative to incoherent EIFBAGC
The Doppler frequency for the run in question was about 22 Hz. The 





1 Hz 3 Hz 10 Hz 30 Hz 100 Hz 300 Hz 1 kHz
3 Hz 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
10 Hz 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
30 Hz 6 4 3 1 1 2 2
100 Hz 6 6 5 4 2 3 3
300 Hz 6 6 6 6 3 3 3
1 kHz 6 6 6 6 5 3 3
Table 7.1 Observations of Coherent EIFBAGC Performance
The dark line drawn through table 7.1 represents the point where the PLL 
is equal to 30 times the EIFBAGC bandwidth. The following general 
observation has been made regarding these results:
The PLL (i)n should be about 30 times the EIFBAGC bandwidth for only 
a slight degradation in the multipath suppression performance relative 
to incoherent EIFBAGC systems.
7.3.2 Implications for Land Mobile Pilot SSB Receiver Design
The question originally posed in section 7.1.3 as to whether coherent 
(PLL) pilot detection is preferable to incoherent (bandpass filter/ 
precision rectifier) pilot detection is not satisfactorily answered by a 
consideration of the field trial results alone. The recommended PLL
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coji to EIFBAGC bandwidth ratio of 30 is comparable to the recommended 
bandpass filter to EIFBAGC bandwidth ratio of 10. However, it should 
be noted that several other aspects of PLL performance (e.g. the effect 
of interfering modulation, out of lock situations etc.) need to be 
considered for a fuller comparison of coherent versus incoherent 
envelope detection.
It would seem logical to use the PLL incorporated into pilot SSB 
receivers for AFC purposes as the coherent envelope detector if a 
coherent EIFBAGC system were to be employed. However, the AFC PLL used 
in most pilot SSB receivers has an equal to or less than the EIFBAGC 
bandwidth (1.8,5.5). Obviously, using the AFC PLL as a coherent 
envelope detector would require the use of narrower EIFBAGC bandwidths.
Of course, this does not rule out the use of a second, independent 
wideband PLL, not used for receiver AFC purposes, as a coherent 
envelope detector. However, the increased complexity of such a PLL 
relative to the simpler bandpass filter/precision rectifier incoherent 
detector would probably rule out such an approach. Furthermore, the 
effect of modulation interference on such a wideband PLL would need 
to be carefully assessed as it is different to comparable effects in 
the incoherent case (4.1,7.8).
In view of these results it is suggested that coherent 
EIFBAGC is only used where relatively slow EIFBAGC bandwidths are 
acceptable, such as in deep space missions (4.3). The use of coherent 




LOW?ASS FILTER FEEDFORWARD AGO
Feedforward ACC (FFACC) is the generic name given to ACC systems 
that operate by feeding forward, rather than backward, gain control 
signals. Lowpass filter FFAGG (LFFAGG) refers to systems whose dynamics 
are primarily determined by a post envelope detector lowpass filter. 
LFFAGG systems can offer an improved dynamic performance relative to 
feedback AGG. However, LFFAGG will be shown to exhibit an important 
dynamic limitation and a more suitable form of FFAGG is proposed for 
mobile radio operation.
8.1 Derivation from Feedback AGG
LFFAGG was first described by Hopper (8.1) in 1962 as a new form 
of AGG. Here LFFAGG is shown to be a simple extension of the feed­
forward model of EIFBAGG and most of the analysis of EIFBAGG systems 
presented in earlier chapters is applicable to LFFAGG.
8.1.1 Basic Configuration
Figure 2 shows the basic LFFAGG circuit configuration. Since there 
is no selectivity before the envelope detector, an enhanced carrier 
reference is required for correct operation and LFFAGG is most suitable 
for full carrier AM systems. Note that there are several other possible 
configurations of LFFAGG for use with full carrier AM systems. For 
example, the input of the top path time delay element could be derived 
















Note I Input and output signals are at IF
Note 2 v^(t) and v^(t) refer to the input and output
signal's envelopes respectively.
Figure 8.1 Block diagram of LFFAGG system
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as shown. However, the other possible configurations operate in a 
similar manner to figure 8.1, which is used in the subsequent analysis.
A comparison of figure 8.1 with the feedforward model of EIFBAGG 
incorporating a hard gain limiter, figure 5.6, shows that they are very 
similar. The 2 main differences between LFFAGG and EIFBAGG are:
1) The LFFAGG lowpass filter used to separate fading information 
from the required modulation need not be a first order RG filter. In 
general, higher order analogue or digital filters are used that possess 
a linear or approximately linear phase characteristic. High order, 
constant delay non-recursive digital filters (8.2) perform particularly 
well in this application. There are no time delay induced stability 
problems with LFFAGG (unlike EIFBAGG). The designer is therefore free 
to choose the lowpass filter amplitude characteristic required to meet 
a given specification.
2) The time delay element in the LFFAGG signal path allows the 
significantly high group delay of the bottom path to be compensated for 
at the divider inputs, giving good time correlation between fades on 
the signal and control path. Such time delay compensation is not 
possible in feedback systems. If the LFFAGG lowpass filter is linear 
phase then perfect time delay matching is theoretically possible between 
the 2 paths.
8.1.2 Time Delay Matching
If the lowpass filter has a linear phase characteristic over all 
frequencies of interest then the top path time delay, T, is obviously 
chosen to equal the lowpass filter's group delay. However, analogue
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lowpass filters can, at best, only approximate a linear phase character­
istic (8.3). The time delay is then usually chosen to be a best fit to 
the phase characteristic over the frequency range of interest. For 
example, Rawling et al (8.4) designed their LFFAGG circuit with a 4th 
order Butterworth lowpass filter. The top path time delay element was 
designed to match the lowpass filter's group delay at 100 Hz, giving 
maximum AGG effectiveness at fading frequencies around 100 Hz at the 
expense of reduced lower frequency fade suppression.
If the envelope variations possess an infinitely wide spectrum and 
a non-linear phase lowpass filter is used, then the choice of matching 
time delay is not so obvious. This can be demonstrated by considering 
the response of a LFFAGG circuit to a step input envelope change, where 
the bottom path lowpass filter is a simple first order RG type. The 
analysis of EIFBAGG to step input envelope changes applies here as 
performed in section 5.2.4, with the inclusion of the matching time 
delay. The output envelope, v@(t), may be written directly from equation 
5.20 as:
V (t) =  L + Z H(t - T)  (8.1)
1 + Z (1 - exp(-t/T^))
where the top path time delay, T, is incorporated in the numerator as 
shown. Plots of V g ( t )  for positive and negative 20 dB input envelope 
steps are shown in figures 8.2 and 8.3 respectively, for various values 
of T. The choice of best matching time delay is not obvious and depends 
on system requirements. A value of T such that:
J L . = ln(0.5) = 0.6931 (8.2)
Tc
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Time in units 
of time constants
Figure 8.2 Response of LFFAGG with simple RC lowpass filter 








Time in units 
of time constants
Figure 8.3 Response of LFFAGG with simple RC lowpass filter 
to negative 20dB step change on input envelope
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causes the maximum positive output overshoot to be the same for both 
positive and negative input variations of the same peak to trough ratio. 
The aforementioned first order LFFAGG circuit can form the basis of a 
simple speech compression circuit, such as described by Price (8.5).
One of the assumptions behind any FFAGG circuit is that the user 
can tolerate the processing time delay, T, which is typically less 
than 10 milliseconds. With speech communication systems, such a small 
time delay is unlikely to be noticed, although it may be a problem in 
some "handshake" data communication systems. The time delay prevents 
the circuits inclusion in any of the receiver feedback control circuits 
(e.g. before a PLL PSD) unless they have a relatively low bandwidth. 
FFAGG is usually regarded as a receiver "add on" circuit, coming after 
most of the receiver processing circuitry.
8.1.3 Optimisation of the Lowpass Filter's Amplitude Response
LFFAGG circuits used for suppressing multipath fading generally 
possess a lowpass filter that approximates to the ideal "brickwall" type. 
As mentioned earlier, non-recursive linear phase digital filters give 
the designer most freedom to choose the amplitude response to meet 
the required specification while allowing for the possibility of perfect 
time delay matching. It is convenient to describe the parameters of 
such a filter, shown in figure 8.4.
The parameters are:
Ly : Upper limit to passband amplitude ripple
: Lower limit to passband amplitude ripple
Lg : Upper limit to stopband amplitude ripple
8.7







Figure 8.4 Description of lowpass filter parameters
Bp : Passband frequency limit 
Bg : Stopband frequency limit
The design of non-recursive linear phase digital filters to meet a set 
of prescribed parameters is described elsewhere (8.2). Later sections 
of this chapter give formulae from which the parameters can be calculated
to meet a given fade suppression requirement.
8.1.4 Dynamic Range Considerations
Unlike FBAGC, all of the elements in a FFAGG system are subject 
to the entire dynamic range of the input signal envelope variations.
The practical difficulties presented by this has restricted earlier 
workers to operate LFFAGG with dynamic ranges of between 20 dB and 
40 dB (8.1, 8.4). The obvious solution to the problem is to always 
operate FFAGG in conjunction with a preceding slower acting FBAGG 
circuit. The FBAGG circuit can then be used to suppress slow fading, 
leaving the fast fading for the FFAGG circuit to suppress.
The dynamic range requirements of a FFAGG circuit can be evaluated 
on a statistical basis. Assume the FFAGG circuit is preceded by a 
slow acting FBAGG circuit that provides it with a Rayleigh fading 
reference, with a mean envelope value V^. The reference input power, 
b, to the FFAGG circuit is then given by equation 3.7 as;
2V ^b = (8.3)
IT
Theoretically, a Rayleigh fading signal has an infinitely wide amplitude 
range. Practical considerations place a limit on both the upper and 
lower input range of a FFAGG circuit. If the upper limit is r^ and
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the lower limit is r^, it is possible to calculate the probability 
that the input signal's envelope, r(t), will lie outside the FFAGG
circuit's dynamic range. For the Rayleigh GDF from equation 3.5:
2
p(r(t) < r^) = 1 - exp I - I I (8.4)[‘È] tl
[■[\] tlp(r(t) >r%) = exp I - -rl (8.5)
In general, a smaller upper limit is required than the lower limit to 
achieve equal probabilities of upper limit or lower limit overloading.
For example, if r^/V^ = 10 dB, then p(r(t) < r^) = 99.96%. For the
same probability, p(r(t) > r^) = 99.96%, the lower limit is r%/V% = -33 dB.
8.2 Response to Sinusoidal Modulation
This section analyses the response of LFFAGG to sinusoidal input 
envelope modulation, concentrating on the effects of lowpass filter 
imperfections. The aim is to develop a set of simple design equations 
for LFFAGG circuits using deterministic AGG test signal 1.
8.2.1 Predictions from EIFBAGG Analysis
For the purpose of mathematical convenience the time reference is 
taken to be after the time delay unit. The circuit's performance is 
now analysed above threshold and all circuit elements are assumed to 
be perfect except for the lowpass filter. The input signal's envelope 
is :
Vj^(t) = E(1 + D sin Wg(t + T)) (8.6)
The output signal's envelope can be written directly as:
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E(1 + D sin w=t) (8.7)(t) = — H 4.J- .^sl Wg 2__
1 + LD sin o)g(t + t )
assuming the divider is unity gain, where L is the lowpass filter's 
amplitude response at cOg and x is the differential time delay between 
the numerator and denominator envelopes at Wg. That is, the lowpass 
filter's group delay at Wg is (T - x) sec. The ability of LFFAGG to 
suppress sinusoidal envelope variations can be calculted from the 
earlier work on EIFBAGG (5.20). The peak to trough ratio of the output 
ripple, VQ(t), can be written down as:
Ko
= 1 - LD^ cos mx + cos^ ux + L^ + 1 - 2L cos mx - L^D^ (8.8)
1 — LD^ cos wx ~ D/L^D^ c o s ^ cox + L^ + 1 — 2L cos cox ~ L^D^
If equation 8.6 represents a wanted envelope variation then the harmonic 
distortion of Vj^(t) at v@(t) by the circuit can also be calculated from 
the earlier work on EIFBAGG. For values of L << 1 then the magnitude,
A^, of the nth harmonic of v^(t) at the circuit's output is given by:
An = (D)* (0.5L)* ^ (8.9)
from Appendix 5.
Equation 8.8 can be used for analysing LFFAGG circuits that use 
non-linear phase lowpass filters. The effect of the time delay mismatch, 
X ,  can be eliminated by using linear phase lowpass filters as described 
in section 8.1.2. The next section describes the mathematical simplifi­
cations that result if x = 0.
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8.2.2 Perfect Time Delay Matching Equations 
When T = 0, Kq simplifies to Kg where
K'
o
1 - LD2 + D (L - 1)
1 - LD2 - D (L - 1)
(8.10)
Consider the use of a perfectly matched linear phase lowpass filter with 
the amplitude frequency characteristic shown by figure 8.4. The limitations 
of the passband amplitude ripple extremes (Lg and Ljj) are determined by 
the overall LFFAGG specification for output ripple. Equation (8.10) can 
be rearranged to give:
L = 1 - D - Kp - DKq (8.11)
" d 2 - D - D^Kq - DKq
and L = 1 + D - Kp + DKg (8.12)
^ d 2 + D - D^Kq + DKq
For example, consider the suppression of a 30 dB sinusoidal fade 
(D = 0.9387) to within 3 dB of output ripple with perfect time delay 
matching. Equation 8.11 gives Lg = 1.0187 (+ 0.16 dB) while equation 
8.12 gives Lj^  = 0.9742 (-0.23 dB). The input and output waveforms for 
this example are shown in figure 8.5. Notice that most of the output 
ripple occurs at a point corresponding to the input trough. Any 
absolute time delay difference, T, between the input and output waveforms 
is not shown for clarity.
The transition region of the LFFAGG circuit extends from Bp to Bg 
in figure 8.4. For frequencies above Bg the stopband attenuation 
requirement, Lg, is given by equation 8.9. In general, only a modest 
stopband attenuation is required. For example, a value of Lg of 0.1 






















































envelope of a 100% sinusoidally modulated input envelope.
8.3 Response to Two Tones
This section describes the response of LFFAGG to deterministic AGG 
test signal 2. LFFAGG circuits are shown in general to possess a poor 
2 tone envelope fade suppression ability and a technique is suggested 
for improving the dynamic performance of FFAGG systems.
8.3.1 AGGSIM Predictions using Brickwall Filtering
The response of LFFAGG to deterministic AGG test signal 2 may 
be simulated using AGGSIM, the computer programme described in Appendix 6. 
Of most interest here are the results obtained using a "brickwall" post 
envelope detector lowpass filter in an otherwise perfect LFFAGG system.
A series of runs were performed for 10 dB, 20 dB and 30 dB input fades 
to assess the importance of the harmonics of the fundamental envelope 
fade rate. The output envelope ripple decreases with increasing lowpass 
filter cutoff frequency as shown in figure 8.6. Figure 8.7 shows some 
of the computer plots obtained during the 30 dB runs, illustrating the 
nature of the output envelope's ripple.
As may be expected, the suppression of the deeper fades with their 
relatively high harmonic content requires a relatively high lowpass 
filter cutoff frequency to achieve good fade suppression. A comparison 
of the 20 dB and 30 dB input results demonstrates this. For example, 
a 20 dB input fade is suppressed to better than 3 dB of output ripple 
with the lowpass filter cutting off at 4 wf. However, a 30 dB input 
fade requires the lowpass filter to cut off at 12 wf to achieve less 
than 3 dB of output ripple.
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In his analysis of the effect of filtering on the dynamics of 
LFFAGG in response to a 2 tone input signal, Hopper (8.6) approximates 
the input envelope spectrum by a Taylor series expansion up to the 
second harmonic and includes only the dc and fundamental components 
in his calculation of envelope suppression. Whilst this may be reasonable 
for very shallow fades, the results presented in figure 8.6 from AGCSIM 
show that the higher harmonics play an important part in the analysis 
of the suppression of deeper fades.
8.3.2 An Improved Feedforward AGG System
LFFAGG has 2 main disadvantages for use in mobile radio systems:
1) It requires an enhanced carrier reference, being unsuitable 
in the form described here for use with diminished carrier or pilot 
SSB systems.
2) It still requires comparatively large lowpass filter bandwidths 
to suppress deep twin path fades, although it is better than EIFBAGG
in this respect.
Both of these disadvantages are due to the main filtering operation 
being performed after the envelope detector, in a similar manner to 
EIFBAGG. These disadvantages can be overcome by determining the FFAGG 
circuit's dynamics by a bandpass filter placed before the envelope 
detector. Such an operation is uniquely possible with FFAGG systems, 
since it would result in an unstable FBAGG system for reasons discussed 
in chapter 6. The detailed theory and operation of FFAGG systems using 
bandpass filters is discussed in the next 2 chapters.
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CHAPTER 9
BANDPASS FILTER FEEDFORWARD AGG
Bandpass filter FFAGG (BFFAGG) refers to FFAGG systems whose dynamic 
performance is determined by a bandpass filter preceding the envelope 
detector. BFFAGG will be shown to be better than LFFAGG in several 
aspects and adaptable for use with most forms of AM-type modulation.
After analysing some of the theoretical properties of BFFAGG, the rest 
of this chapter describes the design, construction and operation of a 
circuit for use with a TIB pilot SSB system.
9.1 Optimum Feedforward AGG System
This section describes the basic BFFAGG configuration used in 
the subsequent analysis. BFFAGG will be shown to be well suited to the 
suppression of multipath fading.
9.1.1 Basic Configuration
Figure 9.1 shows the block diagram of the BFFAGG circuit used in 
the following analysis. The input signal is assumed to consist of a 
carrier or pilot reference along with wanted modulation. The bandpass 
filter extracts the fading carrier or pilot reference from the composite 
received signal. The circuit then operates in a similar manner to LFFAGG. 
If the input were a full carrier AM signal or similar, then the circuit 
is required to operate at some IF. However, if the input is a tone-in- 
band (TIB) or tone-above-band pilot SSB signal the circuit can operate 
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CONTROL PATH
NOTE 1 Input and output may be at 
IF or audio - see main text
NOTE 2 v.(t) and v (t) refer to the input and output
1 o
signal's envelopes respectively
Figure 9.1 BFFAGG circuit configuration
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The bandpass filter is designed to be just wide enough to pass 
the "U" shaped incoming carrier or pilot reference spectrum 
(section 3.2.1) with negligible amplitude or phase distortion. As with 
LFFAGG, high order constant delay non-recursive digital filters (8.2) 
perform particularly well in this application. If the carrier or pilot 
reference spectrum can be exactly centred on the bandpass filter's 
passband then the filter's bandwidth need only be slightly greater than 
twice maximum Doppler, 2wd" BFFAGG is therefore ideally matched to the 
bandpass nature of pre-detection multipath signals, requiring the smallest 
control bandwidth of all the AGG systems under discussion to achieve a 
specified degree of 2 tone fade suppression.
9.1.2 Pre-detection and Post-detection Signal Comparison
Section 8.3.1 showed that the lowpass filter in LFFAGG requires a 
bandwidth much greater than 2wd to include higher harmonics in the 
division process for good suppression of deep fades. However, suppose 
that for some reason (e.g. only shallow fade suppression required) 
acceptable performance could be obtained by using a lowpass filter with 
a bandwidth just greater than 2wj. The LFFAGG control bandwidth required 
to achieve the same maximum fade suppression frequency as BFFAGG appears 
to be the same. The following discussion shows this is not the case.
Figure 9.2 shows the spectrum of the output of the envelope 
detector of a LFFAGG circuit used in a full carrier AM system. The 
fundamental component of the envelope fading spectrum of the carrier 
is shown extending from dc to 2wj. Also shown is the spectrum of a 
tone originally transmitted at representing the lowest frequency 







































































lowpass filter will only allow fading with significant energy up to 
w%/2 to be suppressed. Thus, if 2wd exceeds w%/2 the spectra in 
figure 9.2 will overlap making suppression of even the fundamental 
component of the received signal’s envelope variations impossible.
Compare this with the pre-envelope detection spectrum of the same 
situation, shown in figure 9.3. It can be seen that unlike the output 
of the envelope detector, the fading spectra of the input signals are 
still well separated. Indeed, the Doppler spread can be doubled before 
the carrier spectrum and modulation spectrum overlap. Therefore, BFFAGG 
can suppress envelope fading at fade rates up to instead of w%/2 as 
with LFFAGG. Of course, the argument is even more in favour of BFFAGG 
if the LFFAGG circuit is required to suppress deep fades with their 
higher harmonic content.
9.1.3 System Requirements
The implementation of BFFAGG into an inband tone pilot SSB system 
is relatively straightforward and is described in more detail in section 
9.3. Other modulation systems such as full carrier AM have additional 
requirements since the circuit must operate at some IF. A typical full 
carrier AM receiver's final IF frequency may be 455 kHz and it would 
be difficult to realise a useful linear phase bandpass filter that is 
a few hundred Hertz wide centred on 455 kHz. Probably the simplest 
solution is to convert the 455 kHz IF signal down to a much lower IF 
(say 5 kHz centre frequency) and implement the circuit at this frequency. 
Note that full carrier AM receivers often have a relatively poor final 
demodulation frequency accuracy compared to SSB receivers. It may be 
necessary to consider frequency control of the full carrier AM receiver's 













































































on the centre of the bandpass filter's passband.
9.1.4 Bandpass Filter Stopband Requirements
In general, the stopband requirements of the bandpass filters depend 
on the ratio of the carrier or pilot reference to peak modulation signal 
and for each modulation system (full carrier AM, double sideband diminished 
carrier, pilot SSB) this ratio will be different. However, it is fairly 
straightforward to evaluate the stopband requirements to meet a given 
specification. With full carrier AM systems, symmetrical attenuation of 
the wanted modulation sidebands of the carrier results in a directly 
proportional reduction in unwanted gain modulation by the BFFAGG circuit. 
With pilot SSB systems the interfering tone compression and modulation 
theory in section 5.4,3 can be used to evaluate the effects of residual 
speech energy after the bandpass filter.
9.2 Response to Two Tones
This section evaluates the passband requirements of the bandpass 
filter to meet a specified suppression of the envelope of deterministic 
AGG test signal 2. All of the circuit elements are assumed to be perfect 
except for the bandpass filter, and operation is investigated above 
threshold.
9.2.1 Asymmetrical Bandpass Filter Analysis
The following analysis of the bandpass filter's imperfections has 
been published elsewhere (9.1), this paper also being included in the 
published paper section. The analysis calculates the residual envelope 
modulation of the carrier or pilot reference, c(t), after it has passed 
through the BFFAGG circuit (neglecting the effects of the threshold
9.7
circuit). In the absence of fading the carrier or pilot reference at 
the input of the circuit is given by:
c(t) = E cos 0)n(t + T) (9.1)
where wp is either the in-band or above-band pilot tone baseband frequency 
or the final IF of another modulation system. The use of deterministic 
AGG test signal 2 results in c(t) being represented by c'(t) where:
c'(t) = E cos(wp(t + T) - o)^ (t + T)) + RE cos(wp(t + T) + m^(t + T)) (9.2)
This can be expressed as an amplitude and phase modulated signal as 
follows:
c'(t) = E(1 + r2 + 2 R  cos w^(t + T ) ) i  cos(Wp(t 4- T )
-1
+ tan
R sin u)^ (t + T) - sin w^(t + T)




The action of the bandpass filter on the envelope of c'(t) is now analysed 
with the aid of figure 9.4. Figure 9.4a shows c'(t), nominally at wp, 
split into 2 tones representing the signal described above. Figures 
9.4b and 9.4c illustrate the terminology used to describe the bandpass 
filter's amplitude and phase response respectively. The filtered version 
of c'(t) at the output of the bandpass filter is F^(c'(t)) where:
F^(c'(t)) = EB^ cos(wp(t + T^) - w^(t + T^)) + REB^ cos(wp(t 4- t )^ 4- 4-
(9.5)































Figure 9.4 Effect of the FFAGC bandpass filter on C ’(t)
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d(t) = B E(1 + p2R2 + 2PR cos(o)ft + u3 x + o) x + cu_(x “ x )))% (9.6)
1  ^ 1 1  2 2 P 2 1
The envelope of c'(t) at the output of the BFFAGC circuit, VgCt), can 
be derived from equations 9.3 and 9.6 as:
Vo(t)
[ —
1 + r 2 + 2R cos (ij^t
P^RZ + 2PR cos(ü)ft + u) X + 0) X + a)r,(x - x ))
 ^ 1 1  2 2 P 2 1
(9.7)
The peak to trough ratio of equation 9.7, Kq , can be found by rewriting 
it in the form:
Vo(t) = 1 + R2
1 + p 2r 2
[r^ ]1 + h  , cos U)ft
f2PR ~[1 + p2R2jcos(a)ft + w^x^ + w^x^ + Wp(x2 - x^))_
Therefore equation 8.8 may be used to predict K q of Vo(t) providing that 
after the following substitutions are made:
(9.8)
L = P(1 +  R^)
1 + p 2r 2
(9.9)
D = 2R 
1 + r2
(9.10)
and cox = co^ x^  + co^ t  ^+ uop(x^ - x^)
the square root of Kq is taken
(9.11)
9.2.2 Perfect Time Delay Matching Equations
If the signal and control paths are perfectly matched in time delay 
then equation 9.7 can be simplified to:
Vo(t) =
+ r2 + 2R COS CO 
+ p2r2 + 2PR cos WfCj
(9.12)
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The output peak, Jpo» may be written as:
J
po
= i- r  1 + T 2R 1 i fl T R 1 ( g 1 3 \
\l + r2r2 ; 2PrJ U  + PRJ
The output trough, Jto» may be written as:
^CO
. L .  r 1 + 1 2% 1  ^ = 1_ [l ± a 1 (9.14)
B [l + p2r2 ± 2PrJ B [ 1 ± PrJ
with the sign used (plus or minus) depending whether P is greater or less 
than unity. Therefore the ratio of Jpo to Jto> called K'ô is :
K" = + % 1 I 1 ^ PR I (9.15)
° Li + prJ  11 ± R J
The sign ambiguity in equation 9.15 can be resolved by expanding it and 
reformulating so that:
K" = 1 - PR^ + R|(P - 1)I (9.16)
o 1 - PR2 - r |(P - 1)1
Examination of equation 8.10 for the single tone LFFAGC case and equation 
9.16 shows that K q and K q are identical expressions if L equals P and 
D equals R.
Depending on the relative position of the 2 tones inside the band­
pass filter, P can take on 1 of 2 values, 1 slightly greater than 
unity and 1 slightly less than unity. The circuit will therefore tend 
to overestimate or underestimate the depth of fade respectively. 
Consequently, the passband ripple of the bandpass filter is only allowed 
to be at most half of the passband ripple of the lowpass filter in LFFAGC 
in order to achieve the same worst case degree of fade suppression. For
9.11
example, consider the suppression of a 30 dB 2 tone fade to within 
± 3 dB of output ripple with perfect time delay matching. The most 
stringent requirement placed on the bandpass filter's specification is 
set in meeting the 4-3 dB output variation, and this in turn results (from 
equation 9.16) in a maximum allowable passband ripple of P = 0.16 dB.
This value is the same as the maximum positive amplitude ripple in the 
equivalent sinusoidal fading LFFAGC case. Equation 9.16 predicts that 
the maximum negative output variation will be 2.2 dB. The input and 
output waveforms for this example are shown in figure 9.5.
A comparison has been made between the slew rates of LFFAGC and 
BFFAGC when they are suppressing 30 dB sinusoidal and 2 tone input 
fades respectively (9.1). The LFFAGC circuit is shown to slew at 
(148.6 X  ff) dB/sec where ff is the input fade frequency in Hz. The 
BFFAGC circuit is shown to slew at (431.02 x ff)dB/sec. Thus, for the 
same frequencies and depth of fade, BFFAGC slews much faster than the 
LFFAGC circuit. Furthermore, since the BFFAGC circuit can operate at 
twice the fading frequency of LFFAGC, the performance improvement is 
even more dramatic.
The computer programme AGCSIM, described in Appendix 6, can be used 
to simulate BFFAGC and has confirmed the predictions of the output ripple 
made in equation 9.16.
9.3 The TIB Pilot SSB BFFAGC Circuit
The TIB Pilot SSB BFFAGC circuit was designed to operate on the 
demodulated baseband output of the 457 MHz receiver described in chapter 4. 
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along with the use of charge transfer device (CTD) technology to realise 
the filters and time delay elements (9.2).
9.3.1 General Circuit Description
Figure 9.6 is a general block diagram of the BFFAGC circuit. The 
input from the receiver consists of the composite 1.67 kHz pilot plus 
speech signal. This is passed through a pre-amplifier and anti-aliasing 
filter before being split into the 2 paths. The top path time delay 
and bottom path bandpass filter both require clocks. These are derived 
from a master crystal oscillator via programmable dividers. The 
envelope detector is realised using a precision rectifier and lowpass 
filter. The threshold circuit on the divider's denominator is controlled 
by a separate unit that also monitors the denominator voltage. The 
circuit’s output then goes back into the receiver. Alternatively the 
circuit can operate on tape recordings of the composite fading signal.
2 versions of the circuit were constructed. The first was a 
prototype used to estimate various circuit parameters (such as an approp­
riate master oscillator frequency) and checked that acceptable performance 
could be achieved. The second version of the circuit was laid out on 
a set of printed circuit boards and is the version described in more 
detail in the following text.
9.3.2 Programmable Clock Generator
A total of 4 independently programmable clocks were required to be 
derived by direct division of a 4.131 MHz master oscillator. The master 
oscillator was built using a crystal controlled CMOS 4049 gate oscillator. 
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using CMOS 40103 programmable dividers. The 4 dividers could each be 
independently programmed to divide between any number from 2 to 256 by 
DIL switches. Each output was buffered and applied to the appropriate 
device.
There is an important advantage in deriving the top path time delay 
and bottom path bandpass filter’s clock from the same master oscillator. 
The time delay through all these devices is inversely proportional to 
the clock frequency. Therefore, if the master oscillator frequency 
drifts slightly then the resultant small change in top path delay time 
is approximately matched by an equal bottom path time delay change.
The cancellation of the differential time delay drift is not exact since 
the envelope detector incorporates a non-clocked lowpass filter, as does 
the time delay device.
9.3.3 Input Circuitry and Time Delay
The anti-aliasing lowpass filter placed after the TL071 OP-AMP input 
pre-amplifier is there primarily for the sampling analogue delay line.
The anti-aliasing filter used two TL071 OP-AMPs to form an active 4th 
order Butterworth lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency of 8.8 kHz.
The output of the filter was split and buffered into 2 paths, 1 
going to the bottom path bandpass filter and 1 going to the top path 
time delay. The time delay element was realised using an SAD-512D, an 
N-channel silicon gate bucket-brigade device. This was followed by a 
further clock smoothing 4th order Butterworth lowpass filter, again 
breaking at 8.8 kHz, before being put into the divider’s numerator.
Care was taken to ensure that the 2 Butterworth filters introduced 
negligible amplitude or phase distortion to the baseband (to 3 kHz)
9.16
signal for reasons that are discussed in the next chapter.
9.3.4 Bandpass Filter
The most frequency selective element of the bandpass filter was 
realised using an R5602-3 64 stage split electrode CTD transversal filter. 
There is no provision to alter its transfer characteristic and fortunately 
the pre-programmed device gave an acceptable performance. Its centre 
frequency is determined by an externally applied clock and it possesses 
a linear phase response. However, the device has a relatively low 
sampling rate, 4 times its centre frequency. The aliasing that occurs 
on its input and the clock output waveform could not be satisfactorily 
suppressed using conventional analogue lowpass filters. These would 
have introduced unacceptable amplitude and phase distortion into the 
bandpass filters transfer characteristic. Instead, it was noticed that 
relatively wide conventional analogue bandpass filters possessed negligible 
amplitude or phase distortion around their centre frequency, over the 
R5602-3 passband, while giving good attenuation of frequencies above 
the Nyquist rate. Therefore, 6 pole Chebyshev full octave bandpass 
filters were used as input anti-aliasing and output clock smoothing 
filters for the R5602-3.
The full octave bandpass filters were conveniently available as single 
chip devices, the R5606 full octave switched capacitor bandpass filter. 
Although the R5606 also required a clock to determine its centre frequency, 
it has a much higher sampling rate of 54 times its centre frequency. The 
input anti-aliasing and output clock smoothing filters required for the 
R5606 in turn, can therefore be realised using simple single pole RC low- 
pass filters. The circuit diagram of the complete bandpass filter is 














































9.3.5 Envelope Detector, Threshold and Divider Circuits
The envelope detector following the bandpass filter was realised 
using a precision rectifier and lowpass filter. The precision rectifier 
was based on the same design as used in the EIFBAGC circuit described 
in section 5.2.6 (5.19), and was constructed using TL071 OP-AMP devices. 
The lowpass filter following the precision rectifier's primary task is
to attenuate the unwanted components of the fullwave rectified pilot,
leaving just the signal’s envelope. Appendix 9 analyses the lowpass 
filter's requirement. (Note that the theory in Appendix 9 also applies 
to EIFBAGC circuits where the lowpass filter is the first order loop 
filtering operation). The residual components of the rectified pilot 
tone passing through the lowpass filter cause unwanted modulation of 
the numerator signal, and odd harmonics of the pilot tone to appear 
at the divider's ouput. Appendix 9 shows that to a first approximation, 
the ratio of the 3rd harmonic of the pilot tone to fundamental at the
divider's output is given by:
3rd Harmonic Distortion = 20 log^^(a/3) dB (9.17)
where a is the gain of the lowpass filter at twice the pilot frequency, 
2o)p. A second order Butterworth lowpass filter was used in the circuit,
-3 dB at 340 Hz, with an attenuation a = 0.0104 at 3.3 kHz. This gave 
a 3rd Harmonic of the pilot -49 dB with respect to the fundamental 
component at the divider's output.
The threshold circuit used on OP-AMP and diode to realise a "perfect" 
diode (9.3), the threshold voltage being applied externally from the 
hand held control unit. The analogue divider was built using an AD534JD 
laser trimmed precision multiplier IC.
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9.3.6 Printed Circuit Board Layout
The aforementioned circuitry was assembled on 3 printed circuit 
boards (PCB) that could be incorporated into the back of the UHF SSB 
receiver. A photograph of the 3 boards before final assembly is 
shown in figure 9.8. The top board contains the master crystal oscillator 
and 4 programmable dividers. The divider programming switches are 
set at the values found by experiment to give the best circuit 
performance. The centre board has the input circuitry (top left), 
time delay device (top centre) and bandpass filter (bottom) built on it. 
The bottom board contains the envelope detector, threshold and divider 
circuits. The dc to dc converter enables all the circuitry to be powered 
off the UHF receiver's internal battery.
9.3.7 Hand-Held Control Unit
A small hand-held control unit was built to enable manual control 
of the threshold voltage and monitor the divider's denominator. The 
threshold voltage could be continuously adjusted from zero to twice 
the nominal dc denominator voltage. The unit could also disable the 
bottom path by applying a fixed control voltage to the denominator, 
preventing the circuit from suppressing any fading. The denominator 
and threshold voltages are displayed on 2 light emitting diode bar 
arrays.
The complete assembled and boxed PCB and hand held control unit 
are shown in the photograph in figure 9.9. After installing the main 
unit in the back of the UHF SSB receiver, the hand held control unit 
allowed convenient monitoring and control of the circuit's operation.
9.20
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9.3.8 Measured Circuit Performance
The following performance figures were obtained for the PCB version 
of the circuit shown in figures 9.8 and 9.9.
i) Static Performance
The nominal level of pilot tone delivered to the input of the 
circuit from the UHF SSB receiver is 0.5V peak to peak (0 dB reference), 
for which the circuit delivers 0 dB of pilot at the divider's output.
With pilot and speech at the circuit's input, both signal and control 
paths had a +6 dB overload margin. With 0 dB of pilot at the input, the 
top path signal to noise ratio at the divider's numerator is 45 dB 
(55 dB for a peak speech tone). The bottom path signal to noise ratio 
at the divider's denominator is 55 dB. The total circuit's power 
consumption is 4.5 Watts at 12 Volts. The clock frequencies (master 
oscillator divide ratios) were set to the following values to the 
various devices:
a) Delay line: 72.473 kHz (f 57). This results in a time delay 
of 7.065 mS.
b) Transversal Bandpass Filter: 27 kHz (f 153). The filter
then has a sampling frequency of 6.75 kHz.
c) Switched Capacitor Bandpass Filter : 165.24 kHz (f 25).
ii) Bandpass Filter Characteristic
The amplitude/frequency response of the bandpass filter is shown 
in figure 9.10. Figure 9.10(a) shows the response in detail around the 
pilot frequency, while figure 9.10(b) shows the overall response. The 
response is not ideal for a BFFAGC circuit, but gave an acceptable 
dynamic performance.
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Figure 9.10(a) Response in detail
Measured using HP3575A gain 
phase meter with tO.ldB 
relative gain accuracy












Figure 9.10(b) Overall response
Figure 9.10 Amplitude frequency response of bandpass filter
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ill) Dynamic Performance
The dynamic performance of the circuit is determined primarily 
by the bandpass filter, although the precision rectifier lowpass filter
also had a slight effect. The 2 tone envelope fade suppression
ability was measured as follows;
The output of 2 signal generators were summed together and 
connected to the circuit's input. Tone 1 was 500 mV peak to peak, tone 
2 was 469 mV peak to peak generating a fade envelope 30 dB peak to 
trough. Table 9.1 gives the measured envelope output ripple in decibels 
for various tone frequencies.
The sinusoidal fade suppression ability of the circuit was also 
measured for a 30 dB fade with a pilot at 1.67 KHz. The residual
envelope modulation was less than 3 dB for all frequencies below 94 Hz.
During the sinusoidal modulation and 2 tone tests the residual 
output envelope modulation was similar to those waveforms in figures 
8.5 and 9.5, indicating a good top and bottom path time delay match.
The main cause of the residual output envelope modulation was the 
bandpass filter, but the lowpass filter (9.4), circuit offset voltages 
and other imperfections also contributed to the overall measured results.
9.4 Response to Field Trial Data
This section describes some of the typical results obtained during 
field trials. The BFFAGC was installed in the back of the UHF SSB 
receiver for these results and the input and output waveforms were 
recorded in the field.
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Tone 1 Frequency, kHz
1.57 1.59 1.61 1.63 1.65 1.67 1.69 1.71 1.73 1.75 1.77
1.57 - 3.2 3.6 4.6 5.2 5.5 6.2 8.2 8.6 8.7 10
1.59 2.7 - 2.0 2.0 3.9 4.5 5.3 6.6 7.5 8.3 8.6
1.61 2.6 1.0 - 1.3 1.6 3.0 3.6 5.8 6.2 7.9 8.5
1.63 2.6 3.1 1.4 - 1.0 1.9 3.0 4.6 5.7 5.7 7.3
1.65 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.4 - 1.4 2.2 2.8 4.5 6.0 6.6
1.67 2.9 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.6 - 1.7 1.4 3.7 4.6 4.8
1.69 3.1 2.9 2.8 3.0 3.0 2.7 - 0.6 1.2 2.7 4.3
1.71 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.6 3.0 2.8 - 1.7 1.8 3.2
1.73 3.0 2.4 2.8 3.4 3.2 3.4 2.9 2.6 - 1.1 1.8
1.75 3.2 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.3 3.4 3.0 2.3 1.9 - 1.5













Table 9.1 Measured 2 tone envelope fade suppression
30 dB input fade, output ripple in decibels
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9.4.1 Typical Results
The results plotted in figures 9.11-9.20 were obtained as follows;
Both the 1.67 kHz and a 3 kHz tone representing a speech component 
were transmitted. The car containing the receiving system was driven 
at different speeds over the same piece of road, the plots all being 
taken at approximately the same position (driving from the west, just 
before the position marker (A) on figure 4.11). The received signal 
strength was about 30 dB above 1 yV and the BFFAGC threshold voltage 
was set to -20 dB below the average input signal level. The receiver's 
EIFBAGC circuit and PLL were switched in for these results.
In order to plot the results as shown, the recordings of the input 
and output composite waveforms were passed through 2 @ 400 Hz wide 
bandpass filters to separate the 1.67 kHz pilot and 3 kHz tone. They 
were then passed through a wideband envelope detector prior to plotting 
the envelopes as shown. Figures 9.11-9.19 show the general effects of 
increasing the car speed from 16 km/hr to 128 km/hr (10 mph to 80 mph). 
These plots were made by sampling the envelope at 100 yS per point with a
total run time of 409.5 mS. Figure 9.20 shows a much longer run at
80-96 km/hr (50-60 mph), sampling the envelope at 2 mS per point with the 
total run time lasting 8.14 seconds. In all of these plots, the
horizontal axis is time and both plus and minus the envelope is plotted
linearly on the vertical axis.
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
3 kHz TC m  INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
THRESHOLD -20 dB SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 uVSPEED 10 ?1PH
Figure 9.11 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
3 kHz TONE INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
- V f
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 20 ?PH SIŒAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 uV
Figure 9.12 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
3 kHz TOME INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 30 HPH SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 yV
Figure 9.13 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PIIiDT OUIPUT
3 kHz TONE INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 40 ?1PH SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 pV
Figure 9.14 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
3 kHz TONE INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 uVTHRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 50 MPH
Figure 9.15 BFFAGC 409.5 raS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
3 kHz TONE INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 60 MPH SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 yV
Figure 9.16 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
n r
3 kHz TONE INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
vr
JUL
THRESHOLD -20 dB SIŒAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 pVSPEED 70 HPH
Figure 9.17 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPITT
3 kHz TXm . INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 80 SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 uV
Figure 9.18 BFFAGC 409.5 mS field trial result
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
3 kHz TOE INPUT
3 kHz TONE OUTPUT
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED50-60?1ph SIGNAL 30 dB ABOVE 1 pV
Figure 9. 19 BFFAGC 8.19 s field trial result
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9.4.2 Discussion of Results
The results presented in figures 9.11 to 9.20 show that the BFFAGC 
circuit gives good suppression of the pilot’s envelope fading at all 
speeds up to 128 km/hr (80 mph). The main cause of the residual output 
envelope fading on the pilot is the threshold circuit that cuts in when 
the input fades below -20 dB. However, there are some very interesting 
anomalies between the plots of the pilot’s and 3 kHz tone’s envelopes. 
In general, the 3 kHz tone is seen to exhibit more residual envelope 
fading after the BFFAGC circuit than the pilot. This is most apparent 
in figure 9.20. The reasons for these discrepancies are discussed in 
more detail in the next chapter, but are briefly summarised below as 
being caused by:
1) Multipath time delay spread decorrelation effects
2) Receiver decorrelation effects
3) Noise
4) Other forms of interference (e.g. ignition)
It has been hitherto assumed that suppressing the envelope fading of 
the pilot automatically results in suppressing the envelope fading of 
the wanted signal. This is evidently not the case and the ultimate 
limitations of any ACC system with good pilot suppression dynamics are 
signal decorrelation effects.
9.4.3 Subjective Evaluation
The following observations were made regarding the field trials 
of the UHF SSB system incorporating BFFAGC during the transmission of 
speech :
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The receiver's pilot tone notch circuit, which gave acceptable performance 
during static testing, was unable to satisfactorily attenuate the pilot 
during field trials and the problem was exacerbated by switching in the 
BFFAGC circuit. The reason for the problem is primarily the multipath 
induced random phase modulation on the pilot which the receiver's PLL 
was unable to track out. This is discussed in more detail in the next 
chapter. Obviously, the BFFAGC circuit has no effect on the phase of 
the incoming signal (other than pure time delay). However, it does 
render the multipath phase variations more audible by amplifying the 
received signal at the point where it has its greatest phase variation - 
the bottom of a fade. A simple solution to the problem used for the 
rest of the subjective tests was to pass the composite fading signal 
through a wider notch filter, the transmitter notch. The phase variations 
on speech signals were not found to be as subjectively noticeable as 
those on the pilot tone.
Without BFFAGC, the UHF SSB receiver's audio sounded distorted, 
having a distinctive "gravelly" or rough modulation characteristic during 
multipath propagation. Switching in the BFFAGC circuit caused a marked 
subjective improvement in speech quality, except in high noise environ­
ments. This BFFAGC improvement was found to be most noticeable on long 
vowel sounds, e.g. the word "are". Further investigation showed that 
there was little subjective gain in having the threshold more than -20 dB 
below the mean input level. Equation 8.5 shows that in the Rayleigh 
fading environment the signal's envelope spends over 99% of the time 
above this level.
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The main subjective limitation in the use of BFFAGC appeared to be 
the effect of noise (and to a lesser extent, ignition interference). If 
the threshold was left on a low value during poor input signal to noise 
ratios, noise bursts occurred during the deep fades with characteristics 
similar to FM receiver-type noise bursts (or clicks). It was found to be 
preferable to raise the threshold as the received signal to noise ratio 
deteriorates and allow the deeper parts of fades to pass through the 
circuit unsuppressed. An approximate measure of the received signal 
to noise ratio is the receiver’s EIFBAGC control line, and this raises 
the possibility of automatically increasing the threshold voltage as the 
received signal to noise ratio falls.
Before further subjective evaluations of BFFAGC are made, the complete 
UHF SSB system should incorporate a companding (compression and expansion) 
system. This has been shown to improve the subjective signal to noise 
ratio by between 7 dB and 11 dB in a similar SSB system (9.5). Combining 
this with inter-word muting would greatly reduce the effects of noise 
and interference. The BFFAGC circuit itself could be used to expand the 
received compressed signal if required.
9.4.4 Full Carrier AM Tests
Under the same operating conditions as described previously, a simple 
test was performed to show that BFFAGC can also be used with full carrier 
AM systems. The 1.67 kHz pilot tone was amplitude modulated with 300 Hz 
tone. The envelope of the received 1.67 kHz pilot is shown both before 
and after the BFFAGC circuit in the top 2 plots of figure 9.21. The 
bottom 2 plots show the 300 Hz modulation before and after the BFFAGC 
circuit, after passing the modulation through a 150 Hz highpass filter.
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1.67 kHz PILOT INPUT
1.67 kHz PILOT OUIPUT
30GÜ2 LOSE INPUT
300Hz tone output
THRESHOLD -20 dB SPEED 55 ?1PH SIGNAL 40 dB ABOVE 1 yV
Figure 9.20 Full carrier AM field trial tests of BFFAGC, 
204.75 mS run_______________________________
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The sampling rate for the plots was 50 pS per point, with a total plot 




LIMITATIONS OF PILOT ACC
This chapter describes various performance limitations of feedback 
and feedforward AGC systems using pilot AGC references, other than the 
dynamic limitations already covered in earlier chapters. The aims are 
to consider some of the significant factors behind the decorrelation 
between fades of the pilot and wanted modulation, to analyse the effects 
of noise and interference, and to discuss phase and phase control effects.
10.1 Multipath Time Delay Spread Decorrelation
It has been suggested (10.1) that due to the effects of Multipath 
Time Delay Spread (MTDS) decorrelation alone, for microwave mobile radio 
and deep fading, full carrier AM and pilot SSB communication channels 
could not provide telephone quality signals, even with fast acting AGC 
of any type. This section puts the problem of MTDS into perspective 
using both simple worst case twin path models and statistical multipath 
analysis.
10.1.1 Description
It has been assumed up to now that all of the energy reaching the 
input of the receiver in the land mobile radio environment has arrived 
via line-of-sight signals or signals that have been scattered or refracted 
in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle. However, occasionally a 
significant proportion of the received signal’s energy arrives via 1 
or more large reflectors some distance from the mobile. In such
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circumstances it is possible that the envelope fading induced on the 
received signal is no longer "frequency flat", i.e. at any one instant 
of time, the depth of fade at different RF frequencies is dissimilar 
(3.2). This decorrelation between fades of the pilot reference and 
wanted modulation results in the wanted modulation suffering from residual 
unwanted fading at the output of an otherwise perfect AGC system.
10.1.2 Analysis using Twin Path Model
The following analysis assumes that the received signal consists 
of 2 components. One arrives from a nearby scattering source directly 
in front of the the mobile magnitude Ep. The other is assumed to arrive 
from a distant scattering source directly behind the mobile, magnitude REp 
with a relative arrival time delay, Tg, at t = 0. The received pilot at RF 
frequency wc ™ay therefore be derived in a similar manner to equation 2.10 
as ep(t) where :
6p(t) = Ep(cos(ü)ct + WcS/ct) + R cos(o)c(t - Tg) - wcS/ct)) (10.1)
where S is the vehicle's speed and c the velocity of light. The pilot's 
envelope can be written as tp(t) where :
tp(t) = Ep(l + r2 + 2R cos(2wcS/ct + co^Tg))^ (10.2)
Similarly, at a slightly different RF frequency ujq + Aw, a received 
signal will have an envelope given by rm(t) where:
r^(t) = E^(l + r2 + 2R cos(2(w^ + Aw)S/ct +(w^ + Aw)Tp))'^ (10.3)
The BFFACC divides the modulation signal's envelope, rm(t), by the pilot's 
envelope, tp(t), giving the output modulation signal's envelope vôni(b) as :
Vom(t) ■ L
P
1 + r2 + 2R cos(2w^S/ct + w^T^ + 2AwS/ct + AwT^) | 2
1 + R2 + §R cos(2w„S/ct + w ^Tq ) "J (10.4)
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Subtracting WcTü + 2AwS/ct + AwTg from the top and bottom phases of 
equation 10.4 gives the output modulation signal’s envelope, Vom(t), 
where :
P
_________ 1 + + 2R cos 2uut____________I  ^ (1Q5)
J. + r 2 + 2R cos(2wjt - 2AwS/ct - AwTp^y
since wd is equal to wcS/c. The term 2Aw S/ct is the time variation 
of the excess time delay of the rear scattering source and for small 
values of t can be neglected to give;
Therefore the effect of MTDS is to result in a time delay error in the 
division process. A comparison of equation 10.6 with equation 9.7 shows 
that if the substitution P = 1 and AwTg = ^ WpCxg “ x^) is
made, then the technique suggested in section 9.2.1 can be used to solve 
for the peak to trough ratio of VQjjj(t). An estimate of the problem can 
be made by noting that the peak output of Vom(t)> Vom» occurs approximately 
when;
2wdt - AwTg = TT radians (10.7)
which gives a peak output from equation 10.6 of;
1 + r 2 — 2R cos A(oT^ ^; _ om
Ep 1 + r 2 - 2R 
which can be rearranged to give;
(10.8)
AW = T  cos-1 r_(Vom.!p/!m)'(2K - 1 - R?) + 1 + R^l (iQ.g)
D L  2R — I
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For example, consider the maximum allowable wanted modulation to pilot 
frequency separation. Aw, when suppressing a 30 dB fade caused by 2 
received signal components with Tg = 1 yS so that the peak of the
residual modulation's ripple is less than 3 dB relative to the nominal
output i.e. (vomEp/Em) = 3 dB. Equation 10.9 gives Aw = 63.10^ radians/sec 
(10 kHz). Therefore MTDS is unlikely to cause significant residual output 
ripple in the UHF SSB system unless Tg is significantly greater than 
1 yS. It is interesting to calculate what is the value of Tg required 
to affect the 3 kHz tone that has a Aw of 1.33 kHz from the pilot.
For the same 30 dB input to +3 dB peak output variation equation 10.9 
gives Tg = 7.5 yS. Such a time delay will rarely be found in the field.
It corresponds to a source over 2.2 km away.
10.1.3 Analysis using Multipath Model
A general statistical multipath analysis of the degrading effects 
of MTDS on FFAGC operation is complicated. A major problem is to decide 
upon what criteria the systems performance should be assessed. The 
early work of Gans and Yeh (10.I) applies mainly to full carrier AM 
systems and analyses the post FFAGC signal to signal suppression noise 
ratio. The signal suppression noise is defined as the alternating 
residual fading component of the envelope caused by MTDS after passing 
through an otherwise perfect FFAGC circuit. The results give a 
pessimistic estimate of the performance of full carrier AM systems 
since only low modulation depths are used and also the residual fading 
spectrum of the carrier is assumed to overlap into the wanted modulation 
spectrum. Care needs to be taken if the work is used to analyse the 
performance of a pilot SSB system. This is because the signal to signal 
suppression noise ratio of the envelope of an SSB signal is not directly
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related to its effective overall signal to noise ratio. The ear is 
relatively insensitive to certain sorts of envelope variation on speech 
signals (10.2). The effective overall signal to noise ratio of the SSB 
signal is therefore likely to be higher than the signal to signal 
suppression noise ratio of its envelope.
Leland and Sollenberger (10.6) have analysed the effects of various 
impairment mechanisms on a combined feedforward AGC and AFC system.
The system is assumed to be perfect and offer infinite suppression of 
multipath envelope and phase variations in the frequency flat Rayleigh 
fading environment. The analysis is based on a combination of 
theoretical work and a "Monte Carlo" computer simulation programme.
The criterion used for assessing the effects of external impairment 
mechanisms is the signal to correction distortion ratio. Correction 
distortion is therein defined as the difference between the incoming 
signal's fading envelope and/or phase and the feedforward correction 
circuit's estimate of the fading envelope and/or phase. Once again, 
care should be taken when interpreting the results since in the absence 
of the envelope and frequency correcting system, the SSB signal is 
defined as possessing a 0 dB signal to correction distortion ratio. 
Nevertheless, based on this criterion Leland and Sollenberger (ibid) 
give theoretical results indicating that the distortion introduced by 
MTDS will be relatively modest (typically the signal to correction 
distortion ratio is greater than 20 dB) and quite limited in occurrence 
for a particular coverage area, although an experimental evaluation must 
be made to determine the subjective nature of the impairment.
In both the work of Gans and Yeh (ibid) and Leland and Sollenberger 
(ibid) it was pointed out that an important parameter in the calculation
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of the performance of the feedforward system is the threshold level.
The effect of external system impairments such as MTDS are controlled 
by the threshold circuit that places a limit on the maximum values of 
the circuit’s gain.
10.1.4 Significance of Results
In view of the results obtained in section 10.1.2 on the worst case 
twin path model and the results obtained by Leland and Sollenberger (ibid), 
it appears that Gans and Yeh (ibid) overestimated the problem of MTDS. 
Furthermore, the use of TIB pilot SSB systems where the pilot is never 
more than about 1.3 kHz from the furthest audio component greatly 
minimises the decorrelation effects of MTDS.
10.2 Receiver Decorrelation
A far more serious problem than MTDS in relation to decorrelation 
is the effect of filtering operations performed by the receiver prior 
to BFFAGC processing. The original work of Hopper (8.6) attempted to 
analyse the problem for shallow input fading (about 3.5 dB peak to trough) 
This section presents a more general analysis of the problem using 
techniques that can be simply applied to a practical receiver's filter.
10.2.1 Description
Usually, a practical superhet SSB receiver achieves its adjacent 
channel selectivity through the use of high order crystal bandpass 
filters at the IF. Unfortunately, this (and any other) filter 
decorrelates fades of the pilot with the wanted modulation. The non­
flat group delay response of such a filter causes envelope variations 
of the wanted modulation to arrive at a different time to the envelope
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variations of the pilot. This is similar to the effect of MTDS 
decorrelation. The amplitude response of such a filter is also usually 
not perfectly flat in the passband and results in the depth of fade at 
different frequencies being dissimilar. This is similar to the effect 
of the BFFAGC bottom path bandpass filter exhibiting amplitude response 
ripples in its passband.
10.2.2 UHF SSB Receiver's Filter
It is revealing to plot the characteristics of the UHF SSB receiver's 
10.7 MHz crystal filter to estimate the magnitude of the decorrelation 
effects. This is shown in figure 10.1. Figure 10.1(a) is a detailed 
plot of the amplitude/frequency response and figure 10.1(b) a detailed 
plot of the group delay/frequency response. The passband amplitude 
ripple of the filter is 2 dB, as specified by the manufacturer. Care 
was taken during these plots to prevent the source and measuring 
instrument (an HP 3575A gain/phase meter) from affecting the filter's 
matching circuitry. Most significant is the variation in group delay 
across the passband of nearly 800 yS.
10.2.3 Analysis of Two Tone Response
As with the MTDS analysis, perfect suppression of the pilot's 
envelope fading is assumed and the residual envelope fading of a wanted 
modulation component at the output of a BFFAGC circuit is calculated. The 
analysis requires the definition of 2 filter derived variables:
1) Relative Amplitude Decorrelation Factor, Pp. Over the range 
± 2w<i about either the pilot or wanted modulation component's frequency, 
the amplitude response of the filter will vary by a small amount. This 






to 10.7MHz+4kHz+ 2kHz + 3kHz-IkHz + lkHz
Pilot
Figure 10.1(a) Amplitude frequency response of 10.7 MHz crystal filter
Delay,mS
^  Frequency 
relative to 
10.7 MHz
+4kHz+ 2kHz-IkHz + lkHz + 3kHz
Pilot
Figure 10.1(b) Group delay frequency response of 10.7 MHz crystal filter
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pilot and wanted modulation component. The difference between the 2 dB 
variations is then expressed in a linear form as a number slightly 
greater than or slightly less than unity. This is called Pp.
For example, consider the value of Pp for the pilot and a 3 kHz tone 
when wd = 50 Hz. For the UHF SSB receiver’s IF filter, figure 10.1(a), 
the amplitude response varies by -0.2 dB from 1.62 kHz to 1.72 kHz. From 
2.45 kHz to 3.05 kHz the amplitude response varies by -0.35 dB. The dB 
difference is ± 0.15 dB. Therefore, this gives Pp = 1.0174 or 0.9829.
2) Relative Group Delay Decorrelation Factor, Tp. This is simply 
the difference between the average group delay of the pilot and wanted 
modulation component. It is assumed that there is no significant change 
in group delay over the frequency range ± ay about either the pilot or 
wanted modulation component’s frequency.
With these definitions it follows that the wanted modulation term 
suffers from a residual envelope fading, VQj^Ct), at the output of an 
otherwise perfect BFFAGC circuit of:
Vom(c) = ^ Pp-fi— t 2Pp^ o s ( o ) ^t - 4)fTp)1 2 (10.10)
L  1 +  r 2  +  2R cos o)ft J
in response to a 2 tone test signal, relative level R, fade frequency
u)f = 2wj. This equation can be seen to be similar to the inverse of 
equation 9.7 and the technique suggested in section 9.2.1 can be used
to solve for the peak to trough ratio of Vom(t).
It is interesting to compare a typical division phase error in 
equation 10.10 with a division phase error from equation 10.6 relating to 
twin path MTDS. The wanted modulation component is assumed to be at pilot 
frequency + 2 kHz (Aw = 12.57 kr/s) in this example. A 1 pS MTDS gives
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a division phase error of AwTj = 0.0126 radians (0.72°). The UHF SSB 
receiver’s filter has a relative group delay decorrelation factor at
pilot + 2 kHz of Tp = 400 pS. If the fade rate is assumed to be
100 Hz (o)f = 628 r/s), then the division phase error due to the filter 
is 0.25 radians (14.4°). Thus in this example, the effect of the filter
is 20 times greater than the effect of MTDS.
Note that the computer programme AGCSIM described in appendix 6 
will calculate the impairments of MTDS, filter amplitude and/or phase 
imperfections for the 2 tone test signal. The example programme 
runs in appendix 6 illustrate the effects of time delay mismatches and 
envelope decorrelation in the division process. The threshold can 
greatly reduce the peak circuit’s output as shown in the last example 
in appendix 6.
10.2.4 Reducing the Effects
There are 2 known ways of reducing the effects of receiver 
decorrelation:
1) Restricting the transmitted modulation signal’s bandwidth.
This is the simplest of the 2 ways and merely involves designing the 
complete system so that the receiver has a wider IF filter than the 
transmitter. This is based on the observation that the worst decor­
relation effects occur at the edges of the crystal filter’s passband.
This technique has been implemented in the UHF SSB system. A comparison 
of the frequency response of the low level UHF SSB generator, figure 4.7, 
with the receiver’s IF filter, figure 10.1(a) illustrates this. The 
transmitted modulation’s frequency response is > 10 dB down below 
250 Hz and above 3 kHz. Of course, implementation of this technique
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requires the designer to observe transmitted modulation frequency response 
requirements and receiver adjacent channel specifications. ................
2) Use a compensating filter. This filter would be inserted just 
before the BFFAGC input. It would possess a complementary characteristic 
to the IF crystal filter over the wanted modulation's passband such that 
the combined IF and compensating filter's amplitude and group delay 
response lay within specified linearity limits. Such a compensation 
filter would be uniquely characterised for each receiver IF crystal 
filter. The IF crystal filter characteristic may also vary significantly 
with temperature and a compensating filter should also vary with 
temperature in a complementary manner. This suggests the use of adaptive 
transversal filter equalisers under software control (10.3).
10.2.5 Comments on Other Pilot SSB Systems
The use of TIB pilot SSB allows fades of the pilot to be reasonably 
well correlated with fades of the wanted modulation. However, note the 
increased decorrelation that would occur using the filter characterised 
in figure 10 if the pilot were placed at the carrier position, 10.7 MHz 
(pilot carrier (1.7)) or at 10.7 MHz plus 3.5 kHz to 4 kHz (above band 
tone (1.9)). The following table compares the group delay decorrelation 
factor of the three systems.
System
TIB with Pilot 
at 1.67 kHz
Pilot carrier
Tone above band, 
Pilot at 3.75 kHz
Worst Case Pilot to Wanted Modulation Group 
Delay Decorrelation Factor over wanted 





Furthermore, the amplitude decorrelation factor is also significantly 
.larger, for. the. pilot carrier and tone above band systems. Note especially 
the slope that would be imparted to the pilot carrier at 10.7 MHz in 
figure 10(a).
In a description of their pilot carrier SSB receiver Ball and Holmes
(5.5) report on the problems of group delay decorrelation. This 
decorrelation was so severe that it affected the receiver's EIFBAGC 
system. In an attempt to reduce the effects the 10.7 MHz local oscillator 
was slightly offset in frequency to place the pilot carrier further 
inside the crystal filter's passband.
10.3 Noise and Interference
This section discusses some of the effects of receiver noise and 
external interference on BFFAGC systems. Some of the results can also 
be applied to EIFBAGC systems via the feedforward model developed in 
chapter 5.
10.3.1 Receiver Noise Effects on the Control Path
The receiver is assumed to add white (over the frequency range of 
interest), Gaussian noise to the pilot at the input of the BFFAGC 
circuit. The bandpass filter preceding the envelope detector extracts 
the pilot and also passes some noise. The output of the bandpass 
filter, e^(t), can be written as:
et,(t) = Ep cos wpt + In (10.11)
where Ep is the pilot's magnitude, wp its frequency and Ijg is the 
bandpass filtered noise. Rice (3.4) has analysed various properties of 
the envelope of ey(t) (and hence the input of the denominator's threshold
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circuit), including its "Rician" PDF. He shows that if Ep is zero the 
envelope’s PDF is Rayleigh distributed. If Ep is relatively large 
compared to the noise (SNR of e^(t) > 15 dB say) the envelope’s PDF 
takes on a Gaussian shape with an average level Ep and a standard 
deviation equal to the RMS noise level.
In the absence of fading, the BFFAGC circuit's envelope detector 
output therefore suffers from 2 noise induced effects:
1) A noise derived dc component. The dc component of the envelope 
detector's output is no longer linearly related to the pilot's envelope 
at low SNR levels.
2) Random modulation. The random variations of the envelope 
detector's output that are passed by the threshold circuit are superimposed 
on to the divider's denominator. This causes random envelope modulation
of the circuit's output.
Bennet (10.4) has discussed the dc component at the output of a 
linear half wave rectifier for various input signal to noise ratios in 
some detail. The noise derived dc component is only significant for 
relatively low input SNR. For example, the linear half wave rectifier 
envelope detector overestimates the dc component of the pilot's envelope 
by 3 dB when its input signal to noise ratio (i.e. the bandpass filter's 
output SNR) is -1.7 dB. That is, the RMS level of noise present is 
greater than the RMS level of pilot. Therefore it seems reasonable to 
assume that the envelope detector gives a linear estimate of the pilot's 
envelope at its input providing the input SNR is above 0 dB.
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The extent of the problem of random gain modulation can be estimated 
for the UHF SSB system assuming the following receiver and BFFAGC para­
meters :
1. Peak speech modulation power to pilot ratio: 10 dB
2. Average speech modulation power to pilot ratio: 0 dB
3. Just acceptable average speech modulation power 
to noise ratio: 10 dB
4. Noise bandwidth of speech path: 3 kHz
5. Noise bandwidth of bandpass filter in BFFAGC circuit: 800 Hz
From the above figures, the pilot to noise ratio at the input to the 
envelope detector when the average speech modulation power to noise ratio 
is just acceptable is 15.7 dB. It is therefore reasonable to assume 
that the output of the envelope detector has a Gaussian PDF with a 
standard deviation 0.163 of the average (dc) level. This is the signal 
at the input of the threshold circuit. It will be assumed for now that 
the threshold circuit passes the envelope detector output directly on to 
the divider’s denominator. The following information can therefore be 
inferred directly using Gaussian distribution tables:
1) The denominator stays within ± 3 dB of its average value 
95.9% of the time.
2) 99.9% of the time the denominator stays above half the 
average value.
It should be noted that these denominator variations, although not 
too significant, will be greatly reduced by the threshold circuit. 
Typically, when the average speech modulation power to noise ratio is 
just acceptable the threshold voltage will be at 0 dB relative to the
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denominator’s average voltage, preventing any negative going noise 
induced denominator variations from occurring.
It has been assumed up to now that there is no lowpass filter 
following the envelope detector. The general effect of the post-envelope 
detector lowpass filter will be to reduce the noise variations. If the 
pre-lowpass filter SNR is above 15 dB say, then the post-lowpass filter 
noise power will be reduced by the ratio of the lowpass filter’s noise 
bandwidth to the bandpass filters noise bandwidth. The noise induced 
gain variations on a typical pilot SSB EIFBAGC system, with the post­
envelope detector noise bandwidth measured in a few tens of Hertz, will 
be much lower than in the previous example of a BFFAGC system. Further 
details of the noise analysis of a simple FBAGC system can be found 
elsewhere (5.10). However, Ohlson (5.12) points out that the feed­
forward model of EIFBAGC can be used to analyse its noise performance and 
suggests a technique for analysing the PDF of the output signal’s envelope.
10.3.2 Effect of Fading-Noise Bursts
In section 9.4.3 the main subjective limitation in the use of BFFAGC 
was reported to be the effect of noise "bursts" which occur when the input 
signal fades into the noise. As indicated in section 10.3.1, the wanted 
signal’s envelope at the output of the BFFAGC circuit will remain 
substantially constant apart from a small amount of noise-induced gain 
modulation, providing the input is above the threshold voltage. The 
noise will therefore appear to rise to the signal during a fade. This 
is illustrated in figure 10.2 showing the input and output waveforms with 
and without the threshold circuit operating. For any particular set of 




























Figure 10.2c Output envelopes, with threshold operating 
Figure 10.2 Input and output envelopes of signal and noise.
Time
illustrating the effect of a threshold circuit in 
BFFAGC operation
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subjective compromise between limiting the level of the noise bursts 
and passing too much envelope fading. In particular, it has been found 
to be best to raise the threshold voltage in the UHF SSB receiver's 
BFFAGC circuit from -20 dB with respect to the mean input level during 
good SNR reception to 0 dB when the average SNR is around 10 dB or less.
An approximate measure of the average input SNR is the receiver's EIFBAGC 
control line. If, for a particular system, a "subjective law" can be 
found to relate the threshold level to input SNR, the BFFAGC circuit's 
threshold voltage level can be regulated via the EIFBAGC control line.
10.3.3 Ignition Interference
The general effects of ignition interference (and other forms of 
man-made noise) on the AGC circuitry in a receiver are not easily 
theoretically evaluated since the AGC circuitry's response also depends 
upon the modifications imparted to the interference by the preceding 
receiver circuitry. A practical investigation of the effects of ignition 
interference on the AGC circuitry would involve the whole receiver system 
under a variety of signal, interference noise, fading and threshold levels.
Ignition interference will cause compression and gain modulation of 
the AGC circuitry and for relatively low levels of interference, so that 
the receiver is operating in its linear range, it may be possible to 
evaluate these effects on a simple statistical basis. It is interesting 
to note that the suburban man made noise power level at 450 MHz is about 
the same level as typical receiver induced noise although it is about 
15 dB higher in the urban environment (10.1). Therefore at signal 
levels where the ignition interference is likely to be significant the 
threshold circuit will be reducing the denominator's operating range.
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diminishing the effects of ignition interference as well as receiver
noise,
10.3.4 Co-channel Interference
Co-channel interference occurs when attempts are made to re-use 
radio channels with nominally the same frequencies in adjacent areas
(10.5). An analysis of the various effects caused by interfering 
modulation and pilot signals on the performance of a combined feedforward 
ACC and AFC system has required the use of the Monte-Carlo computer 
simulation programme mentioned in section 10.1.3 (10.6). Leland and 
Sollenberger (ibid) state that an experimental subjective assessment 
of the results thus obtained is required and factors such as talker 
activity and particular hardware implementations of the equipment need 
to be taken into consideration. No doubt similar conclusions also 
apply to BFFAGC and EIFBAGC circuits.
However, it is possible to estimate some of the effects of co­
channel interference when the wanted SSB signal, consisting of pilot 
and modulation, is received along with an interfering pilot at nominally 
the same frequency as the wanted pilot. Both pilots are assumed to be 
independent Rayleigh fading processes. For this situation, it is 
relatively simple to calculate the wanted to unwanted pilot ratio 
statistics. Assume that the specified level of the wanted pilot’s 
envelope is r^  ^and the specified level of the unwanted pilot’s envelope 
is r^, then from Gosling (10.5) the probability that r^ > x r y  is given 
by:
p(r > xr ) = --- 1---- (10.12)
^  x2g2 +  1
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where G is the ratio of the average powers of the unwanted pilot to
wanted pilot (usually G < 1).
For example, it is possible to calculate the probability that the
wanted pilot level will exceed the unwanted pilot level by substituting
X  = 1 into equation 10.11. Gosling (ibid) suggests values of signal to 
interference ratios of 15 dB for SSB systems. Substituting G = 0.1778 
into equation 10.11 shows that p(r^ > r^) is 84.9% in this case, i.e. 
the unwanted pilot’s amplitude exceeds the wanted pilot’s amplitude 
15.1% of the time.
10.4 Phase and Phase Gontrol Effects
This section discusses some of the problems of the SSB signal’s phase 
variations and the effects of the receivers PLL circuitry.
10.4.1 Phase Variations
It has already been shown that the received multipath fading pilot 
may be written as:
ep(t) = r(t) cos(o)pt + u(t)) (10.13)
where r(t) and u(t) are infinitely wide bandwidth random processes, but
are so interrelated that the resulting pilot’s bandwidth does not exceed
2o) . The action of a perfect pilot AGC circuit is to divide out the 
d
envelope variations leaving the pilot as:
ej)(t) = Ep cos(o)pt + u(t)) (10.14)
Thus the pilot’s spectrum is spread outside 2wd since it is now simply 
phase modulated by u(t) alone. This is one of the reasons why it was 
found to be more difficult to satisfactorily notch out the pilot when
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the BFFAGC circuit was switched into the UHF SSB system.
The random phase modulation is also superimposed upon the audio 
modulation signal’s phase. However, subjectively it was found to be less 
noticeable on speech signals than on single tones. The ear is relatively 
insensitive to phase information (10.2) but the random phase modulation 
causes certain parts of the received speech to sound at times as if it 
were suffering from "wow and flutter".
Full carrier AM communications are not affected by this where the 
demodulation process is independent of the carrier’s phase. FM systems 
are severely affected by these phase variations which are demodulated 
along with the wanted modulation causing an additional source of click- 
type interference (10.1).
10.4.2 PLL Frequency Averaging Properties
Chapter 7 showed that the typical PLL used in mobile SSB receivers 
with natural frequencies less than 2wj have little ability to track out 
the multipath induced phase variations on the received signal. However, 
it is sometimes intuitively assumed that such a PLL will nevertheless 
perform the function of frequency averaging and accurately position the 
pilot’s fading spectrum on the centre of the BFFAGC circuit’s bandpass 
filter. The following experimental observation indicates that this may 
not be the case.
A recording was made of the multipath fading pilot from the UHF SSB 
receiver’s output lasting 205 seconds. The receiver’s PLL was disabled 
for this run, the high stability local oscillators preventing significant 
receiver drift. The recording started just as the vehicle arrived at
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position B on figure 4.11. The vehicle turned around, stopped at B then 
proceeded off back to the University via position A. At position C the 
vehicle almost stopped as it turned into the University. The recording 
was played back through the precision PLL circuit described in section 
7.2.1. The natural frequency of the PLL was set to 3 Hz, the same as 
the UHF receiver's PLL. A plot of the VCO voltage throughout this run 
is shown in figure 10.3. The vehicle speed varied up to a maximum of 
64 km/hr (40 raph) on this run. The VCO voltages corresponding to nominal 
pilot frequency (centre line) and nominal pilot frequency ± wj (33 Hz) 
are also plotted.
Figure 10.3 shows that the VCO frequency varies within the range 
± wj, with a tendency to stay at more extreme values. Although further 
investigation of this phenomenon is required, the initial results suggest 
that the PLL offsets the pilot's spectrum from the centre of the bandpass 
filter. It may well be necessary to use wider BFFAGC bandpass filters 
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This thesis has discussed the theoretical and experimental dynamic 
performance of a variety of AGC systems in the mobile multipath environ­
ment. Initially, deterministic test signals were developed to enable 
AGC systems to be analysed and designed on a worst case basis. These 
signals were then used to show that EIFBAGC generally has a poor dynamic 
performance and this is worsened by the effects of time delay and the 
use of coherent envelope detectors. LFFAGC was introduced and shown to 
offer improved dynamics but still require relatively large control path 
bandwidths to suppress deep fades. BFFAGC was then shown to be able to 
achieve a given performance specification for the narrowest required 
control bandwidth of all the AGC systems. Finally, the effects of
decorrelation, noise and interference were shown to place limits on
the ultimate performance of any AGC circuit.
In order to analyse the various AGC systems it was necessary to
consider in detail the propagation-induced envelope variations they are
required to suppress. Often only statistical descriptions of the 
incoming signal and its envelope variations were available. The non­
linear nature of AGC, specifically the division process, necessitated 
the use of simple, deterministic signals in the analysis. A statistical 
comparison showed that the twin path (2 tone) test signal's envelope 
variations are likely to be more difficult for an AGC system to suppress 
than equivalent multipath envelope variations. Wherever possible,
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therefore, the performance of an AGC system was analysed for twin path 
fading. The twin path fade was also shown to be representative of the 
aircraft communications situation, although this topic was not pursued 
further.
It was found that some modern theories of multipath propagation 
tended to neglect some important characteristics of the envelope. 
Specifically, the envelope is usually assumed to possess a power spectral 
density that is only significant up to twice maximum Doppler, 2^^* This 
assumption can lead to severe errors regarding the expected performance 
of AGC systems, especially their response to deep input fades. In 
order to illustrate this, the other deterministic AGC test signal used 
was based on a simple sinusoid. A comparison of the response of any 
of the AGC systems to sinusoidal and 2 tone envelope variations of the 
same fade rate demonstrates the importance of the higher frequency 
components of the incoming envelope.
The multipath performance of the various AGC systems was assessed 
by using recordings obtained from a 457 MHz UHF SSB system operating 
in the field. This system used a pilot tone-in-band reference and 
demonstrated that the original Wolfson VHF system could be operated at 
457 MHz. Conventional transmitter and receiver design techniques were 
used and gave adequate system performance. The receiver was designed 
to have a wider IF filter than the transmitter to reduce the subjective 
effects of filter decorrelation on the performance of the BFFAGC circuit. 
The decision to collect multipath fading data from the field was 
vindicated by the demonstration of the various decorrelation, noise 
and interference effects not normally found in simple fading simulators.
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It was shown that a variety of possible feedback AGC configurations 
existed, although invariably only their small signal performance was 
known. However, most of these were eliminated from further consideration 
by stipulating 5 simple requirements for a mobile radio's feedback 
AGC system to meet. EIFBAGC was found to meet all 5 requirements.
In particular, it possessed a simple feedforward mathematical model that 
was used in all the subsequent analysis and gives a good conceptual 
understanding of its operation.
The division process inherent in AGC requires the denominator to 
follow the numerator's envelope variations very accurately for good fade 
suppression. The action of the first order denominator filtering 
operation in EIFBAGC results in poor suppression of deep input fades 
unless they occur at rates well inside the circuit's closed loop 
bandwidth. However, since it does possess only a first order roll-off 
characteristic, wanted envelope modulation frequencies should be well 
in excess of the EIFBAGC circuit's closed loop bandwidth to prevent 
their suppression and distortion. Thus it is found that EIFBAGC possesses 
a large frequency transition region between those unwanted envelope 
fading frequencies it will satisfactorily suppress and those wanted 
envelope modulation frequencies it will pass relatively undistorted. 
Typically, this frequency transition region extends over a 2 decade 
frequency range. An experimental precision EIFBAGC circuit was built 
which confirmed both the feedforward model and the theoretical sinu­
soidal predictions of the performance of EIFBAGC.
The twin path (2 tone) analysis of EIFBAGC required the use of 
a simple computer programme, called AGCSIM, based on the feedforward 
model. As expected, the 2 tone fade suppression ability of EIFBAGC
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was worse than with equivalent sinusoidal input fading. An analysis of 
the effect of interfering tones showed that gain compression is more 
of a problem than gain modulation unless the interferer-pilot tone 
frequency difference was well within the EIFBAGCs closed loop bandwidth. 
Once again, the theoretical 2 tone predictions were confirmed by the 
experimental precision EIFBAGC circuit.
The performance of EIFBAGC in response to multipath field trial 
data was discussed in some detail. With the envelope fading encountered 
at UHF it was found that:
1) Unacceptably high closed loop bandwidths were required to 
achieve satisfactory suppression of the fading.
2) The 2 tone test signal is worst case on the following basis:
An EIFBAGC system capable of suppressing twin path fading of a certain 
peak to trough ratio at a fade rate of 2a)^j will always perform better
in the multipath environment for fades of the same peak to trough ratio.
3) A "best-fit" single 2 tone fade cycle to a single multi- 
path input fade allowed accurate predictions of the EIFBAGCs response 
to the multipath fade.
Thus deterministic analysis of AGC systems enables their multipath 
performance to be assessed.
Full carrier AM receivers can be operated with EIFBAGC systems that 
are relatively unaffected by time delay since they do not require 
bandpass filters to extract the carrier. The closed loop EIFBAGC band­
width is then only limited by the maximum acceptable speech compression 
and distortion constraints. However, a different situation arises with
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pilot SSB systems. Here, the deleterious effects of time delay on the 
EIFBAGC dynamics caused by the pilot bandpass filter limit the upper 
closed loop bandwidth. The analysis of time delay effects derived the 
exact non-linear delay differential equation of the loop and presented 
an approximate feedforward model valid for sinusoidal input variations. 
The most significant effect of time delay is that it causes EIFBAGC 
systems to increase rather than suppress some sorts of input envelope 
variations, thus failing to meet the original AGC requirement of 
unconditional suppression. It was shown that only time delayless first 
order EIFBAGC systems possess the property of unconditional suppression 
(for step, sinusoidal and 2 tone input variation). Other effects such 
as subharmonic generation were shown to arise as a result of time delay, 
but are only significant for relatively large delay phases. Suggested 
operating delay phases are less than 0.2 radians, corresponding to an 
EIFBAGC closed loop bandwidth to first order pilot bandpass filter 
bandwidth ratio of 1:10 or more.
Using a typical SSB system time delay of 1 mS, it was shown that 
it was not possible to satisfactorily suppress the multipath fading 
encountered in the UHF SSB system with any closed loop EIFBAGC bandwidth, 
Low values of closed loop bandwidth had a naturally poor suppression of 
the fading while higher values resulted in excessive transient over­
shoots and eventually instability.
Coherent envelope detectors using PLL offer the possibility of a 
significant reduction in the EIFBAGC loop's time delay by not requiring 
the use of a pilot bandpass filter. However, the PLL is required to 
accurately track the incoming pilot's phase for good detection of its 
envelope and this is a major problem in the multipath environment.
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The "feedforward" model of coherent EIFBAGC demonstrates the circuit's 
tendency to convert the PLL tracking phase error into additional unwanted 
envelope variations. It was shown that a PLL will always lose lock to a 
deep enough twin path fade. Only PLL with bandwidths much greater than 
the incoming fade rate gave good estimates of the pilot's envelope 
although perfect envelope detection is never possible. The effects of 
the phase errors associated with the use of narrower PLL could be reduced 
by operating the EIFBAGC closed loop bandwidth well below the PLL band­
width. A PLL to EIFBAGC closed loop bandwidth ratio of at least 30:1 
is recommended. However, there are still other PLL effects to consider 
such as the out-of-lock situation and it is suggested that pilot SSB 
receivers should use incoherent bandpass filter/precision rectifier-type 
envelope detectors rather than coherent PLL envelope detectors.
None of the feedback AGC systems under discussion could give 
satisfactory suppression of the multipath fast fading encountered in 
the UHF SSB system. EIFBAGC is best suited to suppressing the large 
but relatively gradual variations of the incoming signal's envelope 
caused by slow fading. This then just leaves the multipath fast fading 
for feedforward AGC systems to suppress.
LFFAGC is a form of feedforward AGC most suited for use in full 
carrier AM systems. Its operation is based on a simple extension of 
the feedforward model of EIFBAGC, and much of the analysis of EIFBAGC 
can be easily adopted for use with LFFAGC. The main advantages of 
LFFAGC are the good time delay matching possible between numerator 
and denominator, and the reduction in the width of the transition 
region by using high order filters. The sinusoidal dynamic response 
of LFFAGC is very good - indeed, it is optimised for such sorts of
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envelope variations. However, its 2 tone fade suppression ability is 
fairly poor for deep fades, demonstrating the importance of the higher 
frequency components of the input fading. LFFAGC is not suitable for 
use with pilot SSB systems and it was necessary to develop a new form 
of feedforward AGC-BFFAGC.
BFFAGCs good multipath envelope fade suppression ability can be 
explained by a simple observation regarding the statistical properties 
of multipath propagation. That is, before envelope detection the pilot 
is a narrow band signal while after envelope detection it is a wideband 
signal. BFFAGC can suppress twin path fading at up to twice the frequency 
that an equivalent LFFAGC circuit can operate. Furthermore, if the 
comparison is made using deep input fading the improvement is even 
more dramatic. Also unlike LFFAGC, BFFAGC can be incorporated into 
any system using a continuously transmitted pilot or carrier reference, 
even when it is transmitted below peak modulation.
The requirement for the bandpass filter to possess a very small 
passband ripple while having a linear phase characteristic means that 
non-recursive linear phase transversal filters are most suited to the 
task. An experimental BFFAGC circuit was built using commercially 
available IC filters and conventional analogue circuit techniques.
This was found to have a good multipath envelope fade suppression ability 
at 457 MHz at vehicle speeds of up to at least 128 km/hr (80 mph). BFFAGC 
possesses almost perfect pilot AGC dynamics, but the field trial results 
demonstrated that other effects limit the ultimate dynamic performance 
of any AGC system - specifically, the effects of decorrelation, noise 
and interference.
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The most noticeable subjective impairments to the post-BFFAGC audio 
signal were found to be noise bursts and the random phase modulation.
The importance of a variable threshold circuit was demonstrated and a 
threshold level of about -20 dB below the mean input envelope rising to 
0 dB in poor SNR situations is suggested. Nevertheless, even with these 
impairments BFFAGC was still found to offer a noticeable subjective 
improvement to the audio quality.
The decorrelation effects of MTDS are relatively insignificant for 
narrowband SSB systems, especially tone-in-band pilot SSB. However, far 
worse are the effects of receiver decorrelation caused by the crystal 
IF filter. The subjective effects of receiver decorrelation can be 
reduced to some extent by using a wider receiver IF filter. The problem 
is particularly acute for pilot carrier and tone-above-band SSB systems. 
One solution is to use an adaptive compensating pre-filter. Of course, 
the problem would be greatly reduced by using a low passband ripple linear 
phase IF filter and this may be made possible by some future advance­
ments in transversal filter technology. The pilot-modulation decorrel­
ation effects can then be reduced to the insignificant levels caused 
by MTDS.
Because of the use of relatively narrow bandpass filters on the 
control path, BFFAGC was found to be only slightly affected by receiver 
noise-induced gain compression and random modulation. Similar results 
also apply to EIFBAGC circuits using bandpass filter/precision rectifier 
type envelope detectors via the feedforward model. The main effect of 
receiver noise is, therefore, the subjective one of noise bursts already 
mentioned. The effects of external man-made noise need to be assessed 
for each system, but are not as significant at UHF as at the lower
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frequencies. The threshold circuit places an upper limit to the noise 
induced gain variations, especially as it is raised during low SNR 
reception. Co-channel interference may be a major source of random 
gain modulation, especially at the levels of interference currently being 
considered to be acceptable. However, the subjective effects of both 
this and ignition-type interference still need to be assessed.
The random phase modulation of the incoming signal caused by multi- 
path propagation was found to be more of a problem on the pilot than 
the speech signal at 457 MHz. Nevertheless, this does raise some 
important questions relating to frequency control in the receiver. The 
work on coherent EIFBAGC showed that typical receiver PLL are unlikely 
to be able to significantly reduce the random phase modulation of the 
incoming signal at UHF. Furthermore, evidence was presented that 
suggested PLL also do not perform the apparently simpler task of 
frequency averaging - centering the pilot's spectrum on the bandpass filter. 
These observations could have important repercussions for system design 
at UHF.
This thesis has presented a unified treatment of the dynamics of 
AGC circuits incorporated into modern mobile radio receivers. The 
results indicate that conventional feedback techniques are not capable 
of satisfactorily suppressing envelope fast-fading and feedforward 
techniques are required as well. A combination of feedback and feed­
forward AGC can meet an almost arbitrary receiver AGC performance 
specification. There is still a considerable amount of research to be 
done on pilot SSB mobile radio systems, but this thesis has attempted 
to answer some of the questions relating to automatic gain control.
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CHAPTER 12
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This chapter briefly outlines a number of ideas and suggestions for 
future research on topics related to AGC and mobile radio.
12.1 Statistical Analysis
There is still further work to do concerning the statistical analysis 
of both the processes of multipath propagation and the response of AGC 
systems to such inputs. The most immediate questions relate to the 
statistical properties of the envelope at the output of an AGC system, 
including its PDF, CDF and power spectrum. According to Ohlson (5.12) 
the statistical characterisation of EIFBAGC to Rayleigh, Rician or 
log-normally distributed input envelopes requires more than just a 
knowledge of the first order statistics of the input. A general theory 
describing the division of an envelope function by a processed version 
of itself would allow the analysis of both FFAGC and FBAGC via the 
feedforward model.
12.2 Computer Simulation
An alternative approach to the problem of statistically analysing 
AGC can be made by using a combined computer simulation of multipath 
fading and AGC systems. Multipath fading can be simulated using 
techniques such as those described by Gladstone and McGeehan (2.6) 
or Leland and Sollenberger (10.6). A feedforward simulation similar 
to the AGCSIM programme would allow the response of several types of
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feedback and feedforward AGC system to be evaluated. More sophisticated 
techniques would be required to simulate EIFBAGC with time delay and 
coherent AGC systems.
The simulation results could be presented in the form of statistical 
graphs of the type described by Gladstone and McGeehan (ibid). These may 
then be used as an independent check on a theoretical analysis or 
practical measurements of an AGC system. The simulation data corresponding 
to the AGC time domain input waveform could also be used as a pseudo­
random test signal by replaying it in "real-time" through a D/A converter 
to external circuits.
12.3 Subjective Testing
The results obtained from either deterministic analysis, statistical
analysis or computer simulation could be quantified subjectively to
resolve a number of problems. For example, it would be particularly 
valuable to be able to relate an EIFBAGC system's bandwidth at a 
certain input fade rate to a subjective assessment of its performance.
This would then enable decisions to be made, say, as to whether or not 
to incorporate FFAGC systems into receivers at the lower (VHF) PMR 
frequencies.
Other problems to be resolved by subjective testing include:
1) The basic effects of unwanted envelope fading and its suppression 
by various AGC systems.
2) The acceptable limits of the decorrelation effects of MTDS and
the receiver's IF filters for various degrees of pilot fade suppression.
This would be helpful, for example, in deciding whether a particular
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receiver requires pre-BFFAGC compensating filters.
3) The effects of random gain modulation caused both by noise and 
interference. In particular, it would be interesting to compare the 
effects of co-channel interference on a pilot SSB system with an FM 
system under the same multipath fading conditions.
4) The effects of just multipath induced envelope modulation or 
just multipath induced phase modulation on an SSB system. It would be 
revealing to find out which was the worst and whether a good AGC system 
alone is sufficient signal processing in the receiver.
The emphasis in all the proposed subjective tests would be to 
resolve the effects of individual subjective impairments and discover how 
they combine to affect the overall system's performance.
12.4 Adaptive AGC systems
An adaptive AGC system is one in which the circuit parameters normally 
regarded as being "fixed" are varied in response to changing external 
conditions. A simple example of this has already been suggested, i.e. 
varying the threshold as the input SNR changes. A fully adaptive AGC 
system using feedforward techniques could, however, have not only the 
threshold but also several other parameters varied under circuit control. 
Suggested parameter variations and their relationship to external 
conditions include:
1) Independently variable pre and post envelope detection bandwidths. 
There is no need for the bandpass filter in a BFFAGC system to be wide 
enough to counteract multipath fading at the maximum expected fade rate 
if for much of the time the vehicle is driven more slowly. Thus the
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pre-envelope detection bandwidth could be made directly proportional to 
the vehicle's speed (over certain limits). This may then reduce the 
random gain modulation effects of ignition interference in heavy traffic 
when the vehicle is likely to be travelling more slowly.
LFFAGC systems with insufficiently wide post envelope detection 
lowpass filters suffer from a "drop out" effect near the bottom of a 
deep fade similar to operation of the threshold circuit. This suggests 
varying the post-envelope detection bandwidth, perhaps in conjunction 
with the threshold voltage, not only as a function of input SNR but also 
other forms of interference. For example, if it were possible to 
measure the instantaneous level of co-channel interference, the post­
envelope detection bandwidth and threshold level could be varied to 
reduce the random gain modulation, at the expense of reduced fade 
suppression, during areas of high interference.
2) Varying the division "law". During low input SNR or areas of 
high interference an alternative or supplementary technique to varying 
the threshold voltage and/or AGC bandwidth is to vary the division law.
That is, the division process is deliberately made imperfect so as to 
result in finite output envelope variations. The simplest way of 
implementing this is to inject a small 4-ve dc offset voltage into the 
divider's denominator. This mainly affects the division process during 
the deepest part of an input fade, but it is a more gradual operation 
than the abrupt clamping action of the threshold circuit.
3) Variable parameter pre-BFFAGC IF compensating filter. It has 
already been suggested that this pre-BFFAGC filter may be required to 
vary with temperature as does the IF filter. However, a more ambitious 
system may attempt to compensate for the frequency selective fading effects
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of MTDS using this filter. The main problem is to measure the instant­
aneous level of the incoming MTDS and its distribution across the received 
signal. This could be done by transmitting additional low level tones 
just outside the wanted modulation's spectrum as well as the main inband 
pilot tone. The fading on the additional pilots would be compared to 
that on the main pilot and the pre-BFFAGC compensating filter adjusted 
to compensate for the different arrival times of the envelope fading at 
different modulation frequencies.
12.5 Square Law Envelope Detectors
A square law envelope detector delivers a voltage proportional to 
the square of the input signal's envelope. In order to derive the 
envelope the square law envelope detector is followed by a square-rooting 
circuit. However, while the envelope is still in its squared form it 
possesses a unique characteristic. If the input to the detector were a 
narrowband process, bandwidth oof, then the squared output contains no 
envelope information above wf. This compares to a linear envelope 
detector that contains important spectral information well above ujf.
This is true for the case of bandlimited noise (12.1). It is also true 
for the 2 tone test signal. The output envelope of a linear envelope 
detector can be written in this case as:
r(t) = E(1 + r 2 + 2R cos Wft)^ (12.1)
which contains important harmonics well above cof. However, the squared 
version of r(t) is given by:
r(t)2 = e2(1 + r2 + 2R c o s  o)ft) (12.2)
which contains zero spectral information above cof.
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A major problem with conventional LFFAGC was shown to be its 
relatively poor performance when suppressing deep 2 tone fades, requiring 
the use of large post-envelope detector bandwidths to include many 
harmonics of the input envelope. However, if the linear envelope detector/ 
lowpass filter combination were replaced by a square law envelope detector/ 
lowpass filter/square root circuit combination it would have a greatly 
improved suppression of deep 2 tone fades. Square law envelope detectors 
could also be used in BFFAGC systems which also normally require large 
post-linear-envelope detector bandwidths. Note that the use of square 
law envelope detectors also requires a much larger bottom path dynamic 
range and additional dc coupled signal processing elements.
12.6 Diversity
One way of reducing the effects of multipath fading is to employ 
some form of diversity. This technique reduces the probability of a 
fade exceeding a certain depth by combining several received signals 
with uncorrelated fading envelopes. This normally involves the use of 
multiple transmitters or multiple receiver aerial systems together with 
special combining circuitry and is well described in the literature (12.2, 
12.3,12.4). Besides reducing the range of the envelope fluctuations 
(like AGC) it results in an improved signal to noise ratio (unlike AGC). 
Unfortunately, its implementation is often too complex and expensive for 
the majority of PMR users, while certain practical difficulties are 
encountered in the aircraft situation. Nevertheless, Leland and Sollenberger
(10.6) show theoretically that diversity can improve the reliability of 
communications with pilot SSB systems using feedforward signal processing.
An important area of practical research is therefore into simple, econom­
ically viable forms of diversity for pilot SSB systems with feedforward AGC.
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12.7 Transparent Tone-in-Band SSB
The conventional inband tone pilot SSB system suffers from a 
disadvantage for some users. This is the fact that the baseband modulation 
channel is not user "transparent", i.e. the notches in the transmitter 
and receiver processing render part of the channel unusable. Furthermore, 
operation at the higher RF frequencies requires significant detrimental 
increases in notch width. However, as has already been demonstrated in 
chapter 10, there are a number of important advantages to be had in 
transmitting the pilot in the middle of the band compared to out-of-band 
pilot systems. Ideally, a pilot SSB system is therefore required that 
has the advantages of the inband tone system without losing any of the 
baseband spectrum. For this reason, "transparent tone-in-band" (TTIB)
SSB modulation has been proposed.
TTIB operation is very simple. The baseband signal's spectrum 
(e.g. 300 Hz - 3 kHz) is split into 2 approximately equal frequency 
bands by suitable filtering (e.g. 300 Hz - 1.5 kHz and 1.5 kHz - 3 kHz).
The upper frequency band is translated up in frequency by, say, 500 Hz.
This is then added to the lower frequency band giving a signal extending 
from, e.g., 300 Hz - 1.5 kHz and 2 kHz - 3.5 kHz. This signal therefore 
has a "notch" 500 Hz wide into which the pilot can be added. The 
composite signal is then transmitted using conventional SSB techniques.
The receiver extracts the pilot in the usual way for AFC, EIFBAGC and 
BFFAGC processing. The final stages of the receiver remove the pilot and 
perform a complementary downwards frequency translation of the upper half 
of the spectrum, regenerating the original 300 Hz - 3 kHz baseband signal. 
Thus TTIB gives the user a complete 300 Hz - 3 kHz channel from the 
baseband transmitter input to the baseband receiver output while possessing 
all the advantages of an inband pilot tone.
12.7
There is a small interference area in the centre of the received 
signal's band due to practical filter roll-offs but this can be made 
arbitrarily small by using high order filters. TTIB trades off trans­
mitted frequency spectrum bandwidth for notch width directly.
12.8 Feedforward Signal Regeneration
In the mobile multipath environment, the PLL circuits used in typical 
SSB receivers have been shown to possess a relatively poor phase suppression 
ability. Hence, as described in section 10.4, the output of a BFFAGC 
circuit still suffers from the unwanted multipath induced phase modulation. 
However, the phase variations can be suppressed by using feedforward AFC 
techniques such as "heterodyne phase strippng" (12.2). Heterodyne phase 
stripping removes the phase variations by using the received pilot as 
a local oscillator in one of the receiver's frequency down conversion 
operations. The unwanted phase variations of the pilot then simply 
subtract from the unwanted phase variations of the complete received 
signal. Unless the pilot is at the nominal carrier frequency, it needs 
to be translated itself by a fixed oscillator prior to being used as the 
down conversion local oscillator.
Feedforward Signal Regeneration (FFSR) simply extends the process 
to include envelope suppression as well by BFFAGC techniques. Thus the 
theoretical BFFAGC and feedforward AFC circuit of Leland and Sollenberger 
is an FFSR system (10.6). At the higher RF frequencies FFSR is best 
used in conjunction with TTIB and this appears to be a promising combination 
for further research (12.5).
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12.9 AFC Considerations
The final suggested area of research is into feedback automatic 
frequency control systems for pilot SSB receivers. The FFAGC, feedforward 
AFC and combined FFSR systems all require the multipath fading pilot's 
spectrum to be extracted by a relatively narrow bandpass filter. As 
indicated in section 10.4.2 it appears that conventional PLL may not 
possess the required frequency averaging properties necessary to 
accurately position the pilot's spectrum on the bandpass filter. Further 
research is needed into this phenomenon to confirm that this is the 
case. If it is so, then it may be possible to modify the receiver's PLL 
or use other AFC techniques to perform the required frequency averaging. 
The importance of the proposed work on the multipath performance of AFC 
systems should not be underestimated since the results will affect the 
design of many parts of a pilot SSB system.
12.9
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PEAK FADE RATE OF TWIN PATH SIGNALS
The fade rate of a twin path signal is defined from equations 2.8, 2.9 
and 2.14 as u)f where:
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Raising both sides to the power /g gives:
Y^/3((X - St)2 + y2) = Y^+/3((X - St)2 + y2) (A1.9)
2 1 1 1 2  2
which can be rewritten as:
Y^/3(X2 + (St)2 - 2X St + y 2) - y "*/3(x 2 + (St)2 - 2X St + y 2) = 0 (Al.K
2 1 1 1 1 2  2 2
Expanding (Al.lO) gives an equation of the form:
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There are therefore 2 solutions to the peak fade rate when:
St = - B ± /b 2 - 4AC
2A
(A1.15)
providing Y^ # Y^.
If Y^ = Y^ = Y then the fade rate peaks just once. The time it peaks is 
given by equation (Al.ll) as:
St =





X + X 
1 2 (A1.17)
i.e., the peak fade rate then occurs when the vehicle is equidistant 
from each scattering source.
If 1 source is directly in front and 1 source directly behind the
vehicle so that Y = Y = 0 ,  then:
1 2
i _ -  St I
((X^ - St)2) ((X^ - St)2)
(A1.18)
A4
Using ft If to represent "magnitude of" then:
- St
X^ - St
Xg - St 
Xg - St
(A1.19)
Therefore, providing the vehicle is in between the 2 sources then:
(Df = 2wd (A1.20)
When the vehicle is not in between them, then:
0)f =  0 (A1.21)
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APPENDIX 2
THE PEAK SLEW RATE OF THE ENVELOPE
The peak slew rate of r(t), termed t(t)glew decibel form is found 
as follows:
r(t) = 10 log^Q (1 + r2 + 2R cos ojft) (A2.1)
The rate is given by the time derivative of r(t) i.e.:





_1 + p2 + 2R cos o)ft_
dB/sec (A2.2)
The peak rate occurs when the time derivative of equation A2.2 is equal 
to zero i.e. when:
-20
In 10
(1 + R2 + 2R cos w^t)(Rw^ cos w^t) + (Rw^t sin w^t)(2Rw^ sin w^t)








(1 + R 2 )
(A2.5)
Using the principle value of (A2.5) corresponding to the positive going 
edge of the fade gives:
A6
ü)i t = 2ïï - COS
-1 -2R
(1 + R 2 )
Substitution of (A2.6) into (A2.2) gives the peak slew rate as:
(A2.6)
r(t)slew
20 o)£ R • rsin COS -2R_ 1 + r2 .





THE SOLUTION OF EQUATION 5.12
This is the equation describing the response of EIFBAGC to a sinu­
soidal input variation. It is written:
V^Cl + D sin (jQqt) _ LDwg cos (oast - 6) v = 0 (A3.1)
(1 + LD sin(o)gt - 0)) C(1 + LD sin(wgt - 8)) K
multiplying through by C(1 + LD sin(wgt - 0)) and expanding gives:
CVx D sin Wgt - LD Wg cos Wgt cos 0 - LD Wg sin Wgt sin 0
- CVx LD sin Wgt cos 0 + CV^ LD cos wgt sin 0 = 0  (A3.2)
Equating the cos Wgt terms to zero gives:
- LD Wg cos 0 + CVx LD sin 0 = 0  (A3.3)
Hence: 0 = (A3.4)
CVk
i'C': 9 = tan"^ 1 ^ 1  (A3.5)
[ c v j
Let w (A3.6 )
CVk  N
then equating the sin wgt terms to zero gives:
1 - w L sin 0 - L cos 0 = 0  (A3.7)
N
therefore: l =  I____  (A3.8 )
w sin 0 + cos 0
N
However, cos 0 and sin 0 are related to tan 0 by the following 2 
formulae :
A8
COS 0 =  1__, (A3.9)
(1 + tan.2 0)2
and: gin 0 = tan 0 (A3.10)
(1 + tan2 0)2
Substituting for tan 0 from A3.4 via A3.9 and A3.10 into A3 .8 gives:
L = (1)^  + 1 (A3.11)
N _________






THE PEAK AND TROUGH POSITION OF EQUATION 5.25
The peak and trough position of equation 5.25 occurs when its 
differential equals zero. Thus since:
V = V 
o K
1 + D sin




dv (t) dv (t)
then — 2--- = 0 is required. Calculating — ^--- and equating the
dt dt
numerator to zero gives:
(1 + LD sin(w t - 0))(w D cos w t) - (1 + D sin w t)(w LD cos(w t - 0)) = 0
N N N N N N
(A4.2)
Expanding the brackets, dividing by w D and simplifying gives:
N
cos w t + LD sin(w t - 0) cos w t - L cos(w t - 0) 
N N N N
- LD sin w t c o s ( w t -  0) = 0
N N
(A4.3)
Expanding the terms involving products of sines and cosines and 
simplifying gives:
cos wt - LD sin 0 -L cos(w t - 0) = 0
N N
(A4.4)
Expanding the L cos(w t - 0) term and rearranging gives:
N
(1 - L cos 0) cos 0) t - (L sin 0) sin w t = LD sin 0 (A4.5)
N N
This can be written in polar form as:
-1
(1 - 2L cos 0 +L2)2sin|w t - tan
N
2 L sin 0
1 - cos
+ Ntt = LD sin 0 (A4.6 )
AlO
From Appendix 3, L and 0 can be substituted for functions of w in the
N
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APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF An, HARMONICS OF EQUATION 5.25
Equation 5.25 can be written as:
V (t) = n(t) = V (1 + D sin wNt) (A5.1)
° d(t) ^ (1 + LD sin (w^t - 0)
The solution required occurs for > 1 so that 0 ->■ 90* 
Therefore (A5.1) can be approximated by:
V (t) s: n(t) = (1 + D sin w^t) (A5.2)
° d(t) ^ (1 - LD cos ük,t)
If n(t) = V k (1 + D sin w^t) (A5.3)
and d(t) = (1 - LD cos wNt) (A5.4)
then the approximate solution works by expanding as a series and
d(t)
multiplying this by n(t). The series o f  ï  is only solved here for
d(t)
3 terms, i.e.:
—i—  = 1 + LD cos w^t + L^d 2 cos* w»t (A5.5)
d(t) ^ ^
which can be rewritten as:
— y— - = 1 + LD cos w»t + 0.5l 2d 2 + 0.5l 2d 2 cos 2w»t (A5.6)
d(t) ^
multiplying equation A5.6 by A5.3 gives the approximation to Vo(t) as:
Vo(t) = Vk (1 + D sin wNt)(l + LD cos + 0.5L2d 2 + 0.5L2d 2 cos 2wNt)
(A5.7)
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Expanding the brackets of equation A5.7 and dropping all dc terms since 
only the harmonics are required gives:
V (t)
° LD cos w^t + 0.5l2d2 c o s  2w^t + D sin
+ LD2 sin o)is[t cos w^t + O.SL^D^ sin w^t 
+ 0.5l2d3 sin w^t cos 2w^ qt (A5.8)
If L < 1, as is the case for w n > 1, then the terms that predominate in 
the calculation of the magnitudes of the various harmonics in the above 
equation give:
A^ = D (A5.9)
A = 0.5LD2 (A5.10)
A = 0.25l 2d 3 (A5.11)
From which the general approximation for A^ is inferred as: 
n n- 1
An = (D) (0.5L) (A5.12)
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APPENDIX 6
TWO TONE AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL SIMULATION
PROGRAMME : AGCSIM
AGCSIM is a programme written in 12K extended basic. It runs on a 
"Research Machines" 380Z microcomputer and also requires an interface 
unit and XY plotter to record results. It uses feedforward techniques 
to analyse the response of AGC systems to the envelope of a 2 tone 
test signal. It can therefore be used to analyse the response of 
EIFBAGC (via the feedforward model) or feedforward AGC systems proper.
This appendix outlines some of the characteristics of the programme along 
with operating details. The main equations defining the programmes 
operation are also presented, allowing similar programmes to be written 
for other machines.
The programme’s structure and operation is best understood by reference 
to figure A6.1. This shows a block diagram of the feedforward circuit 
modelled by the programme, along with defining equations. The user 
inputs the various quantities as shown, the programme aiding this with 
prompts. Once all the variables are entered, the programme runs, plotting 
the data and input and output waveform shapes calculating them over 
360 points i.e. 1 point every degree of the fundamental frequency. The 
numerical outputs that are plotted are;
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IP = (1 + p2 + 2R c o s (2ttT))^: user inputs peak to trough
ratio, KI, in d B .
A = (1 + (PTR)2 + 2PTR c o s (2ttT))^: user inputs PT, a
decorrelation quantity on the top path fade. Input 
unity for perfect correlation.
B = (I + (PTR)2 + 2PTR c o s (2ttT - TD) ) ^ : user inputs TD,
a differential time delay. Input zero for perfect 
matching other than RC filtering.
C = (I + (PBR)2 + 2PBR c o s (2itT))^: user inputs PB, a de-
correlation quantity on the bottom path fade. Input 
unity for perfect correlation.
Comprised of an N point FFT of C, truncated (i.e. 
brickwall filtered) at BL coefficient (inclusive). 
Input N (usually 64) and BL. Note that FFT give dc 
and all cosine coefficients up to (N/2-1) therefore 
BL < (N/2-1).
Modified coefficients of FFT by first order lag. Time
constant is RC relative to fade rate, i.e. input
RC = 0.1 for ÜJ-- = 10 etc.
N
Threshold version of E. User inputs VT, time domain 
value at F never goes below VT.
OP = B/F. Division takes place in time domain on a point 
by point basis over 360 intervals of one fade cycle
Figure A6.1 Structure of AGCSIM
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1. ER. This is the value of the point C, the time domain waveform, 
divided by the equivalent value of the FFT of C the frequency domain 
representation, at PI. It is a measure of the programme's accuracy
and, ideally, should be 0 dB. It is used mainly for check purposes and 
is not usually of great use.
2. KO. This is the most useful programme result. It is the ratio 
of the peak to trough output variation in decibels.
The accuracy of the programme's ability to calculate KO deteriorates 
as the input variation, Kl, increases and N decreases. A measure of 
the programme's accuracy may be made by setting PT and PB to unity, TD to 
zero and RC to 10,000. If the user inputs Kl and N, the programme will 
respond with a finite value of KO. Ideally this should be 0 dB since 
the output should possess no variation. In practice, it is found that 
large values of N are required to get acceptable programme accuracies.
For example, in most of the work presented in this thesis, N = 64 was 
used. This gives a programme error of 0.2276 dB for a 30 dB input 






























Figure A6.2 Some typical AGCSIM results
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Figure A 6 .3 Some typical AGCSIM results
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APPENDIX 7
SOLUTION OF EQUATION 6.12 FOR DC AND FUNDAMENTAL COMPONENTS
Equation 6.12 is:
- LDcjg cos(wgt - 6 ) - V  + Vk(1 + D sin(wst - WgT)) = Q (A7.l) 
C(A + LD sin(o)gt - 8 )) ^ (A + LD sin(wgt - WgT - 9))
multiplying through by:
C(A + LD sin(wgt - 0))(A + LD sin(wgt - WgT - 8 )) (A7.2)
gives :
(-LDwg cos(cDgt - 6 ))(A + LD sin(o)gt - WgT - 6))
- CVk (A + LD sin(wgt - 9))(A + LD sin(o)gt - wgT “ 9))
+ CVj^ CA + LD sin(wgt - 8))(1 + D sin(wgt - wgT)) = 0 (A7.3)
expanding gives:
- ALDwc cos(wct - 6)
“ L^D^o)g sin(2o)gt - 28 — wgT) + L^D^cog sin oogT 
2 ~~2
- CV^A^ - CV](ALD sin(wgt - WgT - 8 ) - CV^ALD sin(wgt - 8 )
- CVf^L^D^ cos WgT + CVj^L^D^ cos(2wgt - 28 - WgT)
2 2
+ CV](A + CVj^AD sin(wgt - WgT) + CV]^LD sin(wgt - 8 )
+ CVj^LD^ cos(8 - WgT) - CV^LD^ cos(2wgt - 6 - WgT) = 0 (A7.4)
2 2
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From which the various components are equated to zero to solve for A,
L and 0. Note that the second harmonic components do not equate to 
zero due to the approximation at Vg(t). Equating the dc components to 
zero gives;
l2d2o)s sin WgT - CV^A^ - CV^L^D^ cos WgT + CVj^A 
2 2





and (j) = CV^T (A7.7)
Equation A7.5 simplifies to:
a 2 - A - 0.5(l 2d 2w sin( èw ) - L^D^cosCéo) )
N N N
+ LD^cosCs - éo) )) = 0 (A7.8)
N
Since A > 1, then the solution is:
A = 0.5 + 0.5 /l + 2(l 2d 2io sin(^w ) - L^D^cosC (j>w ) TTT
N N N
... + LD^c o s Cb — (j>u))) (A7.9)
N
Thus providing L and 6 were known, A could be calculated. It is there­
fore required to solve for L and 0 to generate equations that are 
independent of A. This will not be performed here, but instead equations 
will now be derived for L and 0 that are only weakly dependent on A.
Equating the fundamental components of equation A7.4 to zero and 
expanding gives:
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- ALDwg cos Wgt cos 6 - ALDwg sin Wgt sin 0
- CVj^ALD sin Wgt cos(0 + WgT) + CV^ALD cos Wgt sin( 0 + WgT)
- CVkALD sin wgt cos 0 + CV^ALD cos wgt sin 0
+ CV^AD sin Wgt cos WgT - CVj^AD cos Wgt sin WgT
+ CV^LD sin Wgt cos 0 - CV^LD cos wgt sin 0 = 0  (A7.10)
The coefficients of sin Wct are, after substitution for w and A:
N
- ALDü) sin 0 - ALD cos(0 + ) - ALD cos 0 + LD cos 0
N N
+ AD cos = 0 (A7.11)
N
which simplifies to:
- ALw sin 0 - AL cos(0 + ) + L(1 - A)cos 0 + A cos (j)w = 0 (A7.12)
N N N
Similarly, the coefficients for cos wgt are, after substitution for
ÜJ and (b:
N
- ALu) cos 0 + AL sin(0 + ) + (A - 1)L sin 0 - A sin c()w = 0 (A7.13)
N N N
From (A7.12) and (A7.13) two equations can be formed :
L =  A cos((()WN)__________ (A7.14)
Awn sin 0 + A cos(0 + (|>wn) + (A - l)cos 0
and :
L = ________________ A sin((f)WN)___________________ (A7.15)
A sin(0 + (J)Wn) “ Awn cos 0 + (A - 1) sin 0
Equating the two and cross multiplying gives:
A cos((J)w )(A sin(0 + #w ) - Aw cos 0 + (A - 1) sin 0)
N N N




A cos(èo) )sin 0 cos(èw ) + A cos(6w )cos 0 sin(&w )
N N N N
- Aw cos(d)w )cos 0 + (A - l)cos(6w )sin 0 - Aw sin(éw )sin 0
N N N N N
- A sin(éw )cos 0 cos((J)w ) + A sin(*w )sin 0 sin(*w )
N N N N




A sin 0 + (A - l)cos((J)w )sin 0 -Aw sin(^w )sin I
N N N




sin 0 (A - Aw sin((j)w ) + (A - l)cos(<j)w )) 
N N N
+ cos 0 (- (A - l)sin(^w ) - Aw cos(àw ))
N N N
=  0 (A7.19)
therefore :
tan Aw n cos(#wN) + (A - l)sin(#WN)__





= tan Aw^ cos((j)w^ .^) + (A - l)sin(4wu)
A - Aw sin 
N
r<t>w ) + ( A - l)cos( d)W ) 
N N-'
+ Nir (A7.21)




and sin tan 0





L = Aw tan 6 + A cos( 4>wn) - A tan 0 sin( d)WN) + (A - 1) (A7.23)
^ (1 + tan20)2 (1 + tan^e)! (1 + tan20)2 (1 + tan20)2
I.e.:
^ _  A cos( (j)Wj,j)(l + tan2 0)z______________  (A7.24)
(Aw n “ ^ sin( (j)WN))tan 0 + A c o s ((J)w n ) + (A - 1)
If:
tan 0 = X = Aw n cos(^WN) + (A - l)sin(^WN) (A7.25)
Y A - Awn sin(^MN) + (A - l)cos(^wN)
then:
i.e
A cos(#w^)(l + ) 7
L = __________________________ If_________________  (A7.26)
(Aw^ - A sin( (f)w^ ) )2L + A cos( <()W^ ) + (A - 1)
L = __________ A cos(^w^^ (x2 + y2)2   (A7.27)
(AwN ~ A sin((j)WN))X + AY cos((j>WN) + (A - 1)Y
Substituting for X and Y from A7.25 gives:
L = A cos(({)w n )((A - Awn sin(^wN) + (A - l)cos(^WN)^
(Awn - A sin( (j)wN) )(Awn c o s ((|)w n ) + (A - l)sin( (J)w n ) )
+ (Aü^j cos((j)w^ p  + (A - l)sin( 4>W|^p) 2) 2
+ (A c o s (4>w n ) + (A - 1))(A - Aw n sin(^wN) + (A - l)cos(^wN)
(A7.28)
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Expanding the numerator of L ,  L ^ ,  gives:
A cos(4>o)n)(a2 - A^w^sinC(j)WN) + A(A - 1)cos((J)wn) “ AZw^sinC^wN)
+ A^w^ sin.2 (j)WN “ A(A - 1) sin( <J)a)N)cos( (fxjjN)
+ A(A - l)cos (j)WN ~ A(A - 1)o)n sin(^,wN)cos(^wN)
+ (A — 1)2 c o s 2((J)w n ) "f A2(i)^  cos2(^^^)
+ (A - 1 ) 2 sin2 ( ())w^ ) + 2A(A - 1)sin( (j>o)j^ )cos( <()Wjq)) ^ (A7.29)
which simplifies to:
Ljq = A cos( (j)0)N)(a2 + (A - 1)2 - 2a2wn sin( (>0)^ )
+ 2A(A - l)cos(^w^) + A2(i)2) 2 (A7.30)
Similarly, the denominator of L ,  L g ,  can be expanded to give:
Lj) = a2(jo^ cos((J)0)n) + Awn(A - 1 ) sin( (|>wn) ~ a 2wn sin( <j>wN)cos( (j>o)N)
- A(A - 1)sin2( (J)(jon) + A 2 cos( ({xdn) + A(A - 1)
- A2(jon cos( 4>wn)sin( (jxuN) “ A(A - 1)wn sin( <J)0)n)
+ A(A - l)cos2(^wN) d- (A - 1)2 cos( (j)WN) (A7.31)
which simplifies to:
Lq = 2A(A -1)c o s 2( (|)w n ) + (A2 +(A - 1)2 + a 2w^)c o s ( (^ w^ )
-  2A2wn c o s ( ^ w N ) s in ( ^ w N )
Substitution of and Lg to form L in the next equation gives:
L = A ( a 2 +  (A  -  1 ) 2  -  2A fw ^^ s i n (  4>ü)j^t)  +  2 A (A  -  l ) c o s ( ^ w ^ )  +  A fw^p j
( a 2 +  (A  -  1 ) 2  -  2A2(jon s in ( ^ w N )  +  2 A (A  -  l ) c o s (  (Jxdn)  +  A / ^ ^ ^ )
(A7.32)
Therefore
L = ---------------------------------- A_____________________________
(a 2 + a 2w ^ + (a  - 1)2 - 2A2w^ sin( <j)W^ ) + 2A(A - l)cos( <J>a)jj) ) ^
(A7.33)
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We now have explicit equations for both L and 0 . Unfortunately, they 
are both functions of A and also do not allow simple solution by direct 
substitution. However, both L and 0 are only weakly dependent on A and 
since A - 1 the solutions are thought to be acceptable, especially as 
the main text does not use them in their full form. The equations for L, 
0 and A are rewritten thus:
L = ------ ---------------------------- i— — ---- ---- — — ,—    :— :— ,— ,— -1
(l + w ^ + ( ( A - l )  y /  A) 2 - 2w^ sin( +2( (A “ 1) A)cos( (j)Wjg))^
= tan ^ r cos(d>w^^ ) + ((A - 1) y^A)sin( (fxo^ p__
jjL - (ON sin((j)(ON) + ((A - 1) y^A)cos(<J>(on)
(A7.34) 
+  N tt ( A7 .35)




SOLUTION OF EQUATION 6.33
This equation can be written in full as:
 ^ cos^Q + / L ’\ ^ 4 - 1 - 2  / cos 0 - ^
A ^ _______________ |_A_J_______________ 'A^ < 1 (A8.1)
1 - iJdl) D^ cos 6 
' A '
That is:
 ^ d2 cos^e + |iil|  ^+ 1 - 2 |Jilj cos 0 - ^
< 1 - 2  (Ji!) d2 cos 0 + (11)^ 0*+ cos^e (A8.2)
 ^A ' ' A'
which simplifies to:
 ^ (D^ cos^e - cos^Q - + I) < 2 cos 0 - 2D^ c o s ^ Q  (A8.3)
' A '
therefore :
( < 2(1 - p2)cos 0 (A8.4)
' A  ^ (I - d 2)(1 + p2 cos^e)
hence :
{-LI) < -J...9 0 S 0___ (AS.5)
A I + cos^0
The maximum value of D is given by equation 6.24 as
D = (A_) (AS.6 )
'l’ '
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Substitution into equation A8.5 for D gives
iJilx < 2 cos e (A8.7)
A 1 + 2 cos 2 0
 ^L''
which expands to give:
/L'%2 _ 2 / L\ cos 0 + cos20 < 0 (A8 .8 )
 ^ A  '  ^A '
which simplifies to: 
2
Ex)L'\ - cos < 0 (A8.9)
Hence the relationship between L, A and 0 for unconditional suppression
I S  :
< cos 0 (A8.10)
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APPENDIX 9
POST PRECISION RECTIFIER LOWPASS FILTER REQUIREMENTS
Let the (non fading) pilot tone reference at the input of the precision 
fullwave rectifier be c(t) where:
c(t) = E cos Wpt (A9.1)
The dc (envelope) component of c(t) is obtained by the precision fullwave 
rectifier taking the absolute value of c(t). The output of the precision 
rectifier can be written as the Fourier series:
|c(t)| = T" 1 " Z |j4n 2 -1 ) cos (2 ncopt)JJ (A9.2)
Passing this through a lowpass filter results in attenuation of the ac
components, with proportionally more attenuation of the higher harmonics. 
Therefore, to a good approximation the output of the lowpass filter (for 
convenience, possessing a dc gain of it/2 ) is given by d(t) where :
2a
d(t) - E (l - 3 cos(2wpt - PS)) (A9.3)
where a is the lowpass filter’s gain at 2wp and PS its phase shift.
Since a << 1 then the act of dividing d(t) into the top path may be 
approximated, using a 2 term Taylor series expansion, as multiplying the 
numerator, n(t), to give a divider output:
Divider Output = i  1 +  ^ cos(2Wpt - PS ^  n(t) (A9.4)
This amplitude modulation causes a 3rd harmonic of the pilot tone to 
appear at the divider output. With just pilot tone at the numerator:
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n(t) = E cos Wpt (A9.5)
the divider output is therefore:
2a
Divider Output = (l + 3 cos(2wpt - PS)) cos ojpt (A9.6)
which can be expanded, since a << 1 , to:
a
Divider Output = cos wpt + ^  cos(3wpt - PS) (A9.7)
Therefore to a first approximation, the ratio of the 3rd harmonic of the 
pilot tone to fundamental is given by:
3rd Harmonic Distortion = 20 log^^ (a/3) dB (A9.8)
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Large signal performance of feedback automatic 
gain control systems
J.P. McGeehan, B.Eng., Ph.D., C.Eng., M.I.E.E., and D.F. Burrows, B.Sc.
Indexing terms: Control systems, Feedback, Signal processing. Nonlinear systems, Closed-loop systems. Mobile
radio
Abstract: Feedback automatic gain control (FBAGC) is used to maintain the mean level of one or more signals 
throughout a signal processing system at a fixed value. The paper is particularly concerned with the application of 
FBAGC to receiver design and discusses the problem of attempting to suppress large unwanted envelope variations 
of an incoming signal without distorting any wanted modulation. A simple feedforward model of FBAGC systems 
predicts their effect on deep sinusoidal variations of the input signal’s envelope. Experimental results confirming 
the predictions are presented, and a method of determining the parameters of an undefined AGC system given.
Finally, the fundamental problems of FBAGC dynamics are discussed, and a technique is suggested for greatly 
improving them.
List of principal symbols
A i,À 2 ,B ,C -  circuit element gains
D = magnitude of input sinewave
k = output ripple
L = loop amplitude response
V = mean input level
Vfi = loop reference voltage
Vg = loop control voltage
Vi = loop input signal
Vo = loop output signal
Vin = input voltage to exponentiator
cof = angular fade frequency
cj„ = normalised frequency
6 = loop phase response
1 Introduction
Feedback automatic gain control (FBAGC) is the name given 
to a nonlinear closed-loop control system used to suppress 
mean level variations of a signal’s envelope. Although FBAGC 
is used extensively in the fields of sonar, instrumentation and 
radio communications in general, perhaps the most demanding 
requirements are in the area of mobile radio. FBAGC is used in 
amplitude modulation (AM) type receivers such as full-camer 
AM, double sideband diminished carrier and single sideband 
(SSB) to maintain the output at a sensibly constant level 
despite the input signal undergoing random unwanted ampH- 
tude variations. Fading of the input signal level is conven­
tionally considered as consisting of two types: slow and fast. 
The slow variations can be very large, up to 120 dB, and are a 
result of changing transmitter/receiver distances and gross 
variations in the terrain. The fast variations are the smaller, but 
relatively more rapid sort, occurring principally as a result of 
multipath interference. This paper is particularly concerned 
with the performance of FBAGC in the presence of this ‘fast 
fading’. It will attempt to quantify the performance of 
FBAGC in the presence of input variations of a depth and 
frequency commonly encountered in the field, and to deter­
mine the limit on the performance that can be expected from 
simple FBAGC systems. This is particularly timely because 
of the recent upsurge of interest in the use of single sideband 
as a modulation form at VHF and UHF in the UK and USA 
[1,2,3].
Considerable effort has been directed towards under­
standing FBAGC and optimising its performance. To this end
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various forms of AGC have been proposed and.their character­
istics analysed. The early work of Oliver [4], and more 
recently Simpson [5] and Ban ta [6], assumed a linear relation­
ship between the amplifier gain and the applied control 
voltage, obtaining some interesting results under small signal 
conditions. However, this form of FBAGC has input-level- 
variant dynamics, and some attention has been paid to over­
coming this problem by using amplifiers ivith a gain character­
istic dependent on the #th power of the control voltage. The 
analysis and design of FBAGC circuits using this control law 
has been described by Victor and Brockman [7] and more 
recently in the sonar field by Ricker [8]. These loops are 
claimed to have input-level-invariant dynamics but need log/ 
antilog circuitry to obtain the required control law. Moskowitz
[9] has described an alternative method to give input-level- 
invariant loop dynamics using two ‘complementary’ linear 
feedback networks. However, both this and the previous 
method are too complex, and a much simpler technique for 
maintaining the loop dynamics input-level-invariant will be 
discussed and compared to an input-level-variant system.
Most bipolar gain-controlled amplifier stages, as used in 
modern radio receivers, have a gain characteristic which varies 
exponentially with control voltage, resulting in a gain which, 
when expressed in dB, is a linear function of the control 
voltage. In a purely theoretical paper, Ohlson [10] put 
forward a model and analysis for such a system under moder­
ate signal variations. No practical results were presented, but it 
is clear that the exponential gain control law together with an 
integrator for a loop filter should provide constant loop 
dynamics under moderate signal variations. Williams [II] has 
also claimed that the use of the exponential gain control law 
alone results in input-level-invariant dynamics.
In order to be completely general, in what follows both an 
input-level-variant and an input-level-invariant system are 
analysed and the resulting mathematical models used to 
predict the large signal performance of FBAGC. Several systems 
employing FBAGC circuits will be presented and the results 
obtained from them compared with the theoretical predictions.
2 Theory of feedback automatic gain control
A general FBAGC configuration which relies on a carrier or 
pilot reference signal for its operation is shown in the block 
diagram of Fig. 1, The input to the system consists of a carrier 
or reference signal which undergoes both wanted and un­
wanted multiplicative amplitude variations. The envelope 
detector following the variable gain amplifier extracts a signal 
from the output proportional to the magnitude of the envel- 
lope. This is then compared to a fixed reference signal and the 
resulting difference signal filtered to extract the low-frequency
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variations. The filter output is then used to control the gain of 
the amplifier so as to suppress these unwanted variations.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram valid for the consideration of 
envelope variations. The variable gain amplifier has been re­
placed by a unity gain linear multiplier. The envelope detector 
is no longer required and the summing junction is followed by 
an integrator to perform the lowpass filtering operation. The 
circuit element H can be either linear or nonlinear and sets the 
‘control law’ of the multiplier.
2.1 Input-variant F BA GC systems 
Assume, as the simplest case, that the element is a linear 
amplifier of gain A i and that at DC the integrator has a large 
gain A 2 , then the static equations of the loop are
• =  ViVg
Vg = A i A i i V k - V o )
Therefore




and from eqn. 1
_ A 1A 2 Vk 
 ^ 1 -i- A  1A 2V1










It can be seen from eqns. 6 and 7 that the static action of this 






















Fig. 2 Envelope equivalent o f Fig. 1
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by dividing the input by itself. Using the above information 
the dynamic performance of the loop can be determined.
The differential equation at point 2 in Fig. 2 is
j; = (8)
but Vq = ViVg from eqn. 1 so that the main loop equation 
becomes
^  + ViVg -V k  = 0 (9)
The signal used for analysing the dynamics will be
Vf = V{\-V D sinoift) (10)
where |D| < 1.
Eqns. 6 and 7 show that Vg is the inverse of the input under 
static conditions. Therefore, when subject to the above input, 
the steady-state voltage at Vg is given by
v„ =
V{\ + LD sin {(jOft — 0)) (1 1 )
where L and d represent the effective loop filtering operation 
at cjf. Substituting for Vi and Vg from eqns. 10 and 11 into 
eqn. 9 gives
VkLDojf cos {(jQft — 0)
4-
A^V{\ +LD s in {u ift-0 )f  
Vk(l + D sin coft)
(1 4- ID sin (cjft — 6 )) Vu =  0 (1 2)




( i + w ' r
and








Clearly, these are the amplitude and phase equations of a first- 
order lowpass filter. The action of the linear FBAGC loop just 
described is, therefore, to a good approximation, to divide the 
input by a filtered version of itself. This action is shown in 
Fig. 3, an equivalent feedforward model of Fig. 2, where is 
an amplifier of gain A 1. The condition for this circuit equiv­
alent to be valid is that the denominator is greater than zero, 
i.e.
LD < 1 (16)
Since the — 3 dB point of the filter in Fig. 3 is a function of 
the input signal, specifically the ‘mean’ level V, the linear 
FBAGC system described herewith is a system whose dynamic 
response is input-variant. Now consider the circuit with as a 
simple nonlinear element.
2.2 input-invarian t FBA GC systems
The circuit element H is given the transfer function
Vout = B exp (CVin) (17)
If the loop integrator is again assumed to have a gain A 2 at 
DC, where A2 tends to infinity, the static equations of the
loop are given by
Vo = ViVg
and
Vg = B e x p ( Â 2 C ( V k  -Vo)) 
These equations can be solved to give
Vn +




A 2C  A 2 C  A 2C
SO that, providing Vi, V o ^ 0 asA2 ^°°,
'^ o = Vk 
and, from eqn. 18,
Thus, as in the input-level-variant case, eqns. 21 and 22 show 
the static action of this exponential law FBAGC is to maintain 
the output at a fixed value V^ . by dividing the input by itself. 
The dynamic performance of this loop can now be calculated 
in a similar manner as before.





However, Vo = VfVg so that the main loop equation is
M v J B ) )
-Vu = 0
Using the same input test signal as before, i.e.
Vi =  V(l +D sin (jôft) 
then, in steady state,
Vk




(In (Vg/B)) L D c o f  c o s  ( c o f t  —  6 )
C(1 + LD sin {iOft — Q)
therefore the full equation for the loop is, from eqn. 24,
Kfe(l 4- D sin o f^t) LDcof cos (oift — O)
(1 4- LD sin (w^ t — 0) C(1 4- LD sin {u ft — 0))















3 dB point at u) = AV rs"^
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-3dB point at cü=CV|, rs"
Fig. 4 Feedforward equivalent o f Fig. 2 where H  is an exponentiator
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This equation can be solved for L and 0, giving the results
d+w')": 
and





Fig. 4 is therefore a valid feedforward equivalent of ex­
ponential law FBAGC. This particular result has also been 
proposed by Ohlson [10]. The condition for validity is as 
before:
LD < 1 (32)
so that division by zero is avoided. However, there is an 
important difference between the results obtained here and 
those obtained in Section 2.1. Here, the lowpass filter has a 
fixed — 3 dB point which is independent of the level of the 
input signal. Exponential law FBAGC circuits incorporating a 
simple integrator as lowpass filter have input-level-invariant 
dynamics. If the analysis were now repeated with an Clow- 
pass filter replacing the integrator, then the circuit’s dynamics 
would be found to have a partial dependency on the input 
signal level. Among exponential law FBAGC circuits, only 
those of type one (one integrator) are input-level-invariant.
2.3 Response of FBAGC to sinusoidal modulation 
The models depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 can be used to analyse 
the sinusoidal response of FBAGC. In general, if the input of 
the circuit is subjected to sinusoidal modulation at a frequency 
co„ (normalised to the — 3 dB point), of the form
Vi = 1 4-D sin cont 
then the output of the circuit Vq is given by 
Ffe(l 4-Dsinco„0
Vn = 1 4- LD sin (co„ t — 6)
(33)
(34)
If Wn ^  1, then L — 1 and 0— 0, so that the output will 
remain approximately constant at a value of If > 1, 
then the output will be given by
= Vk(l 4- D sin co„f) (35)
For intermediate frequencies there exists a transition region 
where FBAGC introduces suppression and distortion of the 
input modulation. Two characteristics of the input envelope 
during this transition region are now analysed. They are
(i) the residual output ripple, particularly relevant for 
co„<l
(ii) the harmonic distortion, particularly relevant for modu­
lation frequencies greater than co„ = 1.
2.3.1 Residual output ripple: The output of the FBAGC circuit 
is subject to a residual modulation given by eqn. 34. The 
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Eqn. 34 is solved for k in Appendix 7.1. The general solution 
is given by
tortion introduced by FBAGC. The harmonics of eqn. 34 have 
been analysed using a 64-point discrete Fourier transform, and
k =
1 -LD'^ cose + cos^ 0 + + 1 - 2Z cosd -J J p ^
l-LD^ cose-D\/L^D^ cos^ 0-f + I -2L cosO -
(37)
The relationship between L, 6 and is that of a first-order 
lowpass filter, and Appendix 7.2 solves eqn. 37 for this case in 
particular, giving
the theoretical curves for D = 1 (100% fading) are presented in 
Fig. 7. A good empirical fit to the harmonic curves for fading 
frequencies at > 1 is given by
l + D tOr
level of ATth harmonic = (39)
k =





and is also plotted in Fig. 7. Eqn. 39 and Fig. 7 indicate that 
large wanted amplitude variations are not distorted only if 
they occur at frequencies well above = 1.
Fig. 5 is a graph of the residual output modulation ripple as a 
function of for several values of input modulation depth.
50dB input 














Fig. 5 Residual output modulation ripple as a function o f normalised 
input frequency for several values o f input modulation depth
It is clear from these theoretical curves that deep modulation 
depths are only suppressed adequately if they occur at fre­
quencies well below = 1. For comparison purposes, theor­
etically computed output envelope shapes are plotted in Fig. 6 
as a function of cj„.
2.3.2 Output harmonic distortion: The second characteristic of 
the output envelope to be considered is the harmonic dis-
Fig. 7 Harmonic distortion introduced by feedback automatic gain 
control
D =  \  (100% modulation)
 computed curves
 empirical fit
3 Experimental verification of theory
To verify the FBAGC theory presented thus far and the 
resulting equivalent feedforward models, measurements have 
been made on three distinct forms of FBAGC system, namely
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Fig. 6 Computed output envelope shapes as a Junction o f normalised 
frequency
a Wn = 0.1, 0.3 ft w „ = l , 3 ,  10
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circuit element H is an exponentiator (here, the ‘carrier’ is at 
DC and all circuit elements are DC coupled)
(ii) a full AM receiver with an IF signal of 10.7 MHz and 
constructed from commercially available exponential control 
law integrated circuits and a coherent detector 
(hi) a UHF phaselocked pilot-tone SSB receiver.
The investigation has been confined to loops which have input- 
signal-level-invariant dynamics, i.e. exponential control-law/ 
integrator systems, since it is these systems which are likely to 
prove by far the most important in radio communication and 
sonar applications.
3.1 Envelope equivalent circuit
A block diagram of the envelope equivalent circuit is shown in 
Fig. 8. The circuit operated over a 40 dB dynamic range of 
input from 0.1 to 10 V with no measurable variation of the 
output during the static tests. During dynamic testing, the 
circuit performed as predicted theoretically when subjected to 
an input test signal of the form (1 + D sin coft), and the main 








Fig. 8 Block diagram o f DC carrier circuit
Although the waveforms observed around the loop during 
deep fade modulations were nonsinusoidal, the inverted 
control voltage signal was found to be a sinusoidal lowpass 
filtered version of the input signal. This confirms that the basic 
action of a FBAGC system is to divide an input by a filtered 
version of its own modulus. The calculated closed-loop band­
width was 100 Hz, and the measured bandwidth was 106.6 Hz 
for 40 dB input variations. This was obtained by plotting the 
amplitude and phase response between the input and the 
inverted (sinusoidal) control voltage. With smaller input 
variations from — 20 to — lOdBV and 4-10 to +20dBV, the 
closed-loop bandwidth was measured at 101.4 and 108.4 Hz, 
respectively, i.e. a 6.5% variation in closed-loop bandwidth 
corresponded to a 30 dB variation in mean input level, demon­
strating level-invariance of AGC characteristics. Fig. 9 shows
50dB input 30dB




Fig. 9 Measured output ripple as a function o f normalised frequency
 theoretical curves
•  •  •  envelope equivalent circuit 
o  o  o  am  receiver 
X X X  SSB receiver
the measured output ripple against frequency for various 
values of modulation depth. Computed points assume a closed- 
loop bandwidth of 105 Hz. Theoretical curves of Fig. 5 present 
an interesting comparison. Fig. 10 shows measured values of 
harmonic distortion in the output envelope introduced by 
FBAGC as a function of frequency; theoretical curves are 
again plotted for comparison. There is good agreement be­
tween theory and practice, with the exception of the second- 
harmonic curve at high frequencies. Here, the inherent second- 
harmonic distortion within the circuit causes the curve to level 








Fig. 10 Measured output harmonic distortion for FBAGC
 theoretical curves
•  •  •  envelope equivalent circuit
o  o  AM receiver
3.2 FuH-carrier A M receiver
For this set of measurements the 10.7 MHz IF strip, detector 
and AGC circuits of a full-carrier AM receiver were constructed 
from commercial integrated circuits as shown in Fig. 11. Three 
SL1612C devices were used in the IF strip in order to produce 
an extremely linear dB/V gain control characteristic as required 
by Section 2.2. An SL624 was used as a coherent detector [12] 
which permitted low-level detection, hence giving the required 
large dynamic range. Balanced outputs from the mixer drive 
the AGC circuit, an integrator and level-shifting network. The 
value of capacitor in the integrator gave a loop bandwidth of 
25 Hz, a typical value in VHF AM systems.
Static measurements showed the output of the receiver 
constant to within 1 dB for changes in input levels greater than 
100 dB. To measure the closed-loop bandwidth of the system 
and verify the dynamic characteristics of the FBAGC, the 
input signal to the IF strip was amplitude-modulated sinu­
soidally to a depth of 30 dB, i.e. D = 0.939, and output-ripple- 
observed at various modulation frequencies. The first point 
plotted on Fig. 9, corresponding to an output ripple of 4.6 dB, 
fitted the 30 dB theoretical curve if a value of 26 Hz was 
assumed for the closed-loop bandwidth. Based on this value, 
the remaining experimental points for output ripple and har­
monic distortion were plotted on the normalised theoretical 
curves of Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Again, good agreement 
is observed between theory and practice.
3.3 UHF pilot tone SSB receiver
A 457 MHz in-band pilot tone SSB receiver was constructed 
incorporating an exponential control-law/integrator FBAGC 
system as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 12. Although it 
is not intended to describe pilot tone SSB systems here, since 
they are described adequately elsewhere [13], it is necessary 
to state that the pilot tone is positioned in a notch in the 
audio spectrum at 1.67 kHz. As with the AM receiver, the IF 
amplifiers possessed a linear dB/V gain control characteristic 
to obtain constant loop bandwidth over all usable input signal
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levels to the receiver. The main difference between the 
FBAGC in this receiver and a normal full-carrier AM receiver is 
the inclusion of a bandpass audio filter. This is used to extract 
the 1.67 kHz pilot tone reference signal from the audio and 
has a bandwidth approximately forty times that of the 
FBAGC’s closed-loop bandwidth.
the FBAGC circuit maintained the tone level at the output 
of the receiver to within 0.2 dB over an input range of 120 dB 
(1 juV to 1V). The receiver’s FBAGC was designed to have a 
closed-loop bandwidth of 10 Hz. By using the technique de­
scribed in Section 3.2, the measured value obtained was 
11 Hz. Fig. 9 gives experimental points for output ripple as a 
function of frequency. Close agreement is again noted be­
tween theory and practice for this particular FBAGC system. 
In all three experiments the observed output envelope wave­
forms were similar to those shown in Fig. 6.
4 Conclusions
Two types of FBAGC have been analysed, i.e. the linear 
control-law/integrator system and the exponential control-law/ 
integrator system. The exponential/integrator system with 
linear dB/V gain control characteristics is evidently the most 
useful for receiver applications, having well defined static and 
dynamic performance independent of the mean input signal 
level to the receiver. Theoretical and experimental confirm­
ation of the large signal equivalent feedforward model of 
FBAGC systems has also been presented.
FBAGC is unfortunately found to have a large frequency 
transition region between the envelope fading frequencies it 
will suppress satisfactorily and the envelope modulation 
frequencies that it will pass undistorted. This transition region 
commences from about 0.1 of the closed-loop bandwidth 
(30 dB of input fade modulation to 4.6 dB of output ripple)
O  audio out
exponential gain control IF  am plifiers
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IF crystal 
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Fig. 11 IF  and FBA GC control circuitry o f VHF A M  receiver
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Fig. 12 IF  and FBA GC control circuitry o f UHF pilot tone SSB receiver 
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to about 10 times the loop bandwidth (5% of second-harmonic 
distortion for 100% modulation on the input). Although these 
definitions are somewhat arbitrary they are representative of 
typical design parameters for optimum FBAGC performance. 
Over the transition region, deep modulation on the input will 
be partially suppressed but also grossly distorted. However, at 
no frequency will the output ripple of the receiver exceed the 
peak to trough fade depth at the input, providing the FBAGC 
loop is first-order [4]. This necessarily eliminates the use of 
2nd- and higher-order loops to reduce the transition region 
[16]. The large transition region of about 100:1 that occurs 
with FBAGC limits fade rates which can be suppressed to a 
few hertz in the presence of speech. FBAGC is, therefore, 
contrary to views expressed elsewhere [14,15], unsatisfactory 
for suppressing fast fading that arises as a result of multipath 
interference in VHF and UHF land mobile ratio systems under 
certain conditions of use. To resolve this difficulty, the 
authors have subsequently investigated a supplementary form 
of AGC which operates by feeding control signals forward 
rather than back. The technique, called feedforward AGC, is 
capable of reducing the transition region from 100:1 to 2:1 
[17,18], and will be the subject of an early publication.
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7 Appendixes
7.1 Solution of eqn. 34 for k 
Eqn. 34 states that
Ffe(l +Z) sin cont)
V =  --— --------
1 + LD sin (co„t — 6)
and k is defined by
^ _ Vp (maximum)
Up (minimum)
Instead of differentiating the above equation to solve for k (a 
lengthy technique giving an indirect solution) the following 
method is used. Eqn. 34 is rewritten as
y =
1 +Z) sin oj„t
I +LD sin (co„t — 6 )
by letting;/ = v^/Vk and is solved for = /(y) as follows.
Let X = tan [(Ont/2] such that sin = 2x/(l + ) and








x^(y + y lD sin 0 — 1) +x(2LDy cos Q — 2D) + 
+ y —yLD sin 0 — 1 = 0 
and hence
2D(1 —y l cos 0) ± V4D^ (1 —2Ly cos 0 +y'^L'^ cos^ 0) — 4(j/ +ylDsin 6 — l)(y —yLD sin 0 — 1)
2(y +yLD sin 0 — 1)
which simplifies to
D(1 —yL cos 0) ± y/y^jlJ'D^ — 1) + 2y{\ —LD^ cos 0) + D^ — 1
y +yLD sind — I 
and, since x = tan [co„f/2], then
io t =  2  tan -1
D(l->/Lcos0)±V/(L^D^ -l) + 2y(l-Z,D^  cos0) + D^ -1
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y(l + ID sin 0) — 1
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Having solved for ut = f{y) it is obvious that the peak and which simplifies to 
troughs of y, and hence Vq, occur when there are two solutions /-
to fiy), i.e. when the square root in the above equation equals l+D /___—
zero. If the value of y at these points (maxima or minima) is _ v + 1 — D^
y m, then ^ =
y l (L ^ D ^ - l )  + 2y,n(l-LD ^ cos0)+D^-l =0 
so that
l-D
col + l -D ^
y m  =
LD^ COS0-1 ±DVL^D^ cos^ a + +  1 -21 cos0 - i W  
I^D^ - 1
Since ÛD^ — 1 < 0 and ZD^ cos 0 — 1 < 0, then
_  1-ID^ c o s 0 ± d V i^ D ^  cos^0+ I^  +  1 -2Icos0-I^D^ 
-  1 - L ‘^ D ^
and hence, from the definition of k,
l -L D ^  COS0 +DVl^D^ cos^ 0+I^  + l-2Icos0-I^D^
1 —LD^ COS 0 —Dy/L^D^ cos^ 0 +1^ + 1 — 21 cos 0 — I^ D^
k =
7.2 First-order solution of k 
Now
 ^_ 1 -L D ^ cos 0 + DyJÛD'^ cos^ 0 + +  1 - 2Z, cos 0
1 -ID^ cos 0-DyJÛD'^ cos^ 0 +1^ + 1 - 21 cos 0-I^D^
and, for first-order systems, 
and hence
I = COS0 
so that
1 -I^D^ +DVi'*D^ + +  1 -  21  ^-I*D^
k =
1 -L^D'^ - d V i ^ D ’ +Z,^ + 1 - 2 I^ - I ^ D ^
I.e.
 ^_ l - L ^ D ^  +DV( 1 -I^D^)(1 -I^) 
~ 1 -I^D^ - D V (1 -I^D^Kl - 1 )^
,+D
(1 -i'D')
Substituting L for cu„, then
k =
1 +  Wn
l-D
1 +  w !
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Performance limits of feedforward automatic gain 
control in mobile radio receivers
J.P. McGeehan, B.Eng., Ph.D., C.Eng., M.I.E.R.E., M .I.E.E., and D.F. Burrows, B.Sc.
Indexing terms: Radio communication, Mobile radio systems
Abstract: In the paper, two forms of feedforward automatic gain control circuit, i.e. lowpass and bandpass, 
are described and their performance limits discussed in respect of nonideal circuit parameters, receiver pre­
filtering decorrelation and propagation-medium time delay spread. The bandpass filter limited dynamics 
configuration is shown to have twice the fade suppression bandwidth of the lowpass filter limited dynamics 
form and is particularly suited for use in VHF and UHF full carrier AM and SSB mobile radio receivers. A 
series of field trials in which a bandpass limited dynamics feedforward automatic gain control circuit was 
fitted to the audio output of a 457 MHz SSB mobile radio system is described.
1 Introduction
A significant problem at VHF and UHF in land mobile radio 
communications is multipath propagation of the transmitted 
signal. This results in a quasistationary interference pattern of 
signal peaks and troughs being set up over the required cover­
age area. It can be shown that, when there is no direct line-of- 
sight signal between the transmitter and receiver, such that any 
energy reaching the receiver is by way of a number of indirect 
paths, then the envelope statistics are Rayleigh distributed 
[I]. Fades of 30dB or more below the mean level are 
encountered, and a vehicle driving through this fading pattern 
at 112 km/h (70 miles/h) can experience signal fluctuations at 
rates of up to twice Doppler, i.e. 33 per second at 160 MHz 
and 93 per second at 450 MHz. An AM-type receiver [such as 
full carrier AM or single sideband (SSB)] has these envelope 
variations impressed directly onto the demodulated output. 
This fast fading distorts speech and can severely degrade data 
communications.
However, it is not just in the land mobile radio field that 
communications are degraded by fast fading. For example, 
low flying aircraft using UHF full carrier AM systems suffer 
severe multipath induced envelope fast fading during inter­
aircraft communications, even though they may be flying less 
than I km apart [2]. Although received signal strengths will 
be extremely high in this case, intelligibility can be severely 
degraded. This is because conventional receiver feedback AGC 
(FBAGC) circuits can only suppress deep unwanted fading 
at up to a few times per second in the presence of speech. 
Any attempt to ‘speed up’ FBAGC can result in distortion 
of the speech information [3] and possible fading enhance­
ment or instability in the presence of time delay [4].
One way of reducing multipath-induced distortion is to 
employ some form of diversity. This technique reduces the 
probability of a fade exceeding a certain depth by combining 
several received signals with uncorrelated fading envelopes. 
This normally involves the use of multiple transmitters or 
multiple receiver aerial systems together with special com­
bining circuitry and is well described in the literature [5]. 
Besides reducing the range of the envelope fluctuations, it 
results in an improved signal/noise ratio. Unfortunately, its 
implementation is often too complex and expensive for the 
majority of civil land mobile radio users, while certain 
practical difficulties are encountered in the aircraft situation.
This paper is concerned with the use of a fast acting form 
of AGC that can be simply added onto the output of non­
diversity receivers or used to improve the performance of
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diversity receivers. It has the ability to greatly reduce the 
envelope fading and its complexity and expense can be 
reduced to that of a single integrated circuit. The technique, 
called feedforward AGC (FFAGC), allows the use of very high 
orders of filtering to separate fading information from the 
required signal without introducing distortion or encountering 
any time-delay-induced stability problems. Although the basic 
operation has been described elsewhere [6—8], a brief 
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Fig. 1 Block diagram o f a general F F  A GC circuit
The operation principles of FFAGC are best understood by 
reference to the block schematic diagram of Fig. I. For the 
purpose of mathematical convenience, the time reference is 
taken to be after the time delay unit. The required signal x(f) 
is considered to be composed of the wanted modulation m(t) 
added to or impressed on a carrier or pilot reference signal 
c(f). The unwanted envelope modulation caused by fast 
fading is represented by r{t). In the ideal case, the lower 
path extracts the fading from the carrier reference, and, if 
r(t)> V T such that d{f) = r{t), then the desired output 
y(t) =  x(i) is obtained by dividing r(t) into the top path 
signal. The processing time of the reference signal extractor is 
matched exactly by the signal path delay. If at some instant 
r(t) < Vt , the denominator is clamped at Uy, resulting in an 
output>'(t) = x(t)r(f)/Ur. The threshold voltage is therefore 
a lower limit to the depth of fade below which the circuit will 
not divide.
It is the intention of this paper to analyse theoretically the 
performance limitations of FFAGC in the presence of 
deterministic signals. It will be shown that the use of a band­
pass filter to extract the carrier reference doubles the fade 
suppression bandwidth and greatly increases the circuit’s slew 
rate over conventionallowpass-filter-derived FFAGC. Particular 
attention is paid to the effect of carrier reference filtering 
operations on the circuit’s performance and to the need for 
good correlation between the carrier and signal fades. In this
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respect, the effects of decorrelation due to time delay spread 
and receiver prefiltering operations are discussed and evaluated. 
Finally, the analytic and subjective effects of noise on the 
circuit’s performance are discussed together with the results 
obtained from its application to a 457 MHz SSB land mobile 
radio system.
2 Theory of feedforward automatic gain control
2.1 Conventional lowpass filter limited dynamics 
This is the form of FFAGC originally proposed by Hopper [6] 
and is shown in Fig. 2. Since there is no selectivity before the 
envelope detector, an enhanced carrier reference is required 
for correct operation and it is most applicable to full carrier 
AM systems. The separation of the fading information from 
the required modulation is achieved by a high-order linear 
phase lowpass filter. It is assumed that tiie circuit is preceded 
by slow acting feedback AGC to suppress large mean level 
signal variations. The circuit’s performance above threshold 
is now analysed, and all circuit elements are assumed to be 











Fig. 2 Conventional lowpass filter limited dynamics FFAGC circuit 
for full carrier A M  systems
For the purpose of this analysis, let the unwanted envelope 
fading component of the received signal be of the form
r(0 = l+Dsin{o3f(t +  T)} (1)
Thus the signal appearing at the numerator of the divider is
n{t) = (1 +  D  sin C0ft)x{t) (2)
If the lowpass filter has an amplitude response L and a group 
delay (T — t) at then the signal appearing at the denomi­
nator is
d{i) = 1 + ID sin + r) (3)
The output of the feedforward circuit can be written as
^ (l+Dsinq,^fMO_
1 + ID sin Uf{t + t)
The required output %(r) is therefore subject to a residual 
modulation /, where
J =
1 + D sin 03ft 
1 + ID sin 03f{t + t) (5)
When considering the unwanted input modulation in decibel 
form, the peak rate of change in decibels per second is given 
by
20w/Dcos(sin"^ D)
= ln(10)(l-Z)^ )~ ®
where 03f is in radians per second.
As a design example, consider the suppression of a 30 dB 
sinusoidal fade (D = 0.9387) to within ± 3 dB of output ripple 
with perfect time delay matching. Eqn. 7 indicates that I must 
be less than 1.0187 (+ 0.16 dB) for the + 3 dB variation and 
greater than 0.9742 (- 0.23 dB) for the -3dB variation, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The input and worst-case output waveforms 
in this case are shown by Fig. 4.
The ratio of the maximum to minimum value of J, i.e. the 
output ripple, has been solved by the authors in an earlier 
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Fig. 3 Amplitude/frequency response o f lowpass filter for suppressing 
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Fig. 4 Input and worst-case output waveforms o f an FFAGC circuit 
incorporating the lowpass filter described by Fig. 3 for 30 dB input 
modulation
r ( t )  =  1 +  sin U ft  
1 +  £) sin o jf t
J  =
1 +  LD  sin 03f t
where D  =  0.9387 and 
( -  0.227 dB)
1.0187 ( +0 .161  dB) or 1 =  0.9742
The fade suppression frequency limitations of this particular 
form of FFAGC are made most apparent by considering the 
spectrum of the received signal after the lower path envelope 
detector. The envelope detector is assumed to be of the 
precision rectifier type or, alternatively, a coherent (product) 
type capable of tracking the random FM of the received signal.
1 — ID^ cos COT + DsJV'D^ cos^ cor + 1^  + 1 — 21 cos cor 
1 — I D ^  cos COT —DsJlP'D^ cos^ cot + 1^  +  1 — 21 cos cot — V 'D ^
(6)
If the upper and lower signal paths are perfectly matched in 




Fig. 5 shows the output of the envelope detector used in a full 
carrier AM system with the lowest frequency speech compo­
nent represented by a tone of frequency/i,. Evidently, the use 
of a perfect (i.e. brickwall) lowpass filter will only allow fading 
with significant energy up to /^ /2 to be suppressed. Jakes [1]
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shows that envelope fading in the land mobile radio multipath 
environment has a fundamental spectral density existing up to 
twice Doppler (although there is still 1,8% of the power above 
this frequency). Thus, if twice Doppler exceeds f i l l , the 
spectra shown in Fig. 5 will overlap, making adequate sup­
pression of even the fundamental component of the received 
signal’s envelope fading impossible. However, a consideration 
of the RF or IF spectra prior to envelope detection indicates 
a method whereby the fade suppression bandwidth of FFAGC 
may be doubled. Fig. 6 depicts a typical spectrum prior to the 
envelope detector for the land mobile case. The signal is 
assumed to have no direct component and obeys Rayleigh 
statistics. It can be seen that, unlike the output of the 
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Fig. 5 Illustration o f the maximum frequency o f operation o f con­










magnitude occur at ± Doppler. For this reason, and in an 
attempt to use a worst-case test signal for analysing bandpass 
filter imperfections, the input to the circuit is assumed to be 
operated on by M, where
Fig. 6 Input signal to the envelope detector that generated the out­
put spectrum shown in Fig. 5
Still well separated. Indeed, the Doppler spread can be doubled 
before the carrier spectra and modulation spectra overlap. If 
therefore a bandpass filter is used to extract the carrier and its 
associated fading spectra prior to wideband envelope detection, 
FFAGC wiU be able to suppress fading at rates up to fi, 
instead of /x,/2. This arrangement is referred to as bandpass 
filter limited dynamics. It can be used with full carrier AM 
systems as well as with any other AM-type modulation system 
that has a pilot reference (such as DSBDC or pilot reference 
SSB).
2.2 Bandpass filter limited dynamics 
In the following analysis, the performance of a FFAGC circuit 
employing a bandpass filter to extract the reference signal, as 
shown in Fig. 7, is investigated above threshold. In practice, as 
shown by Fig. 6, the required signal x(f) has its spectrum 
‘smeared’ to the familiar ‘U’ shape by multipath propagation 
effects, and, in land mobile radio, the components of greatest
+ Rx(t) (9)
The resulting signal envelope is similar to that encountered in 
the field, and the equation, coincidently, accurately describes 
the ‘lobe modulation’ encountered in UHF air-to-air communi­
cations (see Chap. 10 of Reference 9). If the received carrier 
reference in the absence of fading is given by
c(t) = E cos Wg(f + T) (10)
then, under the influence of the test signal defined in eqn. 9, 
the carrier reference is modified to
M{c(f)} = E cos {cjc(t + T) — coi{t + T)]













Fig. 7 Bandpass filter limited dynamics FFA GC circuit
It is convenient to express this equation as an ampUtude and 
phase modulated carrier as follows:
M{c(t)} = E(1 + R ^ + 2 R cos + T)Y''^ cos C0c(t + r)
+ tan“^
R sincd2(t+ r) — sin 0 )1 (t + T)
R cos 0 )2(t + T) + cos o>i(t + T)
where
(j}f — 0)% 4" 0)2
(12)
(13)
The action of the bandpass filter on the envelope of M{c(t)} is 
now analysed with the aid of Fig. 8. The filtered version 
of the carrier reference at the output of the bandpass filter is 
'F{M{c(t)]), where
F(M{c(t)}) = EBi cos (o)c(t + Ti) — C0 |(f + n)}
+ REE2 cos {Wg(f + 7 2) + C02(t + 72 )}
(14)
and its envelope function d(t) is given by
d(t) =  E{B\ +BIR^ + 2 B1B2R COS(Wyt+ 0)i7i
+ 0)2 72 + 0)c(72 - T x)Y'^ (15)
By letting P = B2 /Pi, eqn. 15 becomes
d{t) = BiE[ \ + 2PR cos {cOft+ o)i7i + 0 )2 7 2
(16)
The resulting residual modulation on the output of y{t), J, is
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given by
' ■ i .
l + R ^  +2R cos ojft
1 +P^R^ + 2PR cos {co/f + WiTi + WzTa + Wg(T2 — Ti)}
1/2
(17)
The similarity between this expression and that for the 
lowpass filter case can be seen if eqn. 17 is rewritten in the 
form
J =
1 + R ^  V'* 1




cos {iAift + W|Ti + W 2T2 4- CJc(T2 --fl)}
1/2
(18)
Furthermore, eqn. 6 may be used to predict the peak/trough 
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are made, the square root of k is taken. However, the simi­
larity between the two cases becomes even more apparent 











Fig. 8 Effect o f  the FFAGC bandpass filte r  on
a Amplitude/frequency spectrum of input test signal 
b Bandpass fîlter amplitude/frequency response 
c Bandpass fîlter phase/frequency response
this situation.
_ 1 / l+R"^ +2R cos 03ft 
^  \1 + P^R  ^ + 2PR cos coft
1/2
Jmin =  —
1 / l + R ^ + 2 R  
Pi\l + P ^ R ^ + 2 P R
1 I 1 +R^ ±2R
Bi \ l +P^R^  ±2PRJ B i \ l ± P R
1/2
1/2





with the sign used (plus or minus) depending on whether Pis 
greater or less than unity. Thus k", the ratio of 7 1^0%
k" =
l + R \  I ±PR
1 TPP 1 ±R
(25)
The sign ambiguity of eqn. 25 can be resolved by expanding 





Examination of eqn. 7 for the single-tone lowpass filter case 
and eqn. 26 shows that k ' and k" are identical expressions if 
L = P  and D = R . The peak rate of change of the unwanted 








where co/ is in radians per second.
Depending on the relative position of the two tones inside 
the bandpass filter, P can take on one of two values: one 
sUghtly greater than unity and one slightly less than unity. The 
circuit will therefore tend to overestimate or underestimate 
the depth of fade. Consequently, the passband ripple of the 
bandpass filter is only allowed to be, at most, half of the 
passband ripple of the lowpass filter case in order to achieve 
the same worst-case degree of fade suppression. For example, 
consider, as for the lowpass filter case, the suppression of a 
30 dB two-tone fade to within ± 3 dB of output ripple with 
perfect time delay matching. The most stringent requirement 
placed on the bandpass filter’s specification is set in meeting 
the + 3 dB output variation, and this in turn results (from
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eqn. 26) in a maximum allowable passband ripple of 0.16 dB. 
This value is the same as the maximum positive ripple allowed 
in the equivalent lowpass filter case. Eqn. 26 predicts that the 
maximum negative output variation will be 2.2 dB. The 
computed input/output waveforms for this example are 
shown in Fig. 9.
5-
-------- input ^
4- -1■ \  rou t put J /
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Fig. 9 Input and worst-case output waveforms o f an FFAGC circuit 
incorporating a bandpass filter with 0.16 dB passband ripple for 30 dB 
input variation
Input envelope =  (1 +  + 2R cos
f _ / l + R  + 2R coso }ft V *
\ l + P ^ R ^  + 2PR COSO}ft)
where 12 =  0.9387 and f  =  1.019 (+  0.161 dB) or f  =  0.9817 
( - 0 .1 6 1  dB)
It is interesting to compare the lowpass and bandpass input 
waveform envelope slew rates when the FFAGC circuit is 
suppressing the same 30 dB fade. For the lowpass case, eqn. 8 
gives the peak slew rate for the sinusoidal fade as
peak 30 dB sinusoidal slew rate = 148.6 x //dB/s
(where ff is the input fade frequency in hertz), whereas, for 
the bandpass case, eqn. 27 gives the peak slew rate for the two 
tone test signal as
peak 30 dB two-tone slew rate = 431.02 x ff dB/s
Thus, for the same frequency of fading and depth of fade, the 
bandpass filter limited dynamics FFAGC circuit slews much 
faster than the lowpass filter case. Furthermore, since the 
bandpass configuration can operate at twice the fading fre­
quency of the lowpass case, the performance improvement is 
even more dramatic.
2.3 Filter stopband requirements
In general, the stopband requirements of the lowpass or band­
pass filters used depend on the ratio of the carrier reference to 
peak modulation signal, and, for each modulation system (full 
carrier AM, DSBSC, pilot reference SSB), this ratio will be 
different. However, the following general comments apply to 
any system.
It is assumed that the magnitude of the detected carrier 
reference is unity and that the wanted modulation signal a(r), 
of peak value a, lies as close to the carrier reference as possible. 
If the stopband response of the inserted lowpass or bandpass 
filter at the frequency of o{t) is 5, then the peak-to-peak 
variation of o(f) is reduced to 2Sa. Thus the FFAGC circuit 
suffers from an unwanted modulation of 1/(1 + 5a(f)}, with 
a modulation index So. In general, only a modest stopband 
attenuation is required. For example, a — 20 dB stopband 
attenuation in a full carrier AM system using lowpass filters 
results in 10% of unwanted output gain modulation for 100% 
input modulation. Further details of the harmonic distortion 
caused by this effect may be found elsewhere [3].
2.4 Information-reference carrier decorrelation effects
2.4.1 Time delay spread: In the land mobile radio environ­
ment, nearly all the energy reaching the input of the receiver 
comes via line-of-sight signals or signals that have been 
scattered or refracted in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle. 
Occasionally, a significant proportion of the received signals’ 
energy arrives via a large reflector some distance from the 
mobile. In such circumstances, it is possible that the fading 
induced on the received signal is no longer ‘frequency flat’; 
i.e., at any one instant in time, the depth of fade at different 
RF frequencies is dissimilar. This decorrelation between fades 
of the carrier reference and fades of the required modulation 
results in residual audio modulation at the output of an other­
wise perfect FFAGC circuit. In this context, Gans and Yeh
[10] have shown that, if a very high correlation coefficient 
(such as 0.9999) is required between the carrier and the audio 
in the presence of time delay spread (e.g. 1 ^is), then the signals 
have to be spaced very close in frequency (e.g. less than 
2.25 kHz). Based on this quite arbitrarily high degree of 
correlation, Gans and Yeh state that ‘for microwave mobile 
radio and deep fading, AM and SSB voice communication 
channels cannot provide telephone quality signals, even with 
fast-acting AGO of any type’. The authors consider that the 
assumptions made in reaching this conclusion were overly 
pessimistic. Even assuming the analysis to be reasonable, Gans 
and Yeh [10] show that FM communications also suffer from 
severe multipath distortion effects. This FM distortion also 
occurs in the air-to-air communication environment and Reed 
and Russel in Chap. 11 of Reference 9 have shown that simply 
converting aircraft communication systems from AM to FM 
will not provide as great a lobe modulation interference 
reduction as might be hoped.
To estimate the worst-case ripple at the output of a FFAGC 
circuit under conditions of time delay spread, consider the 





Fig. 10 Relative positions o f the carrier reference and modulation 
during a frequency-selective fade
a given instant in time, the diagram shows the amplitude/ 
frequency curve of a deep fade generated by two received 
signals with a differential time delay T o between them. 
The equation of this curve is identical to that of the envelope 
of a two-tone signal as given in Section 2.2:
A  =  E(l +  +  2 R  cos ioTo)
1/2 (28)
where R  is the relative difference between the amplitude of 
the two signal paths. For the worst case, the carrier reference 
Wg is assumed to be positioned at the deepest part of the fade 
for the instant of time chosen. The FFAGC circuit will there­
fore overestimate the gain of the signal at by an amount 
G  where
^ _ / I - 2R cos coat’d 
l + R ^ - 2 R
1/2
(29)




_ A g ^ { 2 R - 1 - R ^ ) + 1 + R ' ^  
[ 2R
(30)
For example, consider the maximum carrier modulation 
frequency offset allowable when suppressing a 30 dB fade, R = 
0.9387 (caused by two received signals with a 1 /us time delay 
spread) so that the peak of the residual modulation ripple at 
the output of an otherwise perfect FFAGC circuit is less than 
3 dB (G= 1.413). Eqn. 30 gives oj^ as 6.3 x 10^  rad/s, i.e. a 
maximum allowable frequency offset between carrier and 
signal of 10 kHz. One point of interest here is that the authors 
are currently investigating an in-band pilot tone form of SSB 
where the furthest frequency component of the modulating 
signal is never more than 1.4 kHz from the pilot reference 
[11]. This satisfies even the most stringent requirements for 
good correlation in the presence of time delay spread. It 
should be noted, that restricting the maximum attainable 
circuit gain by means of the threshold places a limit on the 
peak modulation ripple appearing at the output. This simple 
twin-path model result has been confirmed for the more 
general multipath case by Leland and SoUenberger [12]. In 
a theoretical investigation, these authors have used a Monte 
Carlo simulation technique to show that the distortion intro­
duced by time delay spread will be relatively modest and 
quite limited in occurrence for a particular coverage area.
2.4.2 Prefiltering decorrelation in the receiver: A far more 
serious problem in relation to decorrelation is the effect of 
filtering operations performed by the receiver prior to FFAGC 
processing. In the following treatment, perfect suppression of 
reference carrier fading is assumed by the FFAGC circuit as 
before and the residual fading of the wanted modulation 
caused by receiver prefiltering operations is analysed.
amplitude amplitude response group
group delay
m(t) c(t)
Fig. 11 Amplitude and group delay response o f a general prefilter
Fig. 11 shows the amplitude and group delay response 
curves of a typical receiver’s prefiltering stage, together with 
the relative positions of the carrier reference c(t) and the 
modulation m{i). If the group delay is assumed to be rela­
tively flat across the twice Doppler spread cof but not necess­
arily the same for m{t) and c(t), then, following the approach 
used in deriving eqns. 15 and 16, the modulation suffers from 
a residual fading term at the output of the FFAGC circuit of
Jp  —
1 + P p R ^  + 2 P p R  cos {cj/>(f — Tf)}
1 + R  ^ + 2R cos cOft
1/2
(31)
where Pp is the change in the prefilters amplitude response 
over the range cof at the frequency of m(t). This expression 
is similar to the inverse of eqn. 17. The problem is particularly 
acute for signals positioned at the edge of a prefilter’s band­
width characteristic since, for such positioning, the group 
delay suffered by the signal can be typically twice as much as 
that experienced by a signal at the band centre. Thus the
upper frequency components of double sideband signals and 
both the lower and upper frequency components of SSB 
signals are affected after passing through a typical IF filter. 
Furthermore, if the carrier is positioned at one edge of the 
prefilter, as in pilot carrier and above-band pilot tone SSB 
systems [13, 14], then the decorrelation effect will be 
particularly enhanced. The situation deteriorates further if 
there is a significant change in the group delay of any 
prefilter over the range twice Doppler at any point on its 
characteristic. Any signal at this point, whether it is required 
modulation or the carrier reference, can have its envelope 
characteristics greatly changed with respect to the other 
signals present. However, unlike the time delay spread due to 
multipath fading, the decorrelation due to prefiltering can be 
compensated for by the incorporation of suitable filters prior 
to the FFAGC circuit. Note that eqn. 31 also applies to any 
filter which is incorporated in the top path of the FFAGC 
circuit. Again, the deployment of a threshold circuit places a 
limit on the peak value of the circuit’s output ripple.
2.5 FFAGC operation in noise
2.5.1 Random gain modulation: Noise has two undesirable 
effects on the performance of FFAGC. First, the presence of 
noise on the bottom path of the circuit causes random modu­
lation of the output signal. If the carrier reference is assumed 
to be a sinusoid with a noise signal added to it, then Rice [IS] 
has shown that, providing the carrier/noise ratio is reasonably 
large (> 15 dB say), then, to a good approximation, the output 
of the envelope detector may be considered to be a Gaussian- 
distributed signal with an average value equal to that of the 
detected carrier and a standard deviation equal to the RMS 
noise level. The noise bandwidth of the bottom path of a 
FFAGC circuit is usually much less than the modulation 
signal’s bandwidth, and the above approximation of a 
Gaussian-distributed denominator variation applies. Extreme 
variations of the denominator from the mean are unlikely. 
For example, with a bottom path carrier/noise ratio of 20 dB, 
the denominator will be within ± 3 dB of the mean 99.8% of 
the time. The probability distribution of the denominator for 
lower signal/noise ratios is also given by Rice [15].
2.5.2 Fading into noise: The second effect of receiver noise 
occurs for relatively weak signals in the multipath fading 
environment. With the threshold voltage set to zero, a signal 
which fades into the noise remains constant in amplitude at 
the FFAGC output (apart from random gain modulation). 
Thus, as the signal fades into the noise at the circuit input, the 
noise appears to rise to the signal at the output of the circuit. 
Hence, in a manner similar to an FM receiver, fading into 
noise causes noise ‘chuffs’ at the output. However, unlike an 
FM receiver, the process is linear with no rapid degradation of 
quality. The incorporation of the threshold limit in the 
FFAGC circuit’s denominator prevents the circuit from 
tracking out fades below a certain level in a noisy environment. 
By couphng the threshold control voltage to the receiver’s 
feedback AGC circuitry, it is possible to vary the threshold 
voltage so that it is always set at a fixed level above the noise. 
During a deep fade into the noise, as shown in Fig. 12, the 
deepest part of the fade passes through the circuit with a 
reduction in the noise burst. The subjective effect of doing 
this is discussed later in this paper.
3 Circuit implementation and experimental results
3.1 Practical implementation of the circuit 
There are two basic methods of implementing FFAGC 
circuits. In the first form of realisation, each of the elements 
shown in Figs. 2 and 7 is constructed using standard ‘op. amp.’
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techniques with filters and delay lines constructed using 
charge-transfer device technology. This particular approach has 
been discussed elsewhere [16] and will not be discussed 
further other than to say that it is important to synthesise all 
filter and delay line clocks from a master oscillator to mini­
mise the effect of any differential time delay drift between the 
two signal paths.
With the second method of implementation, all operations 
are performed in software and executed in a digital signal 
processing system such as an ‘analogue microprocessor’. The 
technology of this type of processor is the centre of consider­
able research and development and will offer a serious 
challenge in the near future to the hardware approach. It 
should be noted that, for the case of SSB, the use of a pilot 
carrier requires the processing to be performed at some IF 
prior to final demodulation, whereas, for in-band tone or 
above-band tone SSB systems, the processing can be directly 












Fig. 12 Input and output signal and noise levels illustrating the effect 
o f  threshold
a Input signal and noise levels to FFAGC circuit 
b Output signal and noise levels of FFAGC circuit without threshold 
c Output signal and noise levels of FFAGC circuit with threshold
3.2 Experimental results
Several hardware forms of FFAGC have been investigated by 
the authors. The earlier work used circuits with lowpass filter 
limited dynamics which were fitted to full carrier AM UHF 
radios. More recent work has employed FFAGC circuits with 
bandpass filter limited dynamics fitted to a 457 MHz ‘in-band 
tone’ SSB mobile radio system. Without FFAGC, UHF SSB 
sounds distorted, having a distinctive ‘gravelly’ characteristic 
due to the effects of multipath propagation. Incorporation of 
FFAGC into the system caused a marked subjective improve­
ment in speech quality. Investigation showed that there was 
little subjective gain in having the threshold voltage more than
— 20 dB below the mean input level. In this context, it should 
be noted that, for a Raylei^  fading environment, the received 
signal spends 99% of the time above this level. As stated 
earlier, the noise bursts associated with fading in weak signal 
areas could be controlled by varying the threshold voltage in 
conjunction with the receiver’s feedback AGC. Raising the 
threshold as the received signal/noise ratio deteriorates and 
allowing the deepest parts of fades to pass through the circuit 
was found to be preferable to completely tracking out all the 
fades with the resulting FM-receiver-type noise bursts. How­
ever, although the present FFAGC configuration removes 
envelope fluctuations, it obviously has no effect on the 
random frequency fluctuations of the incoming signal. In an 
FM receiver, these frequency fluctuations are demodulated, 
causing an additional source of click-type interference. With 
SSB, the fluctuations are not demodulated but simply super­
imposed on the audio signal. This results in the SSB audio 
sounding at times as if it were suffering from ‘wow and 
flutter’. The effect is most noticeable on single tones and less 
noticeable on voice communications. As a consequence of 
further work in this area, several techniques for eliminating 
these frequency fluctuations have been developed for the 
SSB situation and will be the subject of an early publication. 
It is noteworthy that full carrier AM communications are not 
affected by this effect after demodulation and these frequency 
fluctuations were clearly not observed during the UHF AM 
field trials.
Fig. 13 shows the input and output waveforms of the feed­
forward circuit incorporated in a 457 MHz SSB mobile travel­
ling in a suburban area of Bath at 65 km/h (40 miles/h). The 
two upper traces are those of the input and output waveforms 
of the 1.67 kHz pilot reference signal. The two lower traces 
are the input and output traces of the FFAGC circuit for a 
3 kHz tone transmitted simultaneously with the 1.67 kHz 
reference. The maximum fade rate of twice Doppler is about 
54 Hz, and the run segment lasts for 205 ms. The threshold, 
set — 20 dB below the input signal’s mean level, can be seen 
coming into operation at the points marked i and ii. At point 
iii, a slight decorrelation effect attributed to the group delay 
change across the IF filter in the receiver is noticeable. The 
received signal strength’s mean was approximately lOjuV 
EMF. In interpreting these results, it should be noted that 
the waveforms have already passed through the receiver’s 
11 Hz bandwidth feedback AGO circuitry, and this has 
obviously had little effect in suppressing the fading.
4 Conclusions
A feedforward AGC system has been described for suppressing 
unwanted multipath propagation envelope fluctuations in land 
and air mobile radio communication systems. The performance 
hmits of FFAGC using lowpass filter limited dynamics have 
been investigated, and a modified technique using bandpass 
filters has been shown to be able to double the fade suppression 
bandwidth of FFAGC and greatly increase its slew rate. The 
limitations of signal carrier reference decorrelation effects have 
been analysed using a simple two-path model. The effect of 
time delay spread on the received signal in this case has been 
shown to be unimportant for narrowband signals in typical 
mobile radio systems. However, the effect of prefiltering the 
signal in the receiver can cause severe performance degradation 
unless compensation techniques are employed. A simple 
analysis of the effects of noise has been performed showing 
that the circuit is relatively immune to gain modulation for 
moderate signal/noise ratios. Nevertheless, a major perform­
ance limitation in poor signal/noise reception areas occurs 
when the received signal fades into the noise. In all the above
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cases, the threshold circuit improves performance by limiting 
the maximum value of the positive-going output ripple errors.
An extensive set of field trials have been conducted using 
FFAGC in conjunction with a 457 MHz SSB land mobile radio 
system. FFAGC has been shown to operate successfully, 
reducing multipath induced envelope fading to an arbitrary 
degree hmited only by noise and decorrelation effects. The 
revelation that there is little subjective improvement in 
tracking out fades more than — 20 dB below the signal’s mean 
suggests a relaxation of the filters and dynamic range require­
ments of FFAGC. FFAGC can improve the quahty and intelli- 
gibihty of both land and air mobile communications and 
should seriously be considered for incorporation in any new 
system which is likely to suffer from multipath-induced 
envelope fading.
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